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FIRST
UUDRD
By Br, Bernard Stegei

/•Every patient
'

: has a story to share that

helped him. heal, :'

but medicine chooses to .

Use words like miracle

. or spontaneous"remission

for what it does
. not want to understand.^

So-called primitive medicine often

achievs-s remarkable cures with a few

mid' herbs administered in a dramatic

ritual. The ritual is designed to strengthen

the patieni's faith =n himself (the will to

'

live); in the frealmont (the piacerjo [actor},

in the witch' doctor. and in a higher power
!'he procedures are based or) the knowl-

edge-thai ultimately it is the patieni who
does the healing.

The March 1985 issue of The Lancer a

major British medical journai. presented

a study on the survival of breast -cancer

patients. The results of this research

seem to corroborate seme of the mere

basic tenels o:: ritualistic medicine: Eighty

percent of those patients diagnosed as

having a fighting spirit had a ten-year

survival rate, in oonimsi. to those labeled

as reeling helpless, who had a 2Q percent

survival rate.

1 he report underscores trie dilemma

that has arson In modem medicine,

a meohsmsi isc

is :he tot"), and death a failure. In fighting

disease, ir Keeping patients from dying at

all costs, we don I teste; their natural

healing ab: hies There is no course -n

meoica- school on new to oeal with people

ta:k to them, give them hooe. o= encour-

age healing I here i no li ;cu si' n oi

whet healli g realiv is or o! the value;

.:
i.

... ! .r . ..:.;
.

i

.-.,: one death

has become the slate of the art and

the highest goal espoused by the Anieri-

.!.. '.,.': Si-OO

As a result of th's preoccupation with

death, we often miss trio mtum toward ite.

Because we do more to patients who
COfTt do well (wTneut even questioning

whether -hey may be tty:ra hard todie
:
as

I
have iearneo soine are), we lend to

ignore those who do beUe-' than expected,

in: recover when they

are not supposed to. T you orediei a

patients deatn In &
oatient is woii in six months, does he come
oaoKio:heoitice?No- !

.

I once told my parinys and staff about

the long-term survival o! a patient whose
i he had terminal

'
I

-/: . V.i ",! .....I :. ' i .'

Dramatic recovery, but no ore went out to

-lis nemo. Knocked or-- tne door, anc

ashed Whv dion't you die when you were

supposed to9
'

1 We .< iced !o do thai. Eve-ry'

patient has a story to share ihal has

helped him heal, iviedleine uses words

.Ike miracle or spontaneous remission for

what l! doesn't want

Cancer Ward Aleksandr Sclzheriitsyn.

cancer, mentions

cases of saH-induced healing. Just think

what the medical profession would be like

h several hundred years age we hac

begun using that term for -case's of

spontaneous remission. We would now
.

-

have something we couid learn and

teach how 10 hear

What are survivors Iks? is there a

oroide we can share with others? Yes ; We
can teach people to take charge of their

lives and even centroi their deaths. Su

vors, In genera;, are nonconformists,

'bad patents." in one study of the ir

system in melanoma patients, done at

Yale, there was almost a 100 percent

correlation between the head nurses

opinion of the patient and his immune-

system .function A hac opinion meant a

good immune system. At Johns Hopkins,

breast-canee? patients who had poo:

relationships wit. their ohysicians were

long-term survivors. The quality of the

iBia

What does all this mean'' It means
i. emotional,

shares responsibly, and part : clpafes

inh We
need to make the profession aware that.

II) s vocal minority is the group after

which all patients should be modeled. A

worn i'i i vvas 'Ui ,e io .
.

My d ctry

told me lie was the captain of. the ship.".:

She answer!

wan: to get onboard your ship
"

I do not wani Io create vdams. We
physicians are hurting too. bu: we can oe

ret i

that patients aie cur besi resource. ;
tell

patients to hug ihei' doctors and restore

[hem. Bui j; von nave been trained in

ihe two great medical principles or "no

fa.S" hope and "doiac; ie< concern: how

can you accept Such a relationship?

Gradually we ate beginning io see

articles on the personality profiles of physi-

cians. Gfiange is-Goming, and as if comes'
'

ration;! concern and care will no longer

'

be detached. Doctors and patients wll!

fieai one another. There wil; be no failures

wh
and allow fnem to choose when to die.

wr
message to change, we we help direct

. people onto a new pari:. Surgeons wili not

assault and insu- the body. Radiologists
'

wit not biast it wiih x rays, and oncologists

will not poison it to kill the disease. Instead'

we wsil heal people. Operations and other

. Ton-os oi Ihorapy can become healing

options, acts of love

From one patieni - have a letter :ha;

says. "Cancer made me lake a look

at myself, and I like the person I met."

Another pailent said. "Thank you for

enriching rny life and teaching me to love."

The eness Is not trie issue. I
have had

requests to deliver eulogies at patients'

funerals in order :o led their courageous

stories Did I fail them? No ! Did they

help ano" teach me'"' res 1 lellhard de

Chardin- expressed the. opportunity before;

us in It

the

e snali harness for .

Goo the energies of Love. Then for the

second time in the history of the world, man
will have discovered lire."OQ

Di. Bernard Sier;r ! nraciices turnery ir. tVuw

Hi

Hi- 'S troi SaUvjr C: low: Medicine & '-/hiCS-ii.s.

recently pubiisf-no ny He:per S Ho:'.:



CONTRIBUTOR!

Dnnrun

^^ n adolescent boy kills himself#» and is found suspended from a

# m ceiling pipe. Soon after, in

rapid succession, several other teenagers

commit suicide. Is this a coincidence? A
cult act? A death pact? Some scientists

now say it could be a disease—an

epidemic of violence—spreading through

whole-communities. And Atlanta's

Centers for Disease Control have devoted

an entire branch to understanding one

of the lop killers of Americans.

In 'A Plague Called Violence" (page

42) freelance writer Sherry Baker reports

on the work of dozens of researchers

tracking such phenomena as suicide and

murder, investigating violence as they

do any other contagious illness. Among
the awesome findings of these investiga-

tors: Family disturbances increase when

ozone levels soar; crime seems to rise with

the temperature. One researcher has

even unearthed evidence suggesting that

some latal auto crashes may be violent

acts disguised as accidents.

"On the very day I was assigned this

story a man in my neighborhood beat his

wife to death and then hanged himself,-"

says Baker. "It's frightening to think about

violence being contagious. But ongoing

research gives the hope that there might

be a cure."--

Scientists must often question the

validity of their research methods. When
Eugene Linden wrote Apes, Men 'and

Language in 1973, for example, he was a
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strong proponent of experiments in inter-

species communication. Today his book

Silent Partners (Times Books) reexamines

those studies in which celebrated apes

learned sign language. In "Suburban

Chimp" (page 72), an excerpt from his

powerful inquiry, Linden recounts the story

of Lucy, a captive-born chimp raised as

part of a human family. Could this "Private

Benjamin" survive in the wild African

habitat? Linden writes poignantly about

the effort to rehabilitate this animal and the

price primates have paid for trusting

their human keepers.

'After the Sun Dies" (page 36) is an

essay on the fate of the universe billions

of years from now, as envisioned by
such physicists as Freeman Dyson and

Peter Goldreich. Writer T. A. Heppenheimer

focuses on the cold that will chill us, the

black holes "that will envelop us, and

the huge gas clouds that will become the

most complex form of intelligent life. "It

may seem like science fiction," says

Heppenheimer, who is currently complet-

ing The Coming California Earthquake

(an Omni book to be published by

Times Books). "But in light of modern
theories, we can devise logical scenarios

in the progression of life from now to

the inconceivably distant future."

In the short story "The Lions Are Asleep

This Night" (page 48) author Howard
Waldrop weaves the tale of a young boy

yearning to script a historical play. This

past year Waldrop's short stories "Flying

Saucer Rock and Roll" (January 1985)

and "Heirs of the Perisphere" (Playboy,

1985) were both nominated for Nebula

awards by the Science Fiction Writers

Association.

And fiction writer Richard Kadrey makes
his debut- in American magazines this

month with "Fire Catcher" (page 60). In

this futuristic tale of espionage, a military

computer wizard and cybernetic assassin

begins to question his successful career.

Kadrey's lirst novel, Macrophage (Berkley),

will be published in early 1987.

On a microscopic level the human
body's protective agents constantly battle

foreign invaders. And in the pictorial

"The Microbe Wars" (page 76) artist Carl

Rohrig renders his otherworldly vision

of the wars waged by the immune system.

The pictorial "Tunnel Visions" (page

52) illustrates NASAs wind tunnels, where

test pilots push planes to their limits

under simulated conditions.

A test pilot himself, Chuck Yeager is

best known for breaking the sound barrier

in 1947, ushering in the Age of Astronauts.

And in this month's Interview (page 66)

he tells Omni contributor Paul Bagne
what's wrong with NASA. "Even though

he practically lives down the street from me
in northern California, it's difficult to catch

up with this incredibly active man." Bagne
comments. 'And at the age of sixty-three,

he's still test-flying and breaking speed

records in aircraft that require tremendous

strength and skill."OQ
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VWfio Loves New York?

I have just read ihe results of the alien

landing contest [May 1986]. Agreed,

beneficial ideas have originated in New
York. But that's true of other places that

don't have New York's reputation for

violence, pollution, corruption, and a

general disregard for life.- It's far too

dangerous a place for a strange race of

beings to visit.

So what if the United Naiions is in New
York City? Creative people have always

been responsible for prevenfing destruc-

tion, but politicians are like a bunch of

fal iguanas, hissing and snapping atone
another for territorial imperative.

I

seriously doubt that intelligent extraterres-

trial beings would present themselves

to that flock of fools.

I suggest Eugene. Oregon—a university

town and international headquarters for

a number of scientific and artistic organi-

zations—as the site for an alien landing.

It's a safe place in the universe. New York

is the high and the low of this country.

Ask our new friends to land somewhere
less likeiy to explode.

Don Beckett

Mohave Valley, AZ

Bivouacking with the Bushmen
During a trip across the Kalahari my wife

and I experienced the gentle life of Ihe

Bushmen ["Endangered Bushmen," Life.

May 1986], After forcing these incredible

people into isolation, the Namibian

government is now trying to take away
their last refuge. What injustice! I hope our

contribution to the IKung San Foundation

helps them in their struggle for unity.

David Cannon
Valley Center, CA

Paramedic Alert

I found "Painkiller or Paralyzer?" [Body,

May 1986] to be interesting and informa-

tive, but I have a legitimate concern.

The author states that patients with spinal-

cord injuries benefit from immediate

administration of endorphin antagonists

such as naloxone and that these are

administered by "ambulance drivers."

I have been a health-care professional

for Ihree years. Ambulance drivers are

not permitted to administer endorphin

antagonists or any other drugs. Contrary

to popular belief, an ambulance driver

is not synonymous with a paramedic, who
is a highly trained and educated health-

care provider. Will professional paramedics

ever be acknowledged?
John K. Maura, EMT-P

Coatesville, PA

Kinship

Jane Goodall opened my eyes to ihe

need for continued research on and
protection of the African gorilla ["Mountain

Warrior," Explorations, May 1986]. Dian

Fossey's .observations of these animals in

their natural habitat will not be forgotten. I

wonder if ihe poachers who hacked

Fossey to death with a machete think they

have won the battle.

Brock Deady
Black Diamond, WA

Author, Author

You did a great interview with John Money
[April 1986]. Bravo to the man. He's trying

to find answers to the questions we all

have. I want to read more, but you

neglected to name the publishers of

Money's recent books Lovemaps and

The Destroying Angel.

David Cummings
Chicago

Editors' Note: The Destroying Angel was
published by Prometheus Books (Buffalo),

and Lovemaps was published by Irving-

ton Publishers (New York). Both are

available at major bookstores.

It's Just a Big, Dirty Snowball

George Nobbe's article about the Halley's

Comet official-sponsor program was the

best report I've read about these projects

["Halley's Hurt Feelings." Continuum,

April 1986]. I'm pleased with the tongue-

in :cheek flavor. Official-sponsor

programs are proliferating and need a

good poke in the ribs.

Charles Wesley Orton

Committee to Combat Comet Apathy

CADO
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Omni welcomes specuiaiiyi. theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open lorum. We invite

you to use this column to voice your hopes

about the future and to contribute to the

kind of informal dialogue that provokes

thought and generates breakthroughs.

Please note that we cannot return

submissions and that the opinions

expressed here are not necessarily those

of the magazine.

Upward Bound?
Thanks for a wonderful issue commemo-
rating 25 years of manned spaceflight

[May 1986]. I appreciated Alan Shepard's

comments on the need to build additional

shuttle orbiters to replace the Challenger.

Our organization is sponsoring a

postcard campaign to demonstrate public

support for rebuilding the shuttle fleet.

The effort is aimed at Senator Slade

Gorton and Representat've Bill Nelson

—

the chairmen of Ihe space subcommit-

tees in the Senate and House, respectively.

If every Omni reader were to demon-
strate his or her support, the shuttle

fleet could finally reach enough orbiters

to assure the nation's access lo space for

the rest of the century. For copies of the

postcards write to the Campaign For

Space, Box-1526, Bainbridge, GA 31717.

Thomas J. Frieling

Executive Director

The poster commemorating our seven
Challenger astronauts will surely be
displayed. in classrooms nationwide. Thank

you for giving teachers another device

for helping us deal with this tragedy.

We are honoring Christa McAuliffe in a

special way. The National Education

Association has established a fund to

provide a variety of scholarships to aspiring

and practicing teachers. Tax-exempt -

contributions may be sent to The Christa

McAuliffe Ame '-can Ld-jcation Fund,

American Security Bank. Box 0149,

Washington,- DC 20055.

Beverly Corelle Stonestreet

President

Maryland State Teachers Association

Baltimore
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Our space program has made remarkable

strides in the last 25 years The elitist

white male crews of the early years are

gone. Recent crews—black. Oriental:

Hispanic, female—reflect our slruggle to

end discriminatory practices. What a

shame that Judith Resnik and Christa

McAuliffe's memories are sullied by your

use of sexist language. Those women
didn't "man" a shuttle, they helped staff it;

they advanced the cause of human
spaceflight, not "manned" spaceflight.

Beverly McNeilly

Los Angeles

I was both delighted and depressed by

your May issue: delighted at seeing

the special issue celebrating manned
space exploration and depressed about

how little there is to celebrate today.

There are the obvious problems: the

resignation of NASA's chief under a cloud

of suspicion, the Challenger accident,

the Rogers commission revelations, the

Delta and Titan rocket explosions.

But solutions to those are simple

compared with a more profound difficulty.

The NASA of the Sixties and early Seven-

ties had definite goals. Until the

Challenger explosion, however, the only

commitment NASA had had in the Eighties

was keeping to a schedule.

If your May issue—with its articles on

Geostar and space activists—showed us

anything, it was that Ihe people with the

greatest vision are the ones with the

least say in what happens to our space
program. Today NASA is top-heavy with

bureaucrats who have none of the

foresight and sense of excitement that

propelled NASA to its initial successes. I

hope that in 25 years you'll be able to

report that that vision has returned.

Otherwise I'm afraid that January 28,

1986. will be remembered as the day
both the Challenger and the U.S. space
program went up in smoke.

Ben Clapp
Torrington, CT

I was disappointed to read that the seven

recently discovered moons of Uranus
would not be named after the seven
Challenger astronauts. Names such as

Oberon or Titania are bland compared with

Resnik or Onizuka—names that inspire

courage. Can't we show some pride

and appreciation for their sacrifice? The
IAU (Internaiiora Astronom cal Union)

should break with stuffy tradition. The
Challenger astronauts have already

becbme legends in their own time.

Gregory Nissen

New York

I enjoyed the timeline showing our

achievements in space. I
commend Omni

for underscoring NASAs myopia in not

training and placing women in space from-

the beginning. Unfortunately, Omni has
fallen prey to the same shortsightedness:

The timeline states that the first baby in

space will be male.

Gloria M. Sanchez
Los Angeles

Where Credit Is Due
The photographs appearing on our

commemorative poster, reproduced at

left, are courtesy of NASA/Visions.DO
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By Doug Stewart

For years oceanographers gazed
longingly at those weather-salel-

lite photos displayed on the

nightly news and wondered; What about

us? While there are satellites that

measure highs and lows in the atmosphere,

there is nothing comparable for [he

oceans. Until recently information aboul

the oceans came from random sources—

a weather buoy here, a research ship

there. This has troubled oceanographers

because although looking at the atmos-

phere allows you to predict the weather

days in advance, studying the oceans

could let scientists predict climatic condi-

tions months, even years, ahead.

Now NASA has decided to give ocean-

ographers a satellite of their own. Called

TOPEX (for ocean topography experi-

ment), the spacecraft is a joint U.S.-

French project scheduled to head into

orbit in five years aboard France's rocket

Ariane. Its assignment will be to

crisscross the ocean for three years,

using radar to measure the precise

distance Irom the satellite to the ocean.

{Precise here means accuracy within

a few inches, quite a teat for an instrument

800 miles overhead streaking al roughly

five miles a second.) By knowing the

height of the seas, oceanographers will

be able to extrapolate the size and direc-

tions of ocean currents and be able to

update their readings every ten days.

This information is particularly valuable

because ocean currents are the engines

that power climatic changes. A notorious

example is El Nino, an unusually warm
ocean current found in the Pacific off the

coast of South America. Every two to

seven years El Nino swells with power and

wreaks havoc on the world's weather

system. In t982 and 1983 it caused wide

disruption in weather on six continents

and was blamed for 800 deaths and

billions of dollars of damage, ranging tram

rain-triggered mudslides in California to

droughts in India. At the moment scientists

know little about, what the Pacilic is doing

at any time. They can't even agree when £fn

unusually strong El Nino is occurring.

With TOPEX this will no longer be a

problem. To the satellite's radar eye El
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Nino will stand out like a storm cloud in a

clear sky. The key is the connection

between the current and the surface

contour of the ocean. Currents change

the topography of the ocean. "The water

literally piles up into mounds, and that's

what the satellite will see," explains Carl

Wunsch, an MIT oceanographer who
helped plan TOPEX. "If we know how big

Ihe hills and valleys are, we can compute,

through Newton's laws of motion, where

the currents are; how fast they're moving;

and where Ihey're going."

Weather torecasting is just one of the

reasons that NASA has chosen to back

TOPEX in this era of full-time budget

battling. The mosl immediate payoff will

be warnings of unusually rough seas.

Better models of ocean currents would

also help scientists predict how waterborne

pollutants would spread after an oil spill

or a chemical leak. In the longer term a

belter understanding of ocean currents

would help the fishing industry worldwide.

By tracking currents TOPEX could

provide a tip-off that a particular fish

habitat is changing, for.good or ill.

French connection for TOPEX.

TOPEX will be noticing more than the

hills and valleys caused by currents.

The mountains and valleys ot the seafloor

itself pull the ocean's surface into match-

ing contours. "It the seafloor is flat, the

ocean surface is flat, too, except for

the waves," says NASA geophysicist

James Marsh, one ot the TOPEX scientists.

"If you put 'a mountain out there, you've

introduced mass. The water is free to

flow, so it heaps up over the undersea

mountain." Deep undersea trenches have

an absence of mass, so water tends to

flow to either side. According to Marsh, the

water above the Puerto Rican trench

dips 70 feet—over a distance of 30 miles.

By interpreting these contours, scientists

could chart the seafloor in new detail.

Not everyone interested in ocean

surveillance is motivated by the sheer joy

of science. A few imaginative Pentagon-

ers have suggested ihat a superprecise

ocean-measuring satellite like TOPEX
could keep an eye out for the telltale

ripples of enemy submarines. TOPEX
scientists scoff at that kind of talk. Sums
up project manager Charles Yamarone:

"We're trying very hard to keep TOPEX in

an unclassified mode."

Somewhat more controversial than

looking for sub ripples is TOPEX's status

as the first NASA project to be lofted

into space on a non-NASA rocket.

TOPEX was conceived as a joint

French-US. effort. The United States will

provide the satellite, the French will

provide the rocket, and both sides will

share the data. "If there's going to be a

collaboration, you can't say, 'We're only

going to collaborate if you use our launch

vehicle,' " says Yamarone.

The arrangement made good economic

sense. "The French offered to save us

eighty to one hundred million dollars,

which is the cost of a shuttle launch," says

Marsh. Marsh himself has worked happily

with French aerospace scientists for

20 years and thinks it's lime the U.S. space

establishment was more open-minded

about using European expertise and

international partnerships. "El Nino may
be a Pacific phenomenon," he says,

"but it affects the whole world."DQ
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' By Robert Masello

Every year in the ongoing war

against cancer, the National

Cancer Institute spends roughly

$1.4 billion in the search for a cure.

Nearly 150,000 different chemicals are

screened for fheir cancer-fighting potential,

and such new techniques as intraopera-

tive radiotherapy (which involves

bombarding malignant cancer cells with

X rays during surgery) are developed

and tested. But even with this extensive

American effort, one of the more promising

leads has come from scientists at a

Japanese research hospital.

Led by Professor Kunzo Orita ot the

Okayama University Medical School,

researchers there have uncovered a new
anticancer agent—OH-1—that in its

early clinical trials has yielded remarkable

results. In one case a thirty-iour-year-

old woman with 23 separate cancer sites

in her body and a life expectancy of

approximately one month was intrave-

nously injected with three million units of

the experimental drug per day. Within

three months she had made an astonishing

recovery; four months after that the

disease was in complete remission, and

she was able to resume a normal life.

Nor has hers been the only such cure.

Dozens of patients with cancers of the

lung, liver, kidney, or even brain have

shown, near miraculous improvement after

being treated with OH-1. Researchers

discovered the drug almost by accident

while they were investigating another

much-vaunted anticancer agent, inter-

feron. One of several new drugs specifi-

cally designed to interact with cancer

cells and disrupt their unbridled growth,

interferon was proving less and less

effective as it was produced, through

gene-splicing techniques, in increasingly

pure form. Researchers at the Hayashi-

bara Biochemical Laboratories (the O
in OH-1 stands for Okayama; the H for

Hayashibara) began to wonder what, in

the earlier and less pure interferon

solutions,..might have been quietly helping

the interferon along. The microscopic

aid they discovered was a lymphokine, a

natural if somewhat mysterioussubstance

secreted by normal human cells to ward
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off invading viruses. When this lymphokine

was coupled with the interferon again,

the earlier potency of the interferon was

restored. What, the Japanese researchers

speculated, might this OH-1 do on its

own or if given in massive doses?

The answers came over the course of

the next year, in clinical trials with 100

patients whose prognoses would otherwise

have been dire. A man suffering from

liver cancer, whose previous treatments

had failed utterly to affect his tumor,

received 1.5 million units per day of OH-1.

injected directly into the artery leading

to his liver. In two months' time his tumor

had shrunk by 60 percent; eventually

it disappeared altogether. An elderly

woman with a cancerous growth extending

from the base of the tongue to the top of

the breastbone experienced a rapid

reduction in the growth after daily injections

of OH-1 ; when treatment was finally

discontinued she had only a vestigial (non-

malignant), hardened lump under the

- skin on her throat.

The side effects were minimal: After the

initial injection of OH-1 most patients ran

'Cellular warfare: Will OH-1 zap cancer?

a fever for three to five hours. Antipyretics

(fever drugs) easily controlled it. What

was more important; The dramatic

improvement of systemic symptoms

began within 24 hours of that first injection.

Patients looked better, their appetites

improved, and they were able to commu-

nicate more easily. Their dispositions

brightened considerably.

There were, and remain, several major

sticking points to OH-1. It cannot work

against solid tumors of the stomach or the

colon; it's too difficult to get the blood to

carry the drug directly to the sites of such

cancers. Nor does it have any effect on

leukemia, and the reason for that is even

more complicated. OH-1 is derived from

what are specifically known as human

acute lymphocytic leukemia cells, also

known more simply as B cells; these

cells, because they multiply very rapidly,

are vital to the production of OH-1.

Unfortunately, if OH-1 were injected into a

leukemia patients bloodstream, it would

attack these same cells that would other-

wise be producing the helpful lymphc-

kines. It would be at war with itself, and the

patient would suffer the consequences.

"It's becoming increasingly clear," says

Dr. Osias Stutman, chairman of immunol-

ogy at the^Sloan-Kettering Cancer Institute,

"that these lymphokines are extremely

potent mediators of cellular activity—they

can kill cells, they can activate them to

divide like crazy, they can do all kinds of

things," And that apparently is the

problem with them. "When these products

are generated by our bodies, they are

highly controlled; lymphokines can even

mediate more than one function. But

we understand their molecular aspect

—

how to synthesize them and so on

—

much better than we do their biological

behavior—what they can and cannot do.

That's why." he cautions, referring to

massive injections of externally produced

lymphokines, "you don't just want them

running around loose in the body."

Even with the recent advances in genetic

engineering, which allow us to produce

in quantity such anticancer agents as

interferon, interleukin-2, and OH-1 (all

known as biological response modifiers,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 103



THE ISLE OF DARWIN

EXPLORATIONS
By Karen Freifeld

It's
almost midnight when Jim Bitler

drives out pickup into the maritime

forest—a jungle of live oaks dripping

with Spanish moss, Southern red cedar

trees, and thickets ol palmettos, whose

fronds sometimes hit the windshield.

After about half a mile we turn off. Then

Jim plugs a halogen lamp into the truck's

cigarette lighter, gets out, and beams
the powerful white light into the creek.

"Look," he says, handing over the lamp.

Two red dots glow. Then two more and

two more, larger ones. "That's the mama,"

says Jim. We're looking at the beady

eyes of a family oi alligators.

We get back in the truck and beam the

light out the window as we leave the

woods and drive past open areas of high

marsh, or savanna. Soon we pick up a

pair of yellowish-green eyes: a raccoon that

stands up for us, freezes in the light,

walks a bit, freezes again, and scurries

off on all fours. Next we spot the bright

green eyes of two chocolate fallow deer;

later, an armadillo.

We're on Little St. Simons Island (LSSI),

a small barrier island off the coast of

Georgia. Like other secluded islands, Little

St. Simons has a varied and odd collec-

tion of animal species. But it's a nature

lover's haven for another reason: Only 24

paying guests are allowed on the island

at a time. To get there I flew into Jackson-

ville, Florida, drove 75 miles to a dock

on St. Simons Island, and for 20 minutes

bumped along in a speedboat through a

maze of tidal creeks that cut through

the spartina grass of salt marshes. Bottle-

nosed dolphins live in these waters;

river otters scamper along the marsh.

We docked at the only cultivated spot

on LSSI's 10,000 acres (three fourths

as large as Manhattan): a small cluster of

cottages, most of which were built during

the early twentieth century. In the main

house the horns from Clark, a Texas

longhom, hang over the fireplace. A
dolphin skull sits on the mantel; an eight-

foot alligator lies above a door; and a

six-foot diamondback rattler skin is pinrred

to the wail. There are photographs that

date back 50 years, a beautiful library with

reference books on birds and
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and a 1908 ink map of LSSI. (Practically

halt the island was beach then.)

It all belongs to the Berolzheimers, a

family in the lumber business that bought

LSSI in the early 1900's and turned it

into a private hunting reserve and vacation

retreat. The family still visits every

Thanksgiving and Christmas, but in the

mid-Seventies ihey decided to offset

the island's operating costs by instituting

aguest program.

Bitler and Hilary Ernst were enlisted as

island naturalists, on hand to cater to

exploratory whims and to point guests

toward—or away from—wildlife. ("Look for

th'e tree stump that's giving you the finger

and stop," says Jim. 'A diamondback

rattler lives in there.")

Located on the Eastern migratory

flyway, the island is particularly popular

among bird-watchers. More than 200

species are on LSSI's bird list, and it's not

unknown for a serious birder to identify

half that many in a single day.

At dusk Jim takes me. along with birders

Charlie and Natalie Hubbard ot

Needham, Massachusetts, out to Myrtle'

Off Georgia's coast a pocket-size Galapagos.

Pond, the largest freshwater pond on the

island. Charlie and I, binoculars close at

hand, sit in the back ot the pickup, smear-

ing ourselves with an insect repellent.

On the way Charlie spots a beautiful

white bird with long plumes darting from

the back of its head. "It's a great egret

in breeding plumage," he says.

"There's an anhinga soaring around,"

he adds, moments later. "Called a snake-

bird, too." (Like a snake, the anhinga

swims with only its head and neck above

the water, Jim later explains.)

The identifying calls for the Hubbards

continue at Myrtle Pond, intermingled

with the eh-eh-eh of the elusive clapper

rail, a bird, more otten heard than seen. We
also find all sorts of ducks, moorhens,

coots, and both great and snowy egrets

here. And, says Jim, "There's a monster

alligator—eight, ten feet—that lives at the

end of the pond."

The next day Jim and I cast net for

mullet to bait the crab trap. Jim holds the

net both in teeth and hands and shows

me how to cast it into the brackish creek.

When he pulls it out, he's already netted

a fish. While Jim isn't surprised by his

luck (he catches a half dozen more mullet

in the next 15 minutes), he does wonder

why a lone Texas longhom cow is making

its way through the savanna.

The Berolzheimers raised cattle on the

island for a time; there's still a herd of

some 20 longhorn cows and Brahman

bulls, but they usually roam the high

marsh and myrtle brush in groups of two

or more. The family also imported deer

from Bavaria early on, and 400 to 500

fallow deer now inhabit the island, along

with half a dozen horses (four ridable)

and a mascot burro.

Jim gets up at 6 a.m. and drives for

hours to find the horses for our early-

morning ride past the oaks near the lodge

to the younger pine forest and then out

through the high marsh.The Berolzheimers

want to make the island self-sustaining,

and last year was the first time they turned

a profit. It will certainly not be the last.

For nature lovers who find the national

parks overcrowded, Little St. Simons will

remain a quiet a Iternative.DO



DISGO-TECH

ARTIFICIAL
IfUTELLIEERJCE
By Phoebe Hoban

The encyclopedia of the future will

take up a lot less room than the

heavy volumes of today. And

it will have extras, such as voice-over

narration, music, and still—if not moving

—

pictures. If you access the word Bach,

for instance, a picture of the composer and

written text will pop up on your TV or

computer monitor. And musical excerpts

from the Well-Tempered Clavier will pipe

from your stereo speakers. Access norse

and you'll see a picture of a horse while

you hear it galloping.

It's the medium of the future: a tiny,

silvery disc that's scanned by a laser to

generate a dramatic new information

technology— one with sound, graphics,

photographs, text, and, eventually, moving

pictures. The basis for this multimedia

innovation is the compact disc (CD),

which has already ewrjtionzed the audio

industry. But the CD can hold more than

music, and therein lies its potential. Each

4-7-inch platter can hold up to 6,000

megabytes of computer data (that's more,

than can be stored on 1,000 floppy

disks); 300.000 lyoed pages ;aoouta20-

volume encyclopedia); 7,000 graphic

images in 256 hues: or 72 minutes of audio

sound. The written word, visual images,

and sound can be mixed on one disc,

plugged into a player, and connected to

a monitor or computer to be "read."

"This creative medium is so rich," says

Thomas Lopez, who heads CD develop-

ment at the computer-software giant

Microsoft, "thai it can transform knowledge

into an emotionally involving experience

and capitalize on the bandwidth oi the

human mind."
- At the world's first international CD-

ROM {ROM stands for "read-only

memory") conference, hosted by Microsoft

in March, manufacturers revealed some

of the first applications for the new
technology. These include a CD-based
version of Dun & Bradstreet's huge Million

Dollar Directory, Microsoft's interactive

encyclopedia, an international telephone

. directory, navigat.cia: rna:)S lor cars,

and sophis'.ieatec Taming software that

combines learning with leisure.

The next compact-d^-.c. rsv.->iu:;QQ "ike go.ng ioihe movies with a steering wheel."
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In addition the Dutch electronics

company Philips has joined with PolyGrarn

to form The Record" Group, which will

devote itself to designing CD-ROM
software. Already they have created The

Time Machine—a history of Western

civilization from 500 b.g to the present—

and an- introductory course in the history

of music, complete with photographs

of musical instruments, original scores,

and, of course, digital audio sound.

Perhaps mos! r.-.rj-es:ing. liiough, is their

interactive tour of London. "With the

London CD," explains company president

Stan Cornyn, "you can tour the city in

eight different eras—Chaucer's or Shake-

speare's time or even London during

the Roman era," There's a voice-over

narration to guide you through the tour,

and you can pop in and out of buildings in

different time zones, all the while viewing

photos or engravings that show how
the city looked in each era. "It's like going

to the movies with a steering wheel."

says Cornyn.

Although The Record Group's interactive

CDs won't be available till next year.

KnowledgeSet has marketed an electronic

version of Grolier's Academic Encyclope-

dia. This CD-ROM holds 9 million words

(32,000 articles) and runs on a special

drive that connects to IBM PCs and

compatibles. With this system, users can

scan for information by word, phrase,

or topic: It takes about a second for the

program to search the available text

and display the information on the screen.

"You can explore the electronic encyclo-

pedia in much the way you'd explore a

mansion," explains KnowledgeSet's

president, Gary Kildall, who is perhaps

best known for inventing the operating

system CP/M.

Although the Grolier encyclopedia

requires a special computer hookup, future

CDs will be made to a standard, probably

the one being developed now by Sony

and Philips. Called CD-I (CD-interactive),

the discs will play on machines that also

accommodate today's compact audio

discs. Nearly every major consumer-

electronics company is working on a
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TEST ABUSE

In
the Dark Ages some women escaped from the tedium of the

era by rubbing a powerful hallucinogenic drug over their na-

ked bodies. Such women, in the throes of a pharmacological

high, were labeled witches. Medieval do-gooders tried to nip

such activities in the bud. To catch witches they looked for hid-

den marks on the skin, then disarmed the guilty by cutting their

hair, the alleged source of magical power. Rehabilitation con-

sisted of torture, followed by a cleansing fire. Centuries later

medicine and psychiatry finally achieved a scientific method for

the diagnosis and treatment of drug abusers while laws were
passed to guard against unjust accusations and punishments.

In today's panic to catch and cure drug abusers we have an
impressive array of diagnostic instruments and laboratory tests

and an army of specialists to call upon for second opinions. Ac-

cording to guidelines of the American Psychiatric Association,

we look for a variety of psychological and physical symptoms in

addition to the chemical tests before making a diagnosis of in-

toxication or dependence. That's what I told my classes at the

Los Angeles Police Academy.
So imagine my surprise when an officer who had invited me

to ride with him looked into the eyes of a suspected drunk driver

and announced the driver's blood alcohol level to within two dec-
imal places! Subsequent breath and urine tests confirmed the

officer's uncanny prediction, but he was careful enough to also

administer a battery of physical and psychological field sobriety

tests. A judge weighed the evidence, ruled that the driver was
indeed under the influence, and privately expressed surprise

that the officer had never been wrong. Government scientists

were equally surprised and brought the officer and several of his

colleagues to special testing facilities at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity School of Medicine. The researchers found that the offi-

cers could detect intoxication 98 percent of the time and even
identify the type of drug used in over 91 percent of the cases.

Good cops, like good doctors, can make reliable interpreta-

tions of test data. And the new tests are better than ever. Urinal-

ysis is now so sensitive that it can reveal traces of marijuana in

nonusers who inadvertently inhale the smoke at a party, and so-

phisticated equipment known as GC/MS can find cocaine resi-

due on money that was once handled by dealers. Since drug
supplies are ubiquitous and the demand for them is so unstop-

pable, a presidential commission has suggested that these super-

tests be used to help win the war on drugs. But blind reliance on
scientific tests alone to detect drug problems is creating Ameri-

ca's newest epidemic: test abuse.

Urinalysis is the most common test used by many companies,

schools, sports teams, governmental agencies, and the military

to screen for employee drug use. Assuming that the tests and
labs are accurate—a study by the Centers for Disease Control

found that false positive results ran as high as 60 percent in some
labs—the results will show only past exposure to a particular

drug. The tests fail to identify the source of the drug, which may
be an over-the-counter or prescribed preparation. For example,

a recent study in The Journal of the American Medical Associ-

ation found that a number of legal herbal teas contain coca leaf,

and tea drinkers will therefore show positive cocaine levels along

with a mild high. Already hundreds of workers and military per-

sonnel, even police officers, are claiming that they drank the tea

when they were wrongfully accused of doing cocaine.

The tests may also detect such drugs as marijuana that were

either used weeks earlier or stay in the body for long periods, yet

no longer influence behavior. For example, a police officer still

tests positive for PCP (angel dust) three years after the chemical
spilled on him during a bust,

Most important, single tests do not give the history of drug use
that is so essential to diagnosis and treatment. Urine and blood

do not speak any more scientifically than witches' marks. Re-

cently a technique has been developed for telling an individual's

drug history by analyzing the permanent record that is embed-
ded in human hair. No test by itself, however, can provide a full

picture of such a complex health issue as drug abuse.

In this age of medical technology no one wants a surgeon to

make a decision to operate on the basis of a single test. Yet test

abuse is threatening to sever our workers from their jobs, their

livelihoods, even their freedom. If we are to avoid witch-hunting

we will have to put drug testing back into the hands of medical

diagnosticians, where it belongs.

—

RONALD K. SIEGEL

Ronald K. Siegel, a psychopharmacologist, is on the faculty of the

UCLA School of Medicine. He was a consultant to the President's

Commission on Organized Crime.
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Typical solar sail: 25 years alter launch Slarwisp could be sending

back photos ol Alpha Centauri, the nearest star to our solar system.

SAILING TO
ALPHA CENTAURI

The first space probe to

another star may be a half-

mile-wide, semi-intelligent

aluminum screen door called

Starwisp. The brainchild ot

physicist and science-fiction

writer Robert L. Forward,

Starwisp could reach Alpha

Centauri within the lifetime of

many Omni readers.

The craft would consist of

a hexagonal wire-mesh sail

one kilometer in diameter that

would weigh only 20 grams.

Each of the 10 trillion wire

intersections would hold a tiny

microcircuit functioning as

a combination computer chip

and tiny camera eye. Star-

wisp's propulsion system

would be a ten-gigawatt mi-

crowave beam (ram an

Earth-orbiting solar-powered

satellite. The craft would

first be launched to a point
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l
beyond the orbit of Mars by

conventional rocket boosters,

i

The microwave beam, fo-

j
cused on the sail by a 1.000-

i
kilometer-wide lens posi-

; tioned between Earth and.

j
Mars, would then accelerate

!
Starwisp by photon pressure.

I pushing the craft the same

I
way terrestrial winds push a

i sailing ship. Starwisp would

I reach one-fifth light speed in

I
just one week. ;

I Seventeen years after

! launch, mission control could

i
turn on (he microwave b

I again, sending a powerful

I
pulseof energy streaming

! through the target star sys-

i tern. Starwisp would arrive a

j
the star four years later, just

j
as the microwave pulse

|

passed through the system,

j
The beam, though spread

j

out. would still be strong

I
.enough to "turn on

1

' Starwisp'

|
10 trillion microcireuits. Now

i acting as oplical

j
they would produce40
images per second during

|
the 30 hours Starwisp would

I take to fly through the Alpha

! Centauri system. Starwlsp's

' energized mesh dish would

! beam the data back to

!
Earth, where computers

' would turn Ihe numbers into

|

photos to dazzle awaiting

world justa quarter century

|

after Starwisp's launch.
' Starwisp is no far-future

I fantasy, according to For-

j

ward. "Physically we could

|

build Starwisp in len years if

!.
we really wanted to." he

claims, And then it would be

off to. the starswith a wire-

mesh sail, on the wings

ot microwaves.—Joe! Davis

CATTALK

A University of Florida

linguist studying the sounds

of tigers, lions, and other

large felines hopes to some-

day compile, a working dic-

tionary of cat talk.

Harry Hollien- believes

scientists may be able to

eventually create computer-

I

generated sounds that will

I allow them to talkto. animals.

! The big cats he studies,

i
Hollien says, use specific

' sounds to communicate

messages such as "stay

away from my meat."

While he does not think

animals develop formal

language, which he defines

as "the expression of ab-

stract thought." he's sure they

do "engage in basic commu-
nication."

Hollien notes that "anger

and fear are two emotions

you can recognize in the

expressions of most animals,

including monkeys and dol-

phins." He chose to work

with the large cats at Wild

Animal Retirement Village in

Florida, a haven for animals

thai would otherwise have

been put to death, because

little research has been

done on cat communication.

"We've already found

out that mountain lions purr,

which none -of the big cats are

supposed to do," Hollien

says. Hollien iapes the

sounds cats make- during

various behaviors, such

asihe tiger's "proost," usually

a welcoming sound, the

j
mountain lion's equivalent

"peep," and various noises

including "keep-away

sounds" like spitting, hissing,

growling, and roaring.

"The key is what the

sounds mean," he explains.

"If you- get two roars—one

after sex and one during

eating—is there anything in

the acoustics of those roars

that means something, spe-

cific?" Hollien believes that if

we could communicate

with animals-, "maybe we
could improve the status be-

tween man and animals."

—Allan Maurer

"Moral indignation is envy

with a halo"

—H. G Wells



COMPUTER BABIES

If you are the proud parent

ot a newborn baby, you

may want to move your per-

sonal computer into your

child's nursery.

'The first possible day to

start a child on a computer is

the day the child comes
home from the hospital .".ed-

ucator Victoria Williams says.

"Music or repetitive sounds,

such as buzzers or bells, can
be programmed to play on
the computer, and when
Hie mother leaves the nursery,

this can provide not only

auditory stimulation but com-
panionship for the child. In

the process the child

learns to recognize and

I

stimulate the child's visual

: perception. And at eight

I months the infant can actually

be taught to manipulate the

computer, learning that

:

pushing the buttons on a

I
particular side of the key-

board, for example, produces

an image of either a smiley

face or a sad one.

In the book Teach Your

Baby to Use a Computer
; (Bantam), Williams, an assist-

ant principal in a Texas,

public-school district, and
her husband, Frederick

Williams, a communications
professor at the University

of Texas in Austin, explain

how to introduce your infant

to a personal computer.

The couple developed their

anticipate familiar sound
patterns."

Then during the first three

months of the child's life,

Williams says, the computer
can be programmed to dis-

play colorful geometric
patterns and shapes that

methods at a preschool,

where they used computers
to educate infants.

"Today's children are being

born into a technological

world of computers." Victoria

Williams says, "If they can
learn early on that they are in

charge of that technology,

then they are going to be
more capable of dealing with

Ihe Information Age."

—Eric Mishara

FLOATING HOTEL

Australia's famed Great

Barrier Reef will be sprouting

an extraordinary new forma-

tion next year: a massive,

seven-story floating hotel.

Dubbed the Goastei, the
immense edifice will be
moored on the John Brewer
Reef, about 50 miles off

the coast of Queensland, and
will feature 174 guest rooms,

several restaurants and
bars, a shopping arcade, a

gymnasium, and a fully

equipped marine laboratory.

For guests who want the

visual delights of scuba diving

without actually getting their

feet wet, a glass-enclosed el-

evator will carry them directly

to the seafloor itself.

The idea for Coastel was
born two years ago when
designer Sten Sjostard

of Consafe Engineering in

Singapore met with officials

of Australia's Great Barrier

Reef Marine Park Authority.

The Australians proposed
linking (he reef to the main-

land by means of a cruise

liner, but that, says the ambi-
tious Sjostard, was "too con-
ventional." Taking his cue
from the floating workers'

dormitories that serve off-

shore oil platforms, he soon
came up with designs for

a "foundation" consisting of a
90- by 28-meter steel barge

and interior rooms that would
basically be a series of

specially designed one-piece

steel modules.

Consafe have

Great Barrier Reef: The site

tor a luxury floating hotei.

guaranteed the park authority

that the Coastel will be envi-

ronmentally safe; no explo-

sives used in construction,

strictly controlled night-lights,

and constant testing of

sewage effluent. But perhaps
the Coastel's neatest trick

j will be its ability to cope with

; ihe reef's endemic cyclones.

j
When the winds rise, the

|
hotel is designed to pivot

slowly until it points into the

wind
—

"much," Sjostard

says, "like an old-fashioned

weather vane."

— Bill Lawren

"What we think is chaos is an
order we don't like, don't

I

understand, or find

j

inappropriate,"

—Amos Rapaport

'. "The meek shall inherit the

l earth, but not the mineral

rights."

-^1. Paul Getty

29
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INFRASONIC
ELEPHANTS

They trumpet, they roar,

they bark, and they even fill

their great trunks with air

and tap them on the ground

with a loud, metallic boing

that threatens other ele-

phants. Now there is evi-

dence that elephants also

signal each other on a "secret

channel," beyond the range

ot human hearing, with

low-frequency calls vaguely

reminiscent of the songs

of the humpback whale.

Biologist Katharine B.

Payne of Cornell University

discovered the inaudible

sounds by accident while

standing near a group of

Asian elephants at a zoo in

Portland, Washington. She fell

a strange discomfort, she

recalls, almost like the rum-

ious caplive- and wild-ele-

phant habitats, including

Kenya's Amboseli Park. By
speeding up Ihe playback of

the recordings they were

able to hear a series of dis-

tinct calls lasting five to

ten seconds each for up to

ten minutes at a time

—

intense calls that could travel

some 12 miles through trees,

shrubs, and tall grass,

If the researchers have

indeed uncovered infrasonic

communication among
elephants, it could explain

much about the animals'

behavior, such as the way
elephant groups miles apart

from one another mysteri-

ously mobilize and unite to

face danger.

To be true communication,

however, the calls must be
shown to change the behavior

of another elephant. And

The standard method o! measuring the wood in a fores? takes two

to three days. Now a laser technique requires only an aerial pass.

bling of distant thunder.

Flying home, she theorized

lhat the elephants had been
calling to one another, much
like the humpback whales

she has studied for 15 years.

Payne enlisted her col-

leagues William R. Lang-

bauer, Jr. . and Elizabeth M.

Thomas, and the three set off

with tape recorders to var-
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that's what the researchers

hope to do next. This summer
they will travel back to Ambo-
seli. They will collect more
calls and try to determine how
the elephants use them in

family life. In another year

they'll be ready to play their

j
recorded calls to groups

I
of elephants and watch the

i effect.—DavaSobel

LASER FORESTRY

How do you measure the

wood in a stand of trees?

The standard method is to

send a team of surveyors

into the foresl to measure 5

to 10 percent of the trees.

The results are fed into

acomputer, which provides

an estimate of how much
wood can be harvested.

For a low-profit-margin in-

dustry like forestry, the costs

are enormous. An inventory

of just a few hundred acres

takes two to three days.

Now it can be done simply

by flying over the forest

and zapping the trees with a

harmless laser. Mounted

on the underside of a single-

engine plane flying 600
feet above the trees, the laser

projects a beam that hits

the treetops, bounces off the

ground, and returns to the

plane like a radar wave.

A microcomputer onboard

records the amount of time

the beam took to return.

The data are fed into a larger

computer on the ground

thai generates a line drawing

ot the trees. From this profile

it is possible to determine the

height and crown diameter

of the trees.

"If you know these two
parameters, you can estimate

the amount of wood in a

tree," says Robert Maggio,

project leader and assistant

professor of forest science

j at Texas A&M's College

j of Agriculture, where the laser

] method was developed.

While the technique shows

j

promise for the forest indus-

I try, Maggio admits that it

I
will be several years before it

!
will be sufficiently accurate

to become operational.

I —George deLucenay Leon



BEER: SAFER
THAN WATER?

Beer-drinking rats devel-

oped 50 percent (ewer
cancerous colon tumors than

rats fed tap water, according

to a new study. The result

casts serious doubt on the

prevalent scientific view

(based on human-population

studies) that drinking beer

increases the risk of develop-

ing colorectal cancer.

"In the past I felt the re-

sponsibility to advise patients

thai beer is a major risk

factor for devebping cancer,"

says Richard Nelson, colon-

and-rectal surgeon at the

University of Illinois in Chi-

cago. "But I think this study

with rats means I should

be somewhat less willing to

incriminate beer."

The rat experiment con-

3r drinking may be safer than

dentists previously thought

ducted by Nelson involved

two dozen rodents, all given

the carcinogen dimethylhy-

drazine, which is known
to induce colon tumors. Those
rats that drank only tap

water developed an average

of 2.Stumors; those that

drank only beer averaged
just 1.25 tumors.

The reason beer-drinking

humans, unlike rats, are

prone to colorectal cancer,

Nelson suggests, may be a

product of generally un-

healthy diets rather than beer

drinking.

The study with rals, Nelson
cautions, is not an endorse-

ment of beer as an anticancer

agent. "We haven't yet re-

cruited any medical students

to see if we can determine

whether or not extensive

beer consumption is going to

prolong their lives," he

quips.—Eric Mishara

THE BOWIE EFFECT

Parents of teenage rock-

music fans may be both

relieved and dismayed to

learn their children will suffer

less hearing loss from listen-

ing to rock and roll than

they will. Washington State

University psychologist

Harold Dengerink found that

those who enjoy loud music
suffer less from it than those

who don't.

Dengerink exposed the

two groups io either a David

Bowie selection or what

was essentially noise, pro-

duced by running the same
Bowie music through a set

of Niters to eliminate the

musical qualities,

As is typical after exposure

to high-intensity noise, all

the subjects suffered some
temporary hearing loss.

But the hearing loss, says

Dengerink, was less among
those who enjoy rock music.

Dengerink also found

reduced hearing losses

among smokers and others

who tend to have high blood
pressure. He suspects hear-

ing loss may be related to

blood flow to the inner ear

and that blood flow, which
supplies oxygen and nu-

trients, may be interrupted by
loud music. Persons suffer-

ing from high blood pressure

may escape these effects

because of the force of their

blood flow, he adds. He
doesn't know yet why a pref-

erence for rock music would
confer a similar protection.

I Dengerink now is studying

blood flow in the inner ears

of guinea pigs that he ex-

: poses to noise levels no

|

louder than what the average

i teen listens to through his

j

Walkman. Of course, he

j

notes, it's a little more difficult

figuring out the musical

j

preferences of a guinea

! pig.—Cathy Stone
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Florida researcher With subject The lobster's nose inexplicably holds

a clue to controlling epileptic seizures in human beings.

LOBSTER NOSES

Gourmets may be happy
with a lobster's tail, but

researchers at the University

of Fiorida's Whitney Marine

Lab are more interested in its

inside-out nose.

The frilly stalks that serve

as the Florida lobster's nose

have the only known receptor

(a site where a natural drug

binds to a nerve cell) for

a chemical that arrests epi-

leptic seizures in lab animals.

The chemical, called taurine,

may also play an important

role in human nervous-system

development, It's added to

some baby formulas, to a fad

drink in Japan, and to many
brands of cat food. The
brains of newborn infants
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have high levels of taurine.

Scientists have known
for years that taurine may
control epilepsy, but until now,

no specific receptor for it

had been found in man
or animal, explains Barry

Ache, assistant director

of the lab. The researchers

hope to develop molecular

j

probes (odiscovertaurine's

I
chemical rale in vertebrate

j

nervous systems.

But the question that really

excites Ache is; What's a

;
chemical receptor for some-

. thing that affects the human
nervous system doing on

i

the nose of a lobster?

|
"It may be involved with

|
food detection," says the

j

researcher. "There's a lot of

I taurine in the flesh of sea

urchins, clams, and other lob-

ster prey. If one of those ani-

mals were injured and leaked

the chemical, it might help

the lobster locate its food."

Taurine is only one of many
chemicals that produce
feeding behavior in fish and

act as neurotransmitters

in humans. It may be, re-

searchers at the lab specu-

late, that the chemical sensi-

livilies of early one-eelled

animals that alerted them to

food evolved into the chemi-

cal messenger system that

connects our nerves.

—Allan Maurer

AIDS CONDOM

The latest product ex-

pected to hit the contracep-

tive market is a high-tech

gel-coated condom that

promises extra protection

from the AIDS virus.

Thousands of parents

have living proof that the

condom is not a foolproof way
to prevent pregnancy. Nor

want to prevent pregnancy

use spermicides along

with condoms for backup
birth control,

Could a virus-killing medi-

cine be similarly used with

condoms to provide backup
protection against AIDS
transmission? The makers of

Exovir-HZ Gel think so. This

gel. a patented combination

of human alpha interferon

and the spermicide nonoxy-

nol-9, has many limes the

virus-killing power of either of

the ingredients used alone.

Condoms coated with the gel

might be on drugstore shelves

by the end of this year.

Maxwell M. Powell, chief

executive officer of Exovir,

Inc., says the gel coating the

Inside of a condom used

by a male AIDS carrier should

kill the viruses in his semen.

Then, even if the condom
breaks, the man's partner

shouldn't catch the disease.

So far AIDS is the only

disease for which the gel-

coated condoms are being

AIDS rally: A new contraceptive contains a protective viral gel

that should kill any AIDS viruses in a carrier's semen,

is it a foolproof way to stop

the spread of sexually trans-

mitted diseases. Leakage,

breakage, or other accidents

can occur. Partners who

tested. In the future, antiviral

condoms might be used
to prevent sexual transmission

of other diseases as well.

—Tricia Andryszewski



The temporal lobe (bottom cental portion of brain in photo above)
may act as a funnel for so-called psychic experiences.

GHOSTS FROM THE
TEMPORAL LOBE

Ever commune with the

universe or see a ghost7 Until

recently, your choices were

fo believe either that you

were crazy or psychically

gifted. Instead, you may just

'nave a very sensitive brain,

Psychologist Michael

Persinger of Canada's Lau-

rentian University has been
studying the role of the brain's

temporal lobes in mediating

psychic and mystical experi-

ences. The temporal lobes,

are among the most electro-

physiological^, unstable

areas of the brain; they're also

packed with structures thai

are important lor emotion,

motivation, and memory. In-

dividuals suffering from

temporal-lobe epilepsy often

report marked disturbances

of experience and behavior,

such as dreamy states,

dejavu, panics, rages, and
evenmystical feelings.

Persinger theorizes that

the temporal lobes of some
otherwise healthy people

may be prone to the devel-

opment of what he terms

|

temporal lobe transients, or

I TLTs, brief "microseizunes"

|

that produce temporary

|

psychic and mystical states.

j
Individuals havinga lot of

these experiences tend

to show more eiectroen-

!
cephalographic (EEG) signs

,
of temporal-lobe instability.

|

This doesn't necessarily indi-

I cate actual temporal-lobe

disease, Persinger points out

"The temporal lobe may
simply act as a 'funnel' for

psychic experiences."

For example, one man
Claimed to be visited periodi-

cally by an "entity" that

would follow him around dur-

ing his daily activities. Al-

though this apparition often

came and went sponta-

neously, he claimed to some-
times be able to control its

coming and going voluntarily,

On one occasion Persinger

recorded EEG activity from

the man's temporal-lobe

areas and then asked him to

let the entity appear. The
brain-wave activity "nearly

tore the pens off" Ihe EEG re-

j

corder, says Persinger.

Apparently there was some
i powerful- connection between

temporal-lobe brain activity

I

and the paranormal experi-

i ence—at least for this sub-

ject.

|

What triggers TLTs? "Per-

sonal [life] crises are optimal,"

Persinger pointsout. So
are certain environmental

conditions. Persinger's recent

research focuses on the

role of the earth's geomag-
: netic field in stimulating

the brain and body.

—Laurence Miller

PAINTING THE SHROUD

The venerable Shroud of

Turin, which many Christians

believe to bethe burial

cloth of Jesus, is actually the

work of an anonymous four-

teenth-century painter,

j

according to a Chicago re-

searcher named Walter

C. McCrone.

insists McCrone, despite the

protestations of his

"I believe the shroud was
painted twice, once with

iron earth tones and then with

vermilion where the artist

wanted more intense color."

The cloth, a subject of

scientific speculation for cen-

turies, is preserved in the

cathedral at Turin, Italy.

It bears the likeness of a cru-

cified man, with front and
back images, and believers

in the shroud's validity say

those images were made by

a burst of energy during

Christ's resurrection.

"There were forty or fifty

such shrouds painted during

the fourteenth century,"

says McCrone. "The pigments

on the Shroud of Turin were
in style then. Churches used
them in any number of other

church ceremonies."

McCrone bases his case
on an extensive analysis

of fibers he collected by
pressing tape on the linen

cloth, as well as from the color

parts of the image that ap-

who
he

p. His

then and
there was no

had
on the cloth.

"I've got to prove somehow
that it is a painting," says
McCrone. To that end he
plans this year to take his

case to the International

Foundation for Art Research

and the American Institute

of Conservators. McCrone
thinks there are "good indi-

cations" that the shroud

was painted in 1356, adding

that his analysis—unpopular
though it may be—found

iron oxide and vermilion on
the red fibers, and evidence

of gel, possibly used to

bind paint.—George Nobbe
33
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DAVID LETTEflMAN
AND THE SHUTTLE

What do McDonald's.

David Lefterman, and Doug
Henning have in common?

At one time or another,

they've all requested a ride

on the space shuttle as

part of NASAs Nonscienttfic

Payload Program.

The Late Night with David

Letterman show wanted to

film the first comedy skits in

zero gravity. According to

Stephen O'Donnell, She

show's bead writer, the pro-

posed script included about

half a dozen "fairly benign"

prop jokes—a fake oxygen

tank reading empty, a control

stick that would break on

cue, and decals of aliens to

stick on the windows of

the orbiter.

Doug Henning wanted to

send some magic into

space; a sealed, empty
wooden box. At a press con-

ference back on Earth,

Henning would then ask the

audience to name an object

that could fit In the box—

a

flower, for instance. Amaz-
ingly, when the box on the

shuttle was opened, it would

contain whatever object

the audience named. On
Earth again, Henning would

next do something to the

object—for example, pluck

four petals from the flower.

Simultaneously, supposedly

without prior knowledge

of Henning's action, the shut-

tle astronauts would also

pluck four petals from their

flower A spokesman for

Henning won't reveal how the

trick would have worked.

As for McDonald's, the

company wanted to send its

50 billionth burger into orbit.
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The three requests have

one other thing in common:
They were all turned down by

NASA.—Devera Pine

"If I could control the medium
of American motion pictures, I

would need nothing else in

order to convert the entire

world to Communism.

"

—Joseph Stalin

"The 'control of nature' is a

phrase conceived in

arrogance born of the

Neanderthal age of biology

and the convenience of

man.

"

—Rachel Carson

GRAVITY WAVES
IN THESEWER

Gravitational waves bend

space itself, but they are

extremely difficult to detect.

Only violent astronomicai

cataclysms like supernovas,

or two black holes colliding,

could produce gravity waves
"that are strong enough to

be detected on Earth. Now a

group of researchers from

MIT and Caltech are going to

look for them—using lasers

in sewer culverts.

The team, says Caltech

physicist Ronald Drever, will

build two gravity detectors.

Each will look like an L, with

both legs 2.5 miles long

and perfectly straight. The

West Coast version will be in

California, Utah, or Idaho.

The other will be near Colum-

bia, Maine, housed in ordi-

nary sewer culverts buried

four feet underground. The
heart of both, though, will be

two vacuum tubes holding

powerful laser beams bounc-

ing back and forth between

mirrors at the ends of the

L's. The mirrors will be at-

lached to four test Weights.

'A gravity wave will cause one

leg to shrink slightly and

the other to expand," explains

MIT physicist Rainer Weiss.

"We'll measure the difference

in the time it lakes the laser

beams to travel back and

forth in the L legs" and in that

way directly detect a gravity

wave for the first time.

It will cost about $60 million

to build the antennas, which

should be ready lo begin

experiments in fhe early

Nineties. "Our antennas will

be about a million times more

sensitive than any other

gravity-wave antenna now in

existence," says Drever.

Weiss predicts that gravity

waves from supernova

explosions may be the first

they observe. But Drever

adds: "Most likely we will see

something we have not

predicted. That always hap-

pens when you build a new
instrument."—Joel Davis

"Really, we create nothing.

We merely plagiarize nature."

—Jean Baitaillon

"Nature is no spendthrift but

takes the shortest way to

her ends.

"

—Ralph Waldo Emerson



in an ever-dark and frigid

universe, our

descendants will see by the

light of black holes

AFTER
THE SUN
DIES
BY T. A. HEPPENHEIMER

I

n the distant future a dim star will

approach from the depths of

the galaxy, scarcely visible till it is

almost upon us. In the span of

weeks it will loop around the sun like

a comet, passing close to Earth,

pulling it from its orbit. In only a few

days our close association with

the sun—an association approaching

a million trillion years in age—will

be severed, sending our world

whirling into the icy reaches of space.

The oceans will freeze solid. The
very air will condense like rime frost.

collecting in deep drifts against

the earth's barren rock and ice fields.

What is left of humanity may burrow
underground, but energy sources

will be scanty. Like lights seen across

a valley in winter, the final tenacious

sparks of life on Earth will wink out.

In space colonies orbiting close to

the cooling embers of what once
were stars, life as we know it will take

its last stand But over eons of time

the galaxies will fade to blackness as

stars burn out and new stars fail

to materialize. The human race, then,

will die, as will all other life that

depends on heat from stars.

Yet before dying we may send

life forward in an entirely new form

—

that of living clouds of gas
formed from the thin, tenuous matter

that fills all of space. Just as

our bodies have been formed from

common water and minerals, so

in the future our descendants may

PAINTINGS BY
GEOFFREY CHANDLER



organize life from the gas that remains.

This haunting vision comes from none

other than the slim, hawk-taced Freeman

Dyson, one of the most renowned mathe-

matical physicists in the world. Indeed,

back in the Sixties Dyson began speculat-

ing about the-future of life when he pro-

posed the extraordinary Dyson sphere—

a vast structure that could be built by dis-

mantling a Jupiter-size planet and using

the raw material to create a hollow sphere

around a star like the sun. People could

live within the shell, Dyson suggested,

capturing every last bit of solar energy to

create a vast civilization the likes of which

we've never seen.

Now at Princeton's Institute of Advanced

Study, Dyson has thrown his imagination

further still. "I believe that life can go on

forever," he declares. "It takes a million

years to evolve a new species, ten million

for a new genus, one hundred million for a

class, a billion for a phylum—and that's

usually as far as your imagination goes. In

a billion years, t seems, intelligent life might

be as different from humans as humans

are from insects. But what would happen

in another ten billion years? It's utterly im-

possible to conceive of ourselves chang-

ing as drastically as that, over and over

again. All you can say is, on that kind of

time scale the material form that life would

take is completely open. To change from a

human being to a cloud may seem a big

order, but it's the kind of change you'd ex-

pect over billions of years. I
assume," Dy-

son adds, "that life will learn to live with

whatever circumstances it is faced with."

Those circumstances have been best

described by Peter Goldreich, forty-seven,

one of the youngest people ever to win

membership in the prestigious National

Academy of Sciences. Perhaps because

of his success, Goldreich dresses as he

likes—in pullover T-shirts and cutoff jedns.

Frequent bouts at tennis keep him lean and

wiry. He once even ran down and single-

handedly captured a purse snatcher. Most

of the time, however, Goldreich pursues the

evolution—and dissolution—of the cos-

mos at large.

"Right now," Goldreich explains, "we see

the galaxies clustered into big seas of vis-

ible matter. These seas include not only the

stars and planets but also masses of inter-

stellar gas." As galaxies collide the gases

merge to form new stars. But all the gas

will eventually be used up. Then, a trillion

years hence, all existing stars will start to

fade away.

"The smallest stars," Goldreich adds, "will

still shine faintly, glowing with a dull red light

that slowly fades to brown. Larger stars,

including our sun. will exist as while dwarfs,

shining balefully with a fierce white light."

The sun, only a hundredth of its present

size, no larger than the earth, will start to

cool like a billet of steel. Glowing only with

the heat it holds when its fires stop, its bright

white light will slowly fade, to yellow, or-

"Okay, which one of you is the tumor?"

ange, red, brown, and—finally—black.

It is amid this interminable twilight, says

Dyson, that humanity, huddled in space

colonies close to the waning stellar camp-

fire, might create life forms different from

its own: remnants of interstellar gas, a dif-

fuse, electrically charged collection of at-

oms known as plasma, "Plasma seems to

have the kinds of properties one would like

for life," Dyson explains. "It's somewhat like

liquid water—unpredictable and thus able

to behave in an enormously complex fash-

ion. It could probably carry as much infor-

mation as DNA does. It has at least the

potential for organizing itself in interesting

ways. We don't have any concept of how
a brain can be put together, even in our

own heads, still less in the form of plasma.

But maybe that's the way it's going to go."

The basic unit of plasma life, corre-

sponding to the cell, adds Dyson, would

be the plasmoid: a self-contained plasma

blob that holds together like ball lightning.

In our own cells, structure emerges from

protoplasm streaming and flowing like

water. In the plasmoid being, on the other

hand, structure would stem from streams

and flows of electric current. As long as the

plasmoid could sustain such currents, says

Dyson, the plasma being would live. If it

losl that ability it would die, and its matter

would diffuse into empty space.

At the Princeton Plasma Physics Labo-

ratory, not far from Dyson's institute, plas-

moids are today under active study for use

in controlled .fusion. Harold Furth, the lab

director, sports a bushy beard and a sar-

donic outlook. "I love to smoke cigars; they

help my thought process a great deal," he

declares. "Plasmoids either hold together

or they don't," he adds. 'And if they hold

together like a smoke ring, then that opens

up possibilities that you don't have any

other way."

The possibilities are endless. For one

thing, structured plasmoid creatures would

constantly evolve, assuming different forms

in concert with the changing universe it-

self. "Life will have just enormous oppor-

tunities for experimenting, trying out differ-

ent forms of existence," Dyson says. For

that reason, in fact, plasmoid creatures

would be ideally suited to the galaxy's

freezing night. As the cosmos spread out

and the temperature fell, plasmoids would

maintain structure simply by expanding

and living more slowly themselves.

In fact, the plasma beings might come
to regard us as we do the cheese mite,

which lives out its entire life between a sun-

rise and the dusk, for the lifetimes of these

creatures would stretch into quadrillions of

years or more. Our light would freely pass

through them, just as gamma rays pass

through us. But when the universe is 10

billion times older than it is today, visible

light will be as unusual as gamma rays. The

most common wavelengths will be very

long, and the plasma will be opaque to

them. At these wavelengths plasma beings

might even have eyes with which to see.

But these long wavelengths would do



more than endow ihe plasma people with

sight. They would help these thoughtful,

sensate beings sustain civilization in the

most fundamental sense of the word.

Using such wavelengths, lor instance,

the plasma beings could maintain records.

"It's sort of uninteresting to be immortal if

you have to destroy your past as you go
along," Dyson says, "It would be good to

have some form ol permanent archive. One

way of storing information is to set up con-

stellations of plasma blobs, which would

be visible to plasma lite in the same way
stars are visible lo us. Information could be

stored in angles bclweon the blobs, just as

information is stored in the s.iicon circuitry

of the computer today. The angles would

yield sets of numbers, which could be de-

coded to reveal actual text." The elegance

of that system becomes apparent, Dyson

adds, "when you realize thai precision in-

creases as the universe expands."

The ultimate source of the ultralong

wavelengths, the lileblood of the plasma

folk, would be Ihe universe's dense black

holes. And according to Dyson, these black

holes would provide all energy for plasma

society, fueling industry and civilization it-

self. "In the distant fulure," Dyson explains,

"the cores of galaxies will collapse to form

black holes. The universe will also contain

scattered debris, from rocky planets to as-

teroids." The plasma creatures, supplied

with metal tools by their creators—us

—

would cut chunks of rock from the debris.

then send those chunks down lo gather

energy from the gravity and spin of the

black holes.

Energy stored up in black holes, Dyson

adds, could facilitate lone;- distance com-

munication and even travel. Most spectac-

ular, though, might be the brilliant use of

black-hole energy for the creation of art.

One need only apply some imagination to

envision plasmoid art similar to our'shim-

mering northern lights, created as energy

passes through plasma in the upper at-

mosphere. In the far more tenuous plas-

mas of that distant age and at the very long

wavelengths that will be their light of com-

mon day, artists might weave lapeslries of

light with electric currents captured from

black holes.

Even so, this s:a !
.:e o f af-'airs will not con-

tinue forever. V gcor Tepiiu. « physicist who

is now at the Arms Control and Disarma-

ment Agency, thinks he knows what will

come next. If recent theoretical results are

correct, he notes, "every proton in the uni-

verse will eventually decay. This means lhat

all atoms, all matter as we know it, will van-

ish. How long will that take? The soonest it

could be would be in 103J years," or ten

billion trillion times the age of the universe

that we inhabit today.

When the protons decay, so will the

plasma beings, for proton decay will spare

-nothing. It will relentlessly turn all atoms into

energy, leaving only electrons and posi-

trons, the electrons' antimatter counter-

parts. When cloc.rons and positrons col-

lide, the two vanish in a burst of gamma
rays. Thus the only way matter and life can

exist at all will be for electrons and posi-

trons to remain far apart.

But in Dyson's view the decay of pro-

tons need not mean .the end of life. 'An

electron and positron can orbit one an-

other at a distance," he points out. "Pro-

vided they moiniair"- this distance, they will

form a new kind of atom, known as posi-

tronium, And just as life lorms like our own
may create the first plasma species, so

these in turn may create creatures of pos-

itronium. the only possible remaining ve-

hicle for life."

Positronium will form a plasma similar to

the earlier type, says Dyson, but it will be

far more diffuse. Thus the life forms that

are made from it will be larger and slower.

There will be other differences as well.

In a universe of positronium there will be

no more chunks of rock to extract energy

from black holes. But the positronium will

carry energy within itself. Every time a pos-

itron meets an electron, a dim spark of ra-

diation will pulse forth. "Even very late in

the universe," Teplitz says, "electrons and

positrons will occasionally -no each other,

generating energy forever."

And according to cosmologist Don Page

of Penn State, a universe 10™ times larger

than the distance to today's most distant

quasars will create a cold beyond imagin-

ing. In the year 10 IOD
,
space itself will be

"0- c,;
'

: above absolute zero—a trillionth. tril-

lionth, trillionth, trillionth," trillionth of a de-

gree. Thus the life processes of positron-

ium will be slow in ways that pass our

understanding. Yet this highly exagger-

ated sluggishness wi'l conserve energy, as

if the positronium were hibernating. They

may indeed hibernate, alternating active

periods with times of rest, reawakening in-

creasingly infrequently, yet never dissolv-

ing into Ihe abyss of space.

And when the positronium creatures do

awaken, the legacy of our era may be on

their minds. Also pervading that distant

universe will he photons, "he light given off

during earlier eras. Like the light we see

from distant stars and galaxies, those pho-

tons will carry the record of the universe

we knew. Just as we learn of the universe's

formation by studying ancient photons, so

the positronium beings w:l find other pho-

tons to recall the epic of the galaxies and

the saga of Earth.

But life made of positronium will not have

todwellonthe.past. Into eternity, in an un-

ending realm of bitter cold and darkness,

the future will be in their hands. We our-

selves could never hope to see them. Their

very atoms would be far larger than our

universe. The rays with which they view the

world would have wavelengths ranging

upward from a light-year in length, Yet these

beings will stand as the final bearers of the

hope of Ihe lyrical author William Faulkner:

that life will not merely endure, it will pre-

vail. The positronium beings, finally, are

what will come after man,DO
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bjust as certain parasites and bacteria multiply when

environmental conditions are favorable to their growth, violence

seems to "breed" in certain geographic areas*

twenty-six were dead by their own hands.

And at least 20 more men and women had

tried to take their own lives.

In October the wind turned cold and

pushed across the sad and colorless 2-

million-acre tribal outpost. The elders of the

Shoshone and Arapaho tribes gathered to

dispel the inexplicable force stirring among
them. They prepared an ancient medicine,

handed down by their ancestors, to fight

the plague of violence that had infected

their young people. When the ceremony

was last held in 1918 it had helped combat

an epidemic of influenza. "We don't really

know what has happened to us," one elder

commented. "But it must be a sickness of

some kind."

The connection between violence and

disease is more than a metaphor. A grow-

ing number of scientists believe there is a

palpable similarity between these two

curses. Just as certain parasites and bac-

teria multiply quickly when environmental

conditions are favorable to their growth, vi-

olence seems to "breed" in certain geo-

graphic areas. The idea to commit murder

or suicide may prove to be contagious, to

spread through a community like an infec-

tion. And as medical examiners dissect the

human body lo understand the causes of

physical death, pathologists now "talk" tq

the dead through a technique called a

psychological autopsy.

The parallels between violence and dis-

ease may seem startling, puzzling, even

frightening. Bui scientists are determined

to track down violence, analyze it, and

eventually prevent it, as though it were any

other deadly infection.

Six years ago William Foege, who at that

time was director of the Centers for Dis-

ease Control (CDC) in Atlanta, asked a

simple question: "What's killing people?"

He ordered a study that documented the

most serious health problems in the United

States, and high on the list—along with

cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
stroke—was another deadly affliction of our

society: violence. That report was instru-

mental in forming the Violence Epidemiol-

ogy Branch. Today, in a windowless, bun-

kerlike section of the CDC's headquarters.

researchers monitor murders, suicides, and

family violence. The staff members—a so-

ciologist, criminologist, medical anthropol-

ogist, psychiatrist, statistician, and oth-

ers— use the same scientific methods and

epidemiological tools that their co-workers

employ to study outbreaks of diseases from

chicken pox to AIDS.

"For too long, people have thought of vi-

olence as just acriminal-justice problem,"

says Mark Rosenberg, chief of CDC's vio-

lence branch. With his black, curly hair,

preppy glasses, and bright red sweater,

Rosenberg looks more like a grad student

in his twenties than a forty-year-old psy-

chiatrist, internist, epidemiologist, and

public-health expert. "People don't real-

ize," Rosenberg continues, "that in this

country, suicide is the eighth leading cause

of death, and homicide is the eleventh

leading cause. And for young black men
homicide is the leading cause of death. Vi-

olence has become a public-health is-

sue—and that's the domain of the CDC."
Throughout the conversation, Rosen-

berg refers to the disease model again and

again. He cites tuberculosis as a case in

point. Death rates from T.B. began falling

100 years before there was a vaccine "be-

cause people studied the problem," he

says. "They found out that poor nutrition

and sanitation contributed to it, and they

did something about both factors. We can

do the same thing with violence."

Before they can cure violence, however,

researchers must understand it as com-

pletely as they do the simplest infection.

One clue they've unearthed is that both

murder and suicide may be contagious.

Short-term outbursls, like the deaths at

Wind River, indicate that some acts of vio-

lence are nor randomly distributed. David

Phillips, a sociologist at the University ol

California at San Diego, believes he has

uncovered a way in which violence may
spread from person to person. A disturb-

ing link exists, he says, between certain

news stories and certain suicides and

murders. In 1983 he won the prestigious

Socio-Psychological Prize from the Amer-

ican Association lor the Advancement of

Science when he published the results of

a six-year study of media-linked violence.

"For centuries people have worried

about the role imitation plays in causing vi-

olence to spread," Phillips says. He points

out that in 1774 a rash of suicides followed

the publication of Goethe's first novel. The

Sorrows oi Young Werther. The protago-

nist, who shot himself when he fell in love

with an engaged woman, became a role

model for some European readers who later

committed suicide. Afraid of an outbreak

of suicide across the continent, govern-

ment officials in parts of Italy, Germany, and

Denmark banned the book.

About two hundred years after Werth-

er's fictional suicide, Phillips decided to test

the imitation hypothesis by studying actual

acts of violence. Does an act of murder by

one person lead others to commit homi-

cide7 Does a real suicide induce other

people to take their own lives? Phillips was
well aware of the scientific experiments



conducted under laboratory conditions;

Volunteers watching violent films and TV
shows became aggressive and, when
given the opportunity, punched plastic dolls

and administered what they believed to be

eleclric shocks to people.

But a virus sometimes behaves differ-

ently in a test tube than it does in the hu-

man body, and people act differently in Ihe

real world than they do in the laboratory.

"This kind of work is quite removed from

everyday life." Phillips says. So he began

to collect all the suicide stories that had

appeared on the front page of The New
York Times between 1947 and 1968. In the

month following a widely publicized sui-

cide, Phillips lound an average of 58.1 more

suicides per story than would normally

have occurred for that day. And the in-

crease in suicides was proportional to the

amount of puhl-dly inc story received. For

example, in the month after Marilyn Mon-

roe took her life there were 197 more sui-

cides than would normally have been ex-

pected—a significant 12 percent increase.

Phillips then wondered if perhaps some
highway accidents would prove to be sui-

cides mislabeled as accidents. Was the

modeling process at work in these fatali-

ties? "I've found that deaths in single-car

accidenis increase significantly after sui-

cides are published, especially in the area

where the publicity occurs." he says. Sta-

tistics on California highway accidents

showed an average increase of 9.1 per-

cent in the week after a publicized suicide.

Interestingly, drivers who died in single-car

accidents were often unusually similar to

the victims described in Ihe suicide sto-

ries. "That's what you would expect if the

driver of the car idenl'ii'od with the person

who committed suicide, if there were some
kind of modeling going on in Ihese deaths."

Phillips has studied the "effect" of suicide

stories on private-plane accidents, multi-

ple-car crashes— even the repercussions

of soap-opera suicides. These statistics,

too, seem to bear out his imitation theory.

Next, Phillips soughl a connection be-

tween mass-media coverage of a murder

and a rise in murder incidents. "But I

couldn'l use murder stories because they

appear so frequently," he recalls. "It would

be virtually impossible to separate the ef-

fect of one story from the next. Thai was a

frustrating period for me. I just lei Ihe idea

simmer on the back burner until inspiration

hit Then suddenly," he says, "I found the

type of news coverage I needed—the kind

of violence thai is rewarded, exciting, and

considered justified by almost everyone—
heavyweightprizefights."

Phillips studied boxing matches that took

place from 1973 to 1979. His findings? After

a publicized prizefight homicides nation-

wide increased by an average of 12.46

percent, accounting for about 11 . addi-

tional homicides per fight. Again the mur-

der rate was nroportona to Ihe amounl of

publicity the fight received. The greatest

increases in deaths fallowed two Muham-
mad Ali matches in 1975: the very highly
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touted Ali-Frazier "Thrilla '.n Manila" and

the Ali-Bugner fight. The day after Ihe Ma-

nila event 108 people were reportedly

killed. "That," Phillips notes, "is twenty-six

more than would be expected for that day."

Again he discovered that the murder vic-

tims killed soon after the boxing matches

tended to share physical traits with the

fights' losers.

But could the media coverage of boxing

matches, as well as suicides, simply have

sped up deaths that would have hap-

pened anyway at some later date? Are

there other factors that could explain the

rise in homicide rates?

"No," Phillips says. "The evidence sug-

gests that the death rate rose because of

the imitation process. No alternative expla-

nation has been found yet to fit the data."

He points oul that a rise in violent dealhs

would have been followed by a decrease

in their number if the murders were going

to have taken place eventually. He checked

homicide rates for three woeks alter each

<mThey

trace a victim's iast days and
develop meticulous

postmortem biographies: what

the person was

[ike, what he feared, and his

state of mind

in the last weeks of his Iife3

prizefight and found no such decrease.

That may indicate that ihe surge ot deaths

following news coverage "about suicide and

boxing matches might not have occurred

at all without ihe influence of the stories.

An additional curious and still unex-

plained finding has emerged from Phil-

lips's ongoing research. When violent

deaths "spread" following publicity about

a suicide or prizefight, they nearly always

peak three days after the precipitating

news first appears. "There may be some
kind of incubation period, just as there is

for a physical disease," Phillips theorizes.

Phillips's work has drawn coniroversy.

and researchers at the CDC and else-

where question his methodology. Jim

Mercy, a sociologist al the CDC, acknowl-

edges thai "this is a new area of research,

and there just aren't any easy answers." A
harsher critic is James Baron, a sociologist

from Stanford University who has carefully

reviewed Phillips's study, "It's just too full of

things that are unbelievably strange," he

says. Baron points out that Phillips failed to

filter out all the factors that may lead to fluc-

tuations in suicides and homicides. "For

example, prizefights are scheduled at the

beginning and the middle of a month,"

Baron says, "because that's ihe time mosl

people get paid. They're also roughly the

same times that homicides tend to peak.

I'm not saying there isn't a contagion fac-

tor. But that claim cannot be made from Ihe

data Phillips has analyzed." In addition

Baron looked at a seven-year period of kill-

ings by police officers in the line of duty.

"We found that they went up three days

after a prizefight, too. You could argue that

if policemen were watching ihose fights,

they were going out and killing people, loo.

That's ridiculous. The model Phillips used

is simply not a good one."

Rosenberg admits that when the CDC
decided to bring violence under its medi-

cal umbrella and to review such forces as

contagion, the move was met with skepti-

cism. Why had epidemiologists entered an

area traditionally the domain of behavior-

isls and sociobiologists? The variables of

violence, buried in a complex social fabric,

are difficult enough to distinguish and ex-

plain in soeiobiological terms, No viral

agents or bacteria labeled "violence" exist.

Many see violence as an unalterable part

of the human condiiion, a legacy as old as

Cain's murder of Abel.

But the staff at the CDC and other re-

searchers are convinced thai violence is

not an inevitable force or an unpleasant fact

of modern life. They laboriously piece to-

gether statistics, wade through decades of

coroners' reports, and compare demo-

graphic studies. They page through reams

of computer printouts—cold, lifeless lists

of numbers—hoping to find vivid patterns

that will explain the bloodshed—the whos,

wheres, hows, and whys of violence.

Researchers have documented another

similarity between violence and disease.

Jusl as certain diseases are endemic to

particular regions— malaria to the tropics,

for instance—some kinds of violence ap-

pear to be concentrated in geographic

areas. The CDC, after tracking murder rates

across the United States, noticed thai a

"homicide belt" ran through the South.

"Homicide rates have traditionally run a bit

higher in [he South," says Jim Mercy. "There

may be more guns, and there are more

poor people there. There's anoiher theory

about a subculture of violence, that people

in the South are raised to think certain kinds

of violence are acceptable." Mercy moves
north across a map ol the country and

points out that people in New Jersey are,

inexplicably, less likely to kill themselves

than people who live anywhere else in the

United States. On the olher hand, Nevada
has the highest suicide rate in the nation.

Why? "Is this because of a difference in

social services offered to the people in

these states?" Mercy asks. "Is it tied to the

difference in the racial or ethnic makeup of

the population? Or are these statistics mis-

leading because they are based on differ-

ent ways of reporting? These are Ihe types

of questions we are trying to answer."

The argument that environment affects

behavior is hardly new. In 1603 the Euro-



pean reformer ann1

educator Johannes Ai-

thusius wrote; "One learns about the na-

ture of man from the location of the region.

.

Those who live in open and windy regions

are turbulent, restless, and unsteady.
Mountainous peoples are hardy, robust,

and.austere. Inhahiiants of valleys, on the

other hand, are faint of heart, gentle, and
effeminate. Those who live in barren places

are skillful, industrious, diligent, and strict."

Today we think that environmental stim-

uli, such as change of season, may in-

crease aggressive behavior in primates. In

a 1983 study Emory University psychiatrist

Richard Michael and Georgia Mental
Health Institute psychologist Doris Zumpe
documented a seasonal rhythm of rape

and assault—violence rises with the tem-

perature in the summer months. Michael
rejects the argument that sexual violence

peaks in warm weather simply because
more people are outdoors, increasing the

opportunity for violence, In a sfudy con-

ducted this year he and Zumpe found that

atiacks on women in the home are higher

when the outdoor temperature rises Yet the

opportunity for assaults in the home re-

mains fairly constant throughout the year.

The researchers think that there may be
some neuroendocrine pathways activated

by higher temperatures.

Two other psychologists. James Rotton

of Florida International University .and

James Frey of the Wright State University

School of Med'Cine, studied the environ-

mental effects of air pollution and weather

on violent crimes in Dayton, Ohio. They
propose that "high temperatures and low

winds precede violent episodes, which
occurred more often on dry than humid
days." They suggest that "atmospheric
conditions and violent episodes are not only

correlated but also appear to be linked in

a causal fashion." In their two-year study

they tallied the number of family distur-

bances logged by the Dayton police de-

partment, then charted the levels of ozone
on the days when these incidents were re-

ported. When ozone levels were high, more
family disturbances were recorded. But

windy, humid conditions coincided with

decreased reports of violence.

Why do some people living in environ-

ments some social scientists say put them
at high risk never exhibil violent behavior?

And why do others attack and kill seem-
ingly out of the blue? Not only do stimuli

outside the body affect behavior, appar-
ently factors within the body also contrib-

ute to the way people act. For centuries

researchers have been debating the role

biology plays in violence. "There is so much
evidence that at least some biological pre-

dispositions to violence exist that I don't

think a reasonable person can question it."

says Harvard University psychology pro-

fessor Richard Herrnstein, coauthor with

James Q. Wilson oi the recently published

book. Crime and Human Nature. Although
the most obvious biological risk factors 'or

violence are race, sex, and age. sex is the

one biological reality that experts agree has

a clear connection with violence.

"It's hard to separate the social and cul

tural attitudes .that influence men," Rosen-
berg says. "But young men so outnumber
women in committing both self-directed

and interpersonal violence that you have
to look long and hard at just what biologi-

cal factors may be involved."

Androgens—hormones such as an-
drosterone and testosterone responsible for

male sexual characteristics—could be the

culprits. It's interesting to observe, Rosen-
berg notes, that those who participate in

terrorism are mostly young and male
Though terrorism is not a type of violence

that the CDC investigates, terrorists share

certain risk factors with other murderers.

Researchers at the National Institute o'

Mental Health in Bethesda. Maryland, while

studying the effects of the neurotransmit-

ter serotonin in overly aggressive subjects,

found that low levels of this hormone could

bring on violent behavior. Perhaps one day
tests for serotonin metabolites may serve

as diagnostic tools to identify people at high

risk for suicide and violent crimes.

Herrnstein calls the issue of prediction

and prevention of violence a "philosophi-

cal muddle." In the near future we may be
able to tell, biologically, that a child has a



In the Nigerian city of Onitsha

a young boy struggles to write a historical

play. And the nice thing about

the past is that you can always rewrite it

THE
LIONS ARE
ASLEEP

THIS NIGHT
The white man was
drunk again. Robert Oi-

nenke crossed the nar-

row, graveled street and

stepped up on the

boardwalk at the other

side. Out of the corner of

his eye he saw the white

man raving. The man sat,

feet out. back against a

wall, shaking his head,

punctuating his mono-
logue with cursing words.

Some said he had
been a mercenary in one

of the border wars up the

coast, one of those con-

flicts in which two coun-

tries had become one; or

BY HOWARD WALDROP

one country, three. Rob-

ert could not remember

which, Mr. Lemuel, his

history teacher, had men-

tioned it only in passing.

Since showing up in

Onitsha town the white

man had worn the same
khaki pants. They were of

a military cut, now torn

and stained. The shirt he

wore today was a dashi-

ki, perhaps variegated

bright blue and red when
made, now faded to pur-

ple, He wore a cap with a

foreign insignia. Some
said he had been a gen-

eral; others, a sergeant.

His loud harangues ter-

rified schoolchildren.

Robert's classmates

looked on the man as a

forest demon. Some-
times the constables

came and took him away;

sometimes ihey only

asked him to be quiet,

and he would subside.

Mostly he could be

seen propped against a

building, talking to him-

self. Occasionally some-

body would give him

money. Then he would

make his way to the near-

esl store or market stall

that sold palm wine.

PAINTING BY ALBERT EECKHOUT



He had been in Robert's neighborhood

for a few months. Before that he had stayed

near the marketplace.

Robert did not look at him. Thinking of

the marketplace, he hurried his steps. The

first school bell rang.

"You will not be dawdling at the market."

his mother had said as he readied himself

for school. "Miss Mbene spoke to me of

your tardiness yesterday,"

She took the first of many piles of laun-

dry from her wash baskets and placed

them near the ironing board. There was a

roa'ring fire in the hearth, and her irons were

lined up in the racks over it. The house was

already hot as an oven and would soon be

as damp as the monsoon season.

His mother was still young and pretty but

worn. She had supported them since Rob-

ert's father had been killed in an accident

while damming a tributary of the Niger. He
and forty other men had been swept away
when a cofferdam burst. Only two of the

bodies had ever been found. There was a

small monthly check from the company her

husband had worked for, and the govern-

ment check for single mothers.

Her neighbor Mrs. Yortebe washed, and

she ironed. They took washing from the

well-to-do government workers and busi-

ness people in the better section.

"I shan't be late," said Robert, torn with

emotions. He knew he wouldn't spend a

long time there this morning and be late for

school, but he did know that he would take

the wide route that led through the mar-

ketplace.

He put his schoolbooks and supplies in

his satchel. His mother turned to pick up

somebody's shirt from the pile. She
stopped, looking at Robert.

"What are you going to do with two

copybooks?" she asked,

Robert froze. His mind tried out ten lies.

His mother started toward him.

"I'm nearly out of pages," he said. She

stopped. "If we do much work today, I shall

have to borrow."

"I buy you len copybooks at the start of

each school year and then again at the star!

of the second semester. Money does not

grow on the breadfruit trees, you know?"

"Yes, Mother," he said. He hoped she

would not look in the copybooks, see that

one was not yet half-filled with schoolwork

and that the other was still clean and empty.

His mother referred to all extravagance as

"a heart-tearing waste of time and money."

"You have told me not to borrow from

others. I thought I was using foresight."

"Well," said his mother, "see you don't

go to the marketplace. It will only make you

envious of all the things you can'l have. And

do not be late to school one more time this

term, or I shall have you ever ironing."

"Yes, Mother," he said. Running to her,

he rubbed his:. nose against her cheek.

"Good-bye."

"Good day. And don't go near that mar-

ketplace!"

"Yes, Mother."
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The market! Bright, pavilioned stalls

covering a square Congo mile of ground

filled with gaudy objects, goods, animals,

and people. The Onitsha market was a

crossroads of the trade roules, near the

river and the railway station. Here a thou-

sand vendors sold their wares on week-

days, many times that on weekends and

holidays.

Robert passed the great piles of mel-

ons, guinea fowl in cages, tables of toys

and gewgaws, all bright and shiny in the

morning light.

People talked in five languages, hag-

gling with each other, calling back and

forth, joking. Here men from Senegal stood

in their bright red hats and robes. Robert

saw a tall Wazir, silent and regal, indicating

the prices he would pay with quick move-

ments of his long fingers, while the mer-

chant he stood before added two more

each time. A few people with raised tattoos

on their faces, backcountry people, wan-

dered wide-eyed from table to table, talk-

6He handed the

bag to the principal. The

man opened it, took

out the books and pamphlets.

He looked at the

. file open on his desk like

the big book

of Saint Peter in heaven,^

ing quietly among themselves.

Scales clattered, food got weighed,

chickens and ducks rattled, a donkey
brayed near the big corral where larger

livestock was sold. A goat wagon deliv-

ered yams to a merchant, who began yell-

ing because they were still too hard. The
teamster shrugged his shoulders and
pointed to his bill of lading. The merchant

threw down his apron and headed toward

Onitsha's downtown, cursing the harvest,

the wagoners, and the food cooperatives.

Robert passed by the food stalls, though

the smell of ripe mangoes made his mouth

water. He had been skipping lunch for three

weeks, saving his Friday pennies. At the

schoolhouse far away the ten-minute bell

rang, He would have to hurry.

He came to the larger stalls at the far

edge of the market where ihe booksellers

were. He could see the bright paper jack-

ets and dark type titles and some of the

cover -pictures on them from fifty yards

away. He wenl toward the stall of Mr. Fred's

Printers and High-Class Bookstore, which

was his favorite. The clerk, who knew him

by now, nodded to Robert as he came into

the stall area. He was a nice young man in

his twenties, dressed in a three-piece suil.

He looked at the clock.

"Aren't you going to be late for school

this fine morning?"

Robert didn't want to take the iime to talk

but said, "I know the books I want. It will

only beamomenf."
The derk nodded.

Robert ran past the long shelves with

their familiar titles: Drunkards Believe the

Bar Is Heaven: Ruth, the Sweet Honey That

Poured Away; Johnny, the Most-Worried

Husband; The Lady That Forced Me to Be
Romantic; The Return of Mabel, in a Drama

on How I Was About Marrying My Sister,

the last with a picture of Miss Julie Engebe.

the famous drama actress, on the cover.

which Robert knew was just a way to get

people to buy the book.

Most of them were paper covered, slim,

about fifty pages thick. Some had bright,

stenciled lettering on them, others draw-

ings; a few had photographios. Robert

turned at the end of the shelf and read the

titles of others quickly: The Adventures of

Constable Joe; Eddy, the Coal-City Boy;

Pocket Encyclopedia of Etiquette and
Good Sense; Why Boys Never Trust Money-

Monger Girls; How to Live Bachelor's Life

and a Girl's Life Without Too Many Mis-

takes; Ibo Folktales You Should Know,

He found what he was looking for: Clio's

Whips by Oskar Oshwenke. It was as thin

as the others, and the typefaces on the red,

green, and black cover were in three dif-

ferent type styles. There was even a differ-

ent I in the word whips.

Robert took it from the rack (it had been

well thumbed, but Robert knew it was the

only copy in the store). He went down two

more shelves, to where they kept the dra-

mas, and picked out The Play of the

Swearing Stick by Otuba Malewe and The

Raging Turk, or Bajazet It by Thomas Goffe,

an English European who had lived three

hundred years ago.

Robert returned to the counter, out of

breath from his dash through the stall,

"These three," he said, spreading them out

before him.

The clerk wrote figures on two receipt

papers. "That will be twenty-four new cents,

young sir," he said.

Robert looked at him without compre-

hension. "But yesterday they would have

been twenty-two cents!" he said.

The clerk looked back down at the

books. Then Robert noticed the price on

the Goffe play, six cents, had been crossed

out and eight cents written over that in big,

red pencil.

"Mr. Fred himself came through yester-

day and looked over the stock," said the

clerk. "Some prices he raised, others he

liberally reduced. There are now many
more two-cent books in the bin out front,"

he said apologetically.

"But ... I only have twenty-two new
cents." Robert's eyes began to burn.

The clerk looked at the three books. "I'll

tell you what, young sir. I
shall let you have

these three books for twenty-two cents.
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mlimits—deliberately setting planes inlo lailspins, rou- to supersonic flight, accurate ir

finely punching through the sound barrier, testing strange critical. As they accelerate to ac
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FICTION

The challenge: to master

those flames

that burned deep within

BY RICHARD KADREY

ireslon promises

himself ihat when this bottle is empty,

he will stop taking the pills.

The black markei barbiturates are

strong, much more potent than the

sleeping pills he used to get from the

Army infirmary in town. (But why call

a dozen T-shacks. barracks, and a.

million tons ot rubble a town?)

Even so, without the booze to wash

..the pills down. Preston knows he

would never get to sleep.

Once, Preston took some of the

piifs to an Army lab and had them

CljJiSsJ^tiM



analyzed. It turned out that each pill was

completely different, a crazy-quilt combi-

nation oi wha'eve' ihe manufacturers had

lying around: Thorazine, MDA, Mega-

ludes, Nembutal. Sometimes Preston pur-

chases small amounts of raw opium. This

he mixes with vodka to produce his own
crude version of laudanum. At times all of

this effort strikes him as amusing. He is well

aware that any of the drugs combined with

all the alcohol he drinks could kill him. And
what would General Bower say then? How
would he explain to the European high

command that he had lei the best assassin

in 'the American Occupation Army drug

himself to death?

Within a half hour it becomes clear that

the pills are not working. The blinking cur-

sors on a dozen computer terminals are

about to drive him crazy. Preston takes two

more pills and gulps them down with vodka

from a plastic cup. He goes to the bed-

room to get his coat but pauses to close

the door of his wife's empty closet.

Four a.m.. Berlin time. Outside the com-

puter bunker a metallic-smelling fog drifts

through the city. Preston needs a drink. Six

pills to the wind, and he isn't even drowsy

yet. The beam of his flashlight plays over

the unlit ruins. Each day the Army busies

itself clearing the streets, pushing pulver-

ized buildings back onto the blasted foun-

dations from which they have fallen.

Jumbled concete blocks and twisted

wires abut each other in long rows until the

residential blocks begin to resemble one

vast and continuous block.

Preston moves the beam of his flashlight

overthe empty buildings, hoping for some
romantic sense of connecton with the ruins,

as if among the shattered stones might lie

the antidote to all his unnamed fears. He
finds a pair of sunglasses, some sheets of

scorched piano music, and the acid fog.

It has- been only a few days since she

left, but already he has forgotten her face,

what he said to her, what she said to him.

She is gone; that is the only truth. He
watched her cross the tarmac; watched her

board the military transport for New York.

He had tamed Ihe most complex com-

puter systems in the world, yet he could

not stop his wife from leaving.

When she was walking up the boarding

ramp to the plane and Preston was stand-

ing on the other side of a barbed-wire fence,

he screamed out her name, Just once.

Everybody on the airstrip turned to stare at

him. Preston hurried back to his bunker and

got drunk. Later, when he was sober, he

discovered gashes on his hands where he

had gripped the barbed wire.

Back in the computer bunker, Preston

turns his attention to the monitor where the

pharmacy codes for the state hospital in

Leningrad are displayed. He begins typ-

ing, changing a number here, a number

there. A white wave of interference shim-

mers across the screen, washing out the

display. A bad connection? Preston gets

up and checks his fiberoptic leads. He
cracked the pharmacy system just a tew

minutes before and is anxious not to call

attention to his presence.

Reflexively his hands move over the ca-

bles, testing connections and solder points.

He pours himself some vodka and drains

the cup. As the interference subsides, he

begins to work quickly.

Finding the room number is easy. High

Party officials a re always given special ac-

commodations and kepi we'l away from the

general hospital population. Locating the

proper drugs, however, is another matter.

In the state hospitals, paranoia reigns. All

of the drugs are listed either by complex

chemical codes or by obscure euphe-

misms that mean virtually nothing to Pres-

ton, an outsider. He works his way through

the drug catalog, a page at a time, occa-

sionally shifting :o another system when his

LED alarm flashes, indicating that some-

one al the hospital is trying to access the

pharmacy listings.

Finally Preston finds the chemical sym-

bols he is looking for. After that, it is a mat-

ter of a few seconds to reprograrn the

nursing drones and change the Party offi-

cial's daily vitamin B shot to a lethal dose

of succinylcholine.



Before he exits the system, Preston

dumps the contents of a slave disk

throughout the hospital's patient records,

The disk con'airs approximately a million

words of English pornography (with pic-

tures) and ten digitized hours of American

rock music.

The Army told him to dump the porn.

The music Preslon added himself

He takes two more hits of speed. From

his seal at the console, Preston can see

the unmade bed across the hall. He has

nQt slept in the bed since his wife left. He
has not slept at all. He is, in fact, afraid of

the room. The contours of the rumpled

.sheets, the stark geometry of the empty

close! imply an end a thousand times more

terrifying than all the rubble overhead.

They call him the Fire Catcher because

he once held the nuclear blaze in his hands,

and he snuffed it out.

1996: Alone. Prostor hacked his way into

the nexus of Ihe Soviet nuclear-missile sys-

tem. He sliced through the data web; boiled

through 3-D ends: smashed time vectors,

system checks, fail-safes. Preston the Vi-

sigoth, the madman, the cybernetic assas-

sin, had breached the Russian program,

and it had yielded up its prize.

On the eve of World War III, Preston had

locked the Soviet missiles in their silos. A
day later American and French paratroop-

ers landed in Vladivostok and began
shooting their way west. A Soviet subma-

rine, The People's Victorious Liberator, tor-

pedoed the British naval base at Gibraltar.

Preston relumed to the United States.

There the Presideni gave him a medal,

calling Preston a great humanitarian.

Preston married an anthropologist

named Nina Abreu, and they settled in New
York. Preston continued his research on

developing intelligent security programs for

computer systems.

Fought with conventional weapons, the

war Preston had helped shape seethed

back and forth across Europe for twelve

years wilhout a winner.

National boundaries were liquid, flowing

in and around interregnum war states. New
countries appeared and disappeared

overnight. In the iirst two years of the war,

twenty million people died.

Preston sips some of his homemade
laudanum while he completes his report

on the Party official's death. When .the re-

port is done, he queues il into General

Bower's private security file. Above the

console a bank of red and green LEDs Hash

a warning. Preston checks out his lines.

The CIA is monitoring him again. He
switches on the slave disk and jams the

Agency lines wilh the same porn he

dumped on the Soviets.

Taped to Ihe side of the slave drive is a

wallet-size hologram ot Preston's wife. He

rips the rectangle of plastic from the drive

and holds his lighter to it. In the wedge of

flame the hologram melts, his wife's face

twisting, turning in on itself, liquefying, and

finally fading completely as the hologram

drips away.

Later Preston goes to the base infirmary

and stares through blue-gray bulletproof

glass at the Sovio'. f.ie f who had been shot

down a few days earlier. There he reflects

on the nature of sweet circumstance. Over

forty million dead, and the small woman
with the Red Slar and serial number tat-

tooed on her forearm is only the second

war casualty Preston has ever seen. The

first was his wife.

Preston wonders it the flier is awake, if

she is aware of the burns that have black-

ened her skin, if she can sense that the

inlerrogations will soon begin.

Looking at !he soot the burning holo-

gram left on his fingertips, Preston begins

to cry. In a few minutes an embarrassed

guard asks him to leave.

They gave Preston a long list of names

when he was recalled to Europe. To the

base he was the Fire Catcher, but officially

he became known as Project Earwig. An

earwig is an insect that will sometimes bur-

row into the body of an animal, lay its eggs,

and then continue through the animal's

body, eating its way out. When the ear-

wig's young are born they repeat this pat-



tern, often ds-M^lroying tie host animal.

Preston carried out his first assassina-

tion a week before he cracked the Soviet

database. His victim was a key official in

the Transportation Ministry. Preston simply

entered the Party records and erased all

traces- of the man. After that the man's of-

ficial State Access Card would no longer

function. He could not enter his home, re-

trieve his car, buy food. His comrades re-

fused his panicked cails: assuming a new
purge was under way. they avoided him.

The man was found a few weeks later,

frozen stiff to a bench at a bus stop in his

hometown of Gorki.

Preston was a methodical worker. He
made backup disks of all his work. He had
records of every system he had ever
cracked, from his high-school records

code (he had manipulated ctnor students'

files for a iee) to the Soviet missile system.

It was easier than recracking the system
each time he went in.

He kept the disks in a lead-lined floor

safe under his bed. Besides the disks, the

safe contained a .45 caliber pistol, sleep-

ing pills, and an emergency bottle of vodka.

His system clear again, Preston enters a
military override code into the lines for the

United States and clears a data path
straight to New York. Then he enters the.

phone company's lines and accesses his

wile's phone, transmitting a playback sig-

nal to the CIA tap he had discovered there
'

months before.

His wife's voice, thin and shot through

with static, crackles out of a tiny speaker
over his console.

Her conversation is nothing; it is ordi-

nary. She is speaking with a friend whose
name Preston remDrnocis as being some-
thing like Judy or Julie. He fast-forwards

the tape. The conversation Is trio same. The-

rnundane life of the city. The price of eggs,

the refugees from Europe who crowd the

subways, a day on the beach at Coney Is-

land. Preston listens for his name, but no
one mentions him. He plays the whole thing

through again before shutting down the

override. Something burns in Preston's

throat. A sudden wave of drowsiness en-

gulfs him, but it's too late. He does not want
the pills to work. Preston stumbles to his

dresser, pulls out a bottle of ampheta-
mines, downs a handful. In a few minutes

he vomits the whole thing back up, but he
is no longer sleepy.

When he is alone, Preston goes through

his papers, emptying his desk and col-

lecting reams of printouts. Spreading the

papers around himself, he sits on the floor

and reads, reconstructing his past with

hard data, He keeps lists—things like his

mother's maiden name, computers he has
owned, and the color of his first car—-which
he tapes to the walls of the bunker, When
he is wg.rking and can't concentrate, the

lists form a" sort of mantra for him: Soyle,

IBM, NEC, red Riviera, and Nina's eyes.

Love is a dangerous concept. People do
strange things for love, but Preston is well

aware ol this. Love of a spouse, love of a
country, an ideology, Love as strength, as
-power, as fear,

"Murder," Preston once told his wife, "is

the American moral equivalent of enlight-

enment. The ultimate expression ol the

self."

In the first two years of World War III,

twenty million people died. The President

once gave Preston a medal. P'reston was
well aware of the symbol implicit in the

decoration: He was a hero, he was loved.

Preston's wife married him for love. A vic-

tim of circumstance, he knew that she had
left him for love, too. In the next eleven years

of World War III, forty million people died,

all victims of circumstance.

There are terrifying mathematical pos-
sibilities in she dimensions of empty clos-

ets and vacan: dresser drawers. The sheets

of an unmade bed reveal clues to a whole
landscape of conflict; the crease in a blan-

ket, the trajectory o' shacows on a pillow

imply the flow of armies in the shapes lef;

by two bodies moving together.

All of this, Preston is aware, has some-
thing to do with the price of eggs and the

feel of wind at the beach, but he has trou-

ble making the connections.

Preston touches the rigid face of the So-
viet pilot. Her skin is dry and coarse, deli-

cate as rice paper. She stirs for a moment
and opens her eyes. Preston has never
seen such fear on a human face before.

Her eyes are wide and gray, sunk deep
in the immobile black mask of her ruined

face. Lightly Preston touches his fingers to

her lips. "Don't be afraid," he says. "Every-

thing is going to be all right."

Adymggua;-;:i stares a: Preston from the

floor: on the guard's chest, a red orchid of

blood widens, scepng Through his knot-

ted fingers. Preston sets his pistol on the

oedsidc lable. From his pixxat he pulls a
remote trigger switch, Before he left the

bunker, Preston went to his safe and re-

moved one of the backup disks. Sitting nexf

to the flier on the bed, he punches in a
code that loads the program,

A thousand miles away. Klaxon horns
sound. Underground doors, rusted and full

of grit, slide, screaming and groaning, open
to the night.

The Fire Catcher opens his hands, and
flame lakes the sky.

Preston offers the dying guard a glass

of water. "Don't worry," he tells the guard,

"I'm supposed to be here."

Turning to the pilot, Preston almost tells

her he loves her, but he knows that is not

true. He loves what she might have been,
what she could have been, under dilferent

circumstances. But none of that matters

now. Preston thinks of unmade beds and
empty closets. The foolish icons of love. It

occurs to Preston vaguely, for the first time,

that he, tod, might be a victim. He thinks of

this and can almost smeil his wife's body,
but they are all burned away before he can
recall her face.DO



The pilot who broke the sound
barrier in his twenties, flew 127 combat
missions in his forties,

tells why in his sixties he still needs
the right stuff to test-fly

tomorrow's high-tech star-wars fighter planes

IfUTERV/IEUU

From [he ballroom

stage of a New
Orleans hotel, Briga-

dier General Chuck Yeager
closed his address to 500
acuspace educators with an

attack on Russia and a ring-

ing endorsement of the Strate-

gic Defense Initiative. The

audience stood and cheered,

Ho seemed a bit embarrassed
by the ovation, flashed an
aw- shucks smile, and left the

podium. To the backstage

observer the swagger in

his walk was unmistakable.

Yeager calls himself a country

boy who got lucky. He says

there's lots of talent on the

shuttle-accident commission,

"other than myself, of course."

dut behind the self-

effacing words and laid-back

style is a cunning public

relations man. Yeager holds

fast to his views and talks

straight. When questions get

tough he eases into his Ihickest

West Virginia drawl and slides

through them with down-home
quips like "that don't mean a

rat's fanny to me." or threals

like "no more bullshit questions

or I'm walkin' out of here."

PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM ZIMBEROFF



He has little patience for reminiscing

about the rough-and-tumble days of test-

flying after the war. He warms to talk about

new aircraft, smart weapons, and colonies

on the moon. Fit and muscular at sixty-

three, he still flies at air shows and test-

pilots for the Air Force and for the aviation

industry. Before taking off to travel, he

checks a book of aviation records, looking

for one to break en route.

Charles E. Yeager, born in 1923 and

raised in Hamlin, West Virginia, was fifteen

when he saw an airplane on the ground for

the first time. Three years later he became
an' Army private and threw up during his

first flight. He worked as an aircraft me-

chanic, then trained as a pilot. Based in

England, fighting Nazis in a P-51 Mustang,

he scored 12 kills, five on one mission. He
won a Distinguished Flying Cross for

shooting down a new kind of plane devel-

oped by the Germans—the jet fighter,

At test-pilot school back in Dayton he

impressed his superiors as a natural-born

"stick "n" rudder man." The Air Force found

in the ace fighter a superlative pilot and an

intuitive engineer, and they selected him

over 125 senior pilots and shipped him to

Edwards Air Force Base in California to fly

the X-1: a rocket plane painted orange and

shaped like a bullet with slender wings.

Facing the "ughknown," as he called it, Ihe

twenty-four-year-old Yeager broke through

a perceived barrier—the sound barrier

—

in the sky on the morning of October 14.

1947. His sonic boom—the first ever

—

rocked the town of Victorville, California, to

herald a new era in flight history.

Six years later, to test human response

to speed and altitude, Yeager flew the

X-1 A, a new version of the "orange beast,

"

one day pushing it to a record 1,650 miles

per hour and 80,000 feet. He was at the

edge of space—too high, too fast. The

plane fell from the sky like a leaf from a

tree. He was slammed around in the cock-

pit, battered nearly unconscious. At the last

possible moment he regained control,

saving himself This combat veleran some-

times plays the cockpit tape of that flight

and listens to his brush with death.

He flew radical, new aircraft designs at

Edwards Ihrough the mid-Fifties and in-

vestigated accidents. "The crash site

looked like a meteor-impact crater, a

smokin' hole in the desert," he says. "Wed
sift through the ashes lookin' for clues about

what happened." This tour ot duty crystal-

lized the attitude he now brings to the

presidential commission investigating the

Challenger accident, of which he is a

member: "We find out what's causing it,

then fix it and press on."

In 1960 the Air Force appointed Yeager

to direct its space school at Edwards. His

students were to be the first astronauts.

They were to fly the X-20, a space shuttle

under development, and were to test

weapons in planned orbital labs. To this

day graduates of his school fly for NASA.

In 1966 President Johnson declared that

space should be used for peaceful pur-

ee OMNI

poses and shut down the military pro-

gram, So Colonel Yeager went to South-

east Asia as a wing commander of five

fighter-bomber squadrons and in his mid-

forties chose to fly 127 combat missions in

Vietnam, where the pilots tried out jets and

weapons he had tested a decade before.

Yeager talks about airplanes as others

might speak of friends. Their names come
quickly, In World War II he flew the plop-

driven P-51 Mustang. The P signified pur-

suit. The first U.S. jel tested was the P-59;

the first operational jet was the P-80 Shoot-

ing Star. The P became F for fighter as the

F-86 Sabre went to Korea. Missing num-

bers aren't skipped; they designate aban-

doned projects, "hangar queens" too

complex to trust, planes tested but not put

into service, and jets that killed too many
pilots.

In 1953 Yeager flight-tested the F-100

Super Sabre, the tirst fighter to fly super-

sonic in level flight and the first of the Cen-

tury series. Attempting to set an altitude

&We were

just able to crawl in the

jet stream

and stay In it all the way

to New York.

We were smokin' along,

averaging about

eighty knots of tail wind$

record, he ejected from an F-104 fitted with

a rocket booster. The F numbers recycled

to 1 after the F-111. Ihe fighter-bomber used

in the recent attack on Tripoli, Libya. The

F-4 Phantom, mainstay of the modern fleet,

was proved i.n battle over Vietnam. It is

being replaced by the F-15 Eagle and Ihe

computer-con I rolled F-16 Yeager slit lesi-

pilots the advanced Navy F-18 and the

prototype F-20 Tigershark, a fighter he

considers the best.

The X planes. X standing for experimen-

tal, starting With Yeager's X-1, were in-

tended to take the Air Force through the

sound barrier and into space. An orbital

X-15 was planned, as was an X-20 shuttle.

Now the Defense Department and NASA
plan to develop the X-31 , a plane that is to

taxi" out, take off, and fly into orbit. One "fun

plane" Yeager flies is the T-38; the T is for

trainer, the tiny, delicate-looking jet that

chased the shuttle in early landings.

At an airport just a few miles from home,

Chuck Yeager keeps an ultralight—a sleek

version of the tiny craft hobbyists assem-

ble in backyards. In his autobiography,

Yeager, he writes, "If the day comes when
a flight surgeon tells me I can't fly anymore

in high-performance jets, I can always

sneak out back and fly ultralights."

Writer Paul Bagne, who conducted the

interview, lives down the road from Yeager

in Cedar Ridge, a town oi 300 people in

the Sierra foothills of northern California.

Omni: How do you spend your time when
you're at home?
Yeager: I go down to Hans' Bakery with my
friend Del Riebe, have a cup of coffee, and

visit. I go on back home if I've got work to

do. or I work on my truck or do things

around the house. I like to get out and re-

lax. I'm not addicted to hunting and fish-

ing, but I like to get away from, you know,

people bugging you all the time.

Omni: What airplanes are you flying now?
Yeager: We set the record from Los An-

geles to New York one night in the Piper

Cheyenne 400 LS. It cruises belter than

four hundred miles an hour, and that's

unique in business aircraft, turboprop. The

Beach Conquest, which held the record, is

probably thirty miles an hour slower. You

have to play the winds. The weather was

bad in Burbank when we took off, and it

was bad in New York. Bad weather at both

ends is associated with a very fast jet

stream. So we were just able to crawl in a

jet stream and stay in it all the way to New
York. We were smokin' along, averaging

abouleighty knots of tail wind. Hell, I've got

some thirty world records in the airplane. I

got one at the Paris air show last year,

Omni: Which military planes do you fly?

Yeager: The F-15's or F-4's, T-38's, and other

planes workin' with the Air Force. They all

have new stuff in 'em. I'll be taking the F-

20 to a show in Las Vegas in about three

weeks, so I'll be flyin' it between now and

then. I've worked with Northrop ever since

they started it. The first flight was in Octo-

ber '82, the thirty-fifth anniversary of my
first supersonic flight.

Omni: Do you have a favorite airplane?

Yeager: No. I look at an airplane to do a job

with. It's like drivin' a car. If you wanna haul

something, you get a pickup. To race, you

get a Corvette. Airplanes are the same way:

They're built for a purpose. It's exciting to

work with a new airplane because of the

technology that's becoming available in

weapons systems. Fun airplanes to fly are

the little T-38 or an F-5, the F-18, the F-20.

Omni: For fun, you also fly an ultralight craft.

Isn't that risky?

Yeager: Ultralight flyin' is no more risky than

ridin' a bicycle. You can bust your butt on

a bicycle.

Omni: In your autobiography you define

"the right stuff" as experience, knowing

your airplane, and luck.

Yeager: Well, it's being in the right place at

the right time. I served in World War II, came
out as a pretty experienced pilot, and went

to test-pilot school. Then the X-1 came
along and I got that. It was pure luck, The

more experience a pilot gets, the better he

is. If you kill yourself, your experience ends.

The longer you live, the betfer you get and

the better you're able to take care of your-



self. The object is to live a long time. Luck

is the most precious thing a pilot can have.

How did I survive the odds against me
when my ejection seat got tangled in my
burning parachute lines? It was luck, pure

and simple.

Omni: Many people who saw the movie The

Right Stuff and read Tom Wolfe's book have

found a hero in this character Yeager.

Yeager: You have to look at the book and

the movie as entertainment. It's not a doc-

umentary. The movie told a good story that

was a lot of fun, but that wasn't the way it

happened. I didn't steal an NF-104 and go

jump out ot it. I wasn't setting at Pancho's

bar and some guy didn't ask me, "Do you

wanna fly the X-1 ?" And then I didn't go out

the next day and break the sound barrier

You don't recruit astronauts at Pancho's bar.

Omni: Did you really fly with broken ribs

when you first went supersonic?

Yeager: Pancho's was a bar and dude
ranch near Edwards. After dinner one Sun-

day my wife, Glennis, and I walked over to

the corral and had them saddle up a cou-

ple of horses. We were racing, and there

was no moon, so I didn't see that the gale

was closed. I crashed into it and broke a

couple of ribs. I had to fly the X-1 the next

day. Jack Ridley, my engineer, saw
I
was

hurtin' and said, "How are you gonna shut

the cockpit door?" He sawed off a ten-inch

piece of broomstick, and we tested it and

left it in the cockpit. I had to climb into the

X-1 while it was in the air—hanging out of

the belly of a B-29. 1 used the stick to close

the cockpit door. We broke Mach 1 [the

speed of sound] on that flight.

Omni: In 1947 your protective gear was
pretty crude— makeshift helmet and all.

Yeager: It wasn't a football helmet like in

the movie. When I was at Wright Field in

1945 and we were beginning to fly jets, we
got into buffeting and forces we'd never

seen before. So we had to have some kind

of protection on our heads. The things we
used were helmets worn by tank drivers in

World War II. It was a hard shell, G.I, .and

it was handy. We put four straps on it and
snapped that on our leather helmets.

There's pictures of us flying P-80's in the

spring of '46. That's the helmet
I used when

we broke tvlach 1.

Omni: In the space program it seems Ihe

aircraft, the shuttle especially, is tlown by

a committee: it's no longer just the pilot and

the machine.

Yeager: That's because the shuttle itself is

a series of very complex systems that re-

quire a lot of input and monitoring. Con-

sequently the astronauts—well, I don't use

the term astronaut because in my opinion

NASA really screwed it up when they called

everybody astronauts: I mean the mission

commander, the guy who flies the airplane,

and Ihe guy who runs the systems— like the

pilot and the copilot—don't get involved in

the hardware as much as I would like. And
there's really no reason why they shouldn't.

I think it's a matter of priorities, or they don't
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want to dilute the glamour of being com-

mander by becoming technicians.

Omni: You're saying NASA should give

more responsibility to the pilots?

Yeager: It would pay. Like with John Young,

chief of astronauts, saying the program has

been dangerous for years. He should have

said something before the accident. The

guys who fly the shuttle should become
more involved in the systems: it's to their

advantage. I'd find it interesting to learn

about the propulsion system. Back in our

days the way I looked at it was, "Hey, that's

my neck that's flyin' this hardware."

Omni: Young said the booster-seal prob-

lem was kept secret from the astronauts.

Yeager: Well, it really wasn't. They just

weren't involved in the solid rockel booster.

There apparently was a lack of communi-

cation in NASA between the different levels

of supervision, including the astronauts. But

if I were flying on the shuttle and was re-

sponsible for the mission, I'd get involved

in a lot ot hardware areas because it pays

to know that stuff.

Omni: If you were commander of the Chal-

lenger flight and had known of the Thiokol

concerns about the seals in cold weather.

would you have flown?

Yeager: I don't know. There'd never been

any indication that the cold weather was a

hazard because nothing had ever hap-

pened. Secondly, you have to look at the

pressures, the personalities at NASA and

how they operate. If a guy is a commander
and he bitches about the system, then

NASA may never give him a chance to fly,

So how do you play it? Do I wanna go along

with the policies and fly or do I wanna bad-

mouth the system? You have to be either a

part of the team or not. You have to walk

the middle of the road.

Omni: Is that what Young did until now?
Yeager: John Young is a good commander
and test pilot. When he released his list of

safety violations—for previous flights—the

timing was bad. If he had concerns about

the safety of the program, he should've

voiced them before. If you wait until after

an accident, then you fall right into the

crowd of Monday-morning quarterbacks.

Omni: The astronauts had misgivings about

landing at Cape Canaveral.

Yeager: The whole bunch that ilies the

shuttle has voiced concern about landing

at the Cape. There's obviously a hazard

because of weather and a narrow runway

with moats on each side and winds. It costs

'em schedule-wise to land at Edwards be-

cause they've got to put it on top of a 747

and fly it back to the Cape. If it's dangerous

to operate the shuttle into the Cape, then

we'd better land it at Edwards and pay the

price. Had there not been an accident,

those concerns about landing would prob-

ably have made little difference. But the

pilots 'are not clean in this. They could have

been stronger in voicing their opinions.

I
don't look at the shuttle accident as any

different than any other accident, be it a

commercial-airline accident, military acci-

dent, or the like. You destroy property and



usually kill people. When you have an ac-
cident of this kind, certain mechanics go
into motion. Usually there's an accident

board whose job is to find out what caused
the accident, fix it to see that it doesn't

happen again. William Rogers [chairman
of the -commission] is a good lawyer, an
excellent person to run the investigation.

As a member
I don't have to sit on a ped-

estal and ask questions. I'm in touch with

the home office, talking to people, finding

out what they find, expressing my opinion.

I don't have to sit on the third tier letting

reporters take my picture. I'll participate in

open hearings if my schedule permits.
I 've

been to closed hearings.

Omni: The rocket designers testifying used
the word envelope— is that the same term
you used at Edwards?
Yeager: Yes. Envelope can be applied to

anything; it started in the early days. An
envelope is a rectangular sheet of paper,

so when you talk about the top of the en-
velope, that's altitude. The right side is max
speed. Obviously the left side would be
zero; the bottom, sea level. Every airplane

or vehicle has its own envelope. When
you're talkin' about operating in the upper
right-hand corner of the envelope, you're

talkin' max altitude and max speed.
Omni: NASA applied this idea to air tem-
perature. Did they fly the Challenger out-

side this envelope?
Yeager: They exposed some systems out-

side of the envelope at which they had been
demonstrated. They never flew the solid

rocket booster at temperatures below
whateverthe figure is, thirty-seven to forty-

one degrees. The temperature got much
colder than that; and a lot of people were
apprehensive about it. There appears to

be a lack of communication between lev-

els of supervision for someone to have
made a decision to launch. I have no ap-
prehension whatsoever about riding on the

current shuttle system if they launch it at

fifty-five degrees or warmer, because the

seals have been demonstrated at those
temperatures.

Omni: What do the pilots do on takeoff?

Yeager: They are monitoring their systems
and have the capability to guide the thing

if the guidance system goes out. They have
the reference systems to give them the ca-
pability of flying that vehicle, doing the

whole mission, and returning. They took
away the monitoring systems of the solid

rocket booster. It goes through a profile of

thrust at certain altitudes and speeds. It's

pretty cut-and-dried; the pilot can't change
anything. If a pilot doesn't have control over
something, there's no use giving him a pre-

sentation in the cockpit.

It's impossible to equip the shuttle with

egress equipment, as it's called in fighters.

You fly in a shirtsleeve.environment. It's like

trying to equip an airliner with ejection

seats, oxygen masks, hard hats, and all

that crap. You could save all the people if

it started breaking up; they could all eject.

But it's useless to think about that in a com-
mercial airliner. And the equipment you'd
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She's a scientific heroine who
has the chance to

be free—if she can survive

BY EUGENE LINDEN

Back in 1973, when Eugene
Linden wrote Apes, Men, and
Language, he was an enthu-

siaslic twenty-five-year-old

convinced that the ape-lan-

guage experiments at the Insti-

tute for Primate Studies in Nor-

man, Oklahoma, would herald

a whole new era in interspecies

communication. He believed

that by teaching apes to use
sign language, scientists would

also learn more about the na-

ture of language and intelli-

gence itself, But today Linden

finds himself involved in a pain-

ful reexamination of the talking

apes of the Seventies.

Indeed, many people have
begun to debate the experi-

ments' validity. Some research-

ers, for instance, contend that

forcing captive animals to sub-

mit to the whims of man under-

mines the very notion of com-
munication. Others argue that

the idea of apes having the. ca-

pacity for language is so pre-

posterous it should not be in-

vestigated at all.

Linden's primary concern,
however, is the apes them-
selves. Today, following the de-

cline of the sign-language stud-

ies of the last decade, the

Oklahoma apes seem to be on

the move— to cages in other

primate centers, to AIDS labo-

ratories, to zoos. "Wherever they

have gone," Linden says, "all of

the chimps still live, to use Jane

Goodall's phrase, 'in the

shadow of man.' Their various

journeys are a pilgrim's prog-

ress through an ambiguous
moral and scientific terrain in

which chimpanzees encounter

and contend with the embodi-
ments of the various aspects of

man's relationship with our ani-

mal nature. Some of these in-

voluntary pilgrims will pay with

their lives for our uncertainty

about who we are, Apart from

any moral questions." Linden

adds, "the sagas of some of

these animals provide stories of

devoted, intelligent, and mar-

velously strong individuals who
have had to deal with chal-

lenges for which evolution has

not fully prepared them."

Lucy, a captive-born chimp
reared as part of a human fam-

ily by Maurice and Jane Tem-
erlin, became the focus of Lin-

den's most recent book. During

Lucy's first 11 years she lived in

an attractive ranch house bor-

dered by an expanse of lawns

and gardens. Lucy had a sib-

ling (the Temerlins' teenage son

Steve) and a pet cat. Her stan-

dard of living was considerably

higher than that of many of the

people who worked with her, At

a certain point, though, the

Temerlins found they could no
longer keep the rambunctious

Lucy at home. So they asked the

independent, legendarily stub-

born Janis Carter, already car-

ing for Lucy on a daily basis, to

help rehabilitate the suburban
chimp in the wild. What follows

is part of Lucy's saga,

Janis happened to arrive at a

moment when the Temerlins
were beginning to wonder
about Lucy's future. Lucy was
11 years old in 1975, and the

Temerlins' house and furnish-

ings offered about the same re-

sistance to Lucy that a house of

balsa wood might offer to an
exuberant human adolescent,

Moreover, the Temerlins could

envision a day in the future when
their tenuous dominance over

Lucy might break down utterly,

What could they do if one day
Lucy simply refused to obey
them? And besides, the Tem-
erlins wanted to live a normal

life again. Like so many others

who dealt with chimps on a day-

to-day basis, they found them-

selves worn out by the climate

of demands that follows from the

mere fact of having a chimpan-
zee around the house.

Although Jane Temerlin does
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nol remember precisely, she says that in

late 1976 or early 1977 she and her hus-

band heard about Stella Brewer's work in

rehabilitating chimps in the wild. "Once we
heard that it mirth' be poss,b : e to give Lucy

a life in the wild," says Jane Temerlin. "we

began to think seriously about the pros-

pect." The reaction around the universily

was "guarded at best," she says. "People

did not come out and say the idea was

nutty, but they let us know that they thought

it was nearly impossible."

Still, the Temerlins had to do something.

Lucy was not only full-grown but, as Jane

puts it, "reproductively needy" (meaning

that she developed explicit crushes on

people). II they did not come to some de-

cision soon, they ieared she would be for-

ever denied the possibility ot a normal life

with other chimps.

When first approached, Stella Brewer

was reluctant to take Lucy on, and with

good reason. Lucy was fully grown and had

had no previous experience with the wild.

There were no precedents for rehabilitat-

ing a fully grown chimpanzee, and Lucy

certainly was not a prime candidate for life

in the wild by any standard. She had been

born and raised in the United States and

in pampered upper-middle-class circum-

stances. Lucy slept on a mattress, sipped

soda, developed schoolgirl crushes, and

would sit in the living room during the after-

noon and leaf through magazines. She was

a regular little Private Benjamin.

Even worse, she had little experience

with other chimpanzees. Finally, Stella

Brewer did not have the prior relationship

with Lucy necessary to give her domi-

nance over the chimp.

The communications between the

Brewers and the Temerlins occurred not

long after Janis Carter had begun working

with Lucy. 'Janis had developed a good

relationship with Lucy," says Jane Temer-

lin, "which was unusual because she had

not been with Lucy for long and because

Lucy was full-grown. She shared our con-

cern about Lucy—we would have long

talks—and when we asked her whether she

would consider the possibility of going with

Lucy to Africa, she jumped at the chance."

The offer to have someone accompany

Lucy and ease the transition ultimately

caused Stella Brewer to change her mind.

For the Temerlins, who could see no attrac-

tive alternative destiny for Lucy at home, it

seemed like a worthwhile gamble. At least

Lucy would have a chance to lead the life

nature had crafted for her.

Still, it was in retrospect a somewhat

haphazard expedition. The idea lhat Lucy,

the fastidious, toilet-trained chimpanzee

princess, could make it in the wild stretched

the odds to the limit. And despite Janis's

relationship with the chimp and her willing-

ness to accompany Lucy, there was little

in her background to suggest that Janis

From the book S : enl Partners. Copyright '& 1986
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was prepared lo' trie rigors she would face.

She did not even like camping I

And indeed, the first few months of the

experience seemed to bear out all those

who felt that the plan was ill conceived. The

Temerlins returned to the United States after

about a week, but Janis says she could

see almost from the moment she arrived

that there was no possibility she would re-

turn in a few weeks as planned. For-one

thing, according to Janis, the Brewers were

totally unprepared for their arrival. They had

made no provision lor Lucy and her chim-

panzee friend. Marianne, also under Jan-

is's care; and so, at Abuko Reserve (Lucy's

first home in Africa), the two chimps were

transferred to steel cages that were far

more primitive than anything in use at Ihe

Institute for Primate Studies. Lucy went into

a decline from the moment she arrived and

within weeks was an emaciated, hairless

wreck—the kind of picture lhat might show

up as the alarmist photo on the cover of a

radical animals' rights publication. Be-

QLucy slept on

a mattress, sipped soda, had
schoolgirl crushes,

and would sit in the living room

ail afternoon

leafing through magazines.

She was a

regular little Private Benjamin^

cause it was feared that once she left her

cage no one would be able to get her back

into it, the cage could' not be properly

cleaned, and her circumstances degen-

erated rapidly into utter squalor.

Marianne fared a little better. She had

not led. a life as privileged as Lucy's, and

the transition, while traumatic, was still less

stressful than it was for Lucy.

Nor did Janis make any headway in her

efforts to help Lucy to learn the ways of a

wild chimp. "I would give her netto [a sweet,

edible seed pod], and she would throw it

away," Janis recalled later on. She tried

everything to teach Lucy wild behavior. She

would sign to her, talk to her, and in general

try to bring the wilds to her. But given the

circumstances, it is little wonder that these

early lessons bore little fruit. Abuko Re-

serve is right on the outskirts of Banjul, the

capital of The" Gambia, well served by

roads' and frequently visited by tourists and

locals. The complex where Lucy and Mar-

ianne were kept was a zoolike series of

cages. While there remained the promise

that Lucy might eventually move to a more

secluded area, the immediate reality was
that though Lucy was in Africa, she was in

a zoo—and not a zoo that compared fa-

vorably with zoos in the United States.

To all appearances the effort was a dis-

mal failure. Janis's health was suffering as

well. Concerned about her welfare, the

Temerlins wrote Janis and encouraged her

to come home. After supporting Janis for

a year, they began i.oleel iinanclal strains,

and they greatly reduced her support.

There was reason to believe that Janis

Carter would soon return to the United

States. But she didn't.

I
kept hearing reports about Lucy's life

in Africa. Although most of these reports

stressed the hazards Lucy and Janis faced

and the inapprophaleness of trying to ed-

ucate a suburbanite like Lucy for the wilds,

I still felt that perhaps what Janis was doing

offered the only glimmer of hope for cap-

tive chimps.

And so I went to The Gambia in July 1982

to visit Janis Carter and to see for myself

how things were working out. At the point

I visited The Gambia, Janis was dividing

her time between Banjul and the Baboon

Islands, a more remote preserve she had

found for the chimps. From her account it

appeared that her first years in The Gam-
bia had been only slightly less difficult than

Lucy's. She had spent her time in Abuko

living in an eight-foot-square tree house in

the reserve. While there she learned what

she could about which plants and fruits

were edible and which were not and when
various plants and trees bore fruit. It was
while she was in Abuko that she had an

unfortunate run-in with safari ants. Safari

ants are a distinctive feature of the African

landscape. They march in columns, and

woe to any edible thing that happens to be

in their path. In this case it was Janis. One
night, asleep within the customary protec-

tion of mosquito neU'ric, she woke to find

that strands of her hair had fallen through

the netting and that ants had begun to

climb over her body. She looked around

the room to discover that she and her en-

tire room were virtually carpeted with the

ants. She knew that safari ants had killed

Buddha, a favorite adult male chimp at

Abuko, and intimations of her own mortal-

ity passed through her mind. She saw little

spiders jumping around that were being

eaten alive. She ripped off her ant-covered

nightclothes and then had to climb down
the ladder, also covered with ants. When
she tried to brush them out of her hair, the

ants bit into her scalp. Her inability to get

at them brought her close to the edge of

panic, and naked, she ran the mile to the

Brewers' house, where together they killed

the remaining ants with alcohol. It was an

experience she remembered five years

later with a shudder.

Apart from Janis's traumas, progress in

teaching Lucy to adapt was slow to the

poinfof being virtually unnoticeable.

Finally, after some time in Abuko, Janis

moved Lucy, Marianne, and some other,

younger chimps (former captives also

awaiting repatriation to the forests) upriver

to the Baboon Islands. And the move put
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A menagerie of living

spheres, rods, and helices- locked

in duels to the death—
drift through our inner universe

THE
MICROBE
WARS
BY LEAH WALLACH

fwe could shrink to the
size of a cell, we'd see creatures from our night-

mares fighting microscopic battles for our lives.

They are all part of the immune system, a sub-
ject endlessly fascinating to German artist Carl
Rohrig. His otherworldly rendering of an im-

mune-system response (at left) shows some of

the principal players in this daily drama. One
warrior group, the plasma cells at top center,

spits out Y-shaped antibodies that home in on
the hairy red bacteria and mark them for

slaughter. Closing in to dispose of the enemy
are the macrophages, the blue-tentacled



^Cells gorge

themselves on the bodies

of the invaders3

spheres. They engorge them-
selves with Ihe bodies of the invad-

ers until they burst.

Rdhrig's portraiture of cellular

warfare began after a pharmaceu-
tical company asked him to paint

a bacterium. Infection has been his

favorite subject ever since,

He gleans his information from

microphotographs, from tissue

slides, and from conversations with

scientists. The results are color-en-

hanced tableaux of life-and-death

struggles—"the good guys versus

the bad guys," he says.

His "bad guys" include the blue

bacteria (preceding page), which

are fomenting meningitis. Others

are bacteria lhat instigate pneu-

monia (top right, this page), dys-

entery (left), and urinary-tract in-

fection (middle left). As a self-pro-

tective measure, one bacterium

passes to another both DNA and
the encoded resistance to antibac-

terial drugs (top left). Meanwhile, a

less fortunate invader (right) is

swallowed by a phagocyte.

"Now when I have an infection

on my skin, I know all the details,"

Rohrig says. 'And I make a whole

universe from them."OQ
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^Phoebe Snow is

just one of many celebrities

convinced

that UFOs and aliens are real

3

'975 singer

Phoebe Snow (right)

and a few friends be-

came entranced with

a Ouija board- One
day iney even lape-

; a session.

When they played the

tape back, Show now
they were

shocked to hear the

voices of Laactiped
and Uresi. two alien

beings from an "inter

galactic civilization

with stations in the in-

ner earth and the Ber-

muda Triangle

"I was thrilled to see
thecosmic fireworks

"

says Snow. "But after

a while II go! scary."

indeed, according

!o Snow, the aliens

began cail-

screaming

voices" on the tele-
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shaped craft flying in

formation overhead."

And actor Ray Wal-

ston was lounging by
his pool one sunny
afternoon during a
break in filming the
television series My
Favorite Martian when
he was startled by "an

aluminum IIke sphere
about three times the

size of a beach ball

"

It appeared suddenly,

according to Walston,

hung around for about

ten minutes, then just

as suddenly left

Almost without ex-

ception the stars in-

terviewed by Omni
described craft with

the ability to hover and
take off at lightning

speed, thus defying

the standard expla-

latlpns of weather
phone Alter five months of communication Snow and her balloons, reflections, experimental aircraft or astronomical
friends grew so terrified that they contacted ace ufologist J debris As actor Orson Bean, who saw a UFO over Patch-
Allen Hynek. Then they burned the Ouija board

"

ogue, Long island, in 1968, says, "It couldn't have been any-
PhoebeSnow, it turns out, is |ust one of many celebrities thing else" And Sheila MacRae agrees "In this vast un-

reporting possible visitations from the stars. John Lennon, verse, with all we're still discovering," she says, "I don't think
for instance, stood on the roof of his Manhattan apartment we're the only intelligent creatures around.
late one night in the mid-Seventies and watched a glowing
object move through the sky "I! definitely wasn't an air-

plane," Lennon told longtime friend Elliot Mintz "It was a
UFO." And boxer Muhammad Ali has reported "strange,
bright iignts that take olf across the sKy and disappear."

While Lennon and AH reported classic UFOs—mystert-

ts In the night sky—still other celebrities have had
sightings In broad daylight Vocalist Sheila MacRae watched
"two dark brown things, as bigas dirigibles," soar through
the sky over Las Vegas in the early Sixties Her daughter
Meredith MacRae once walked outside the family's Califor-

nia home and looked up to see "four
1

yellow-white, gval-

8ut skeptics remain. Alt, as a Moslem, doesn't believe in

aliens although he admits that "if something did land and
some little green men got out. I might be a little frightened

"

And Walston. who portrayed a Martian for years, thinks the
whole notion of searching for extraterrestrials is a waste. "With
all the stories going around." he says, 'something certainly

would have materialized by now."
But even he wouldn't mind boarding an alien ship. "I would

warn to be taken to wherever they came from and be made
into a thirty-year-old with my choice of height and weight, in

the greatest of health, never to deteriorate." he says. "Then
I'd want to come back to Earth "—A J.S. RAYL



Will a theme park that

sounds a lot like a born-

aga i n-C h r ist ian Disney Iand

ever become a reality?

According to Mario Tur, dl-

faeility manning

for Testament Way, within the

next few years visitors will

ride "golden [monorail]

chariots" to pavilions where

robotic Bible characters

perform—alt near paremore,

Oklahoma.

A replica, of Noatt .

instance, will be tilled with

electronic animals and a

robotic Noah. And at the 150-

toot-tall. hollow Mount Cal-

vary, a walking, talking robotic

Jesus will dine with robotic

apostles. Other robots

—

the disciples Matthew. Mark.

Luke, and John—will innabit

Holy Land City, says Tur

Perhaps most spectacular

will be the solar-powered

Genesis Pavilion, says Tur, a

geological recreation that

"will use atmospheric elfects

and sophisticated laser

displays to simulate the seven

days of creation."

Testament Way Is being

designed under the auspices

ol the Messiah Project, an

organization that also plans lo

construct Messiah Village,

a home for mentally handi-

capped children "The chil-

dren will learn skills by work-

ing at Testament Way," says

Tur. "and the money from

admissions will support Mes-

siah Village."

But the park's future is

uncertain An administrator

and four advisory board

members quit recently amidst

controversy over the park's

funding, according lo pub-

lished reports. The Tulsa
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their tongues. Vernon requires

a $50 donation.

A typical patient, adds

Vernon, is Rente Wiley of

Cooper City, Florida Dis-

turbed about a carcinoma-

Wiley went to Vernon hoping

for a cure, Vernon promptly

replied that the skin cancer

"came from a "form t-

recommended lanolin cream

She accurately reported a

thyroid problem but wrongly

said Wiley's gallbladder

was okay. She also sug-

gested consumption of kelp

molasses, and halibut oil.

Wiley's physician, Gerald

Safier, responded to the

Tribune also reported that the

developers remained mum
on the identity of two anony-

mous donors supposedly

willing to bear most of the

parks $770 million price tag.

Others poinl out that the

amusement center—geared

for up to 200.000 people

over a three-day weekend

—

can be approached only

by a narrow, winding, dan-

gerous stretch of road

Tur, however is sanguine

about the flak. "We can't

the financiers' identities

before the delicate negotia-

tions are complete," he

says. "I know that we have

our share of skeptics who
don't think this will ever get off

the ground, but thatwon't

stop us. II you don't dream
big, you'll never accomplish

anything. After all, Walt

Disney started with just a

mouse "—Sherry Baker

At first glance the center's

medical staff appears distin-

guished. Dr. Craig Hammer-

smith, brain surgeon; Dr

Thomas Lortham, heart sur-

geon; Dr Charles Boyd,

endocrinologist There's a

gynecologist, an osteopath,

and a dentist But there's

just one catch; At the Aquar-

ian Center of Universology,

all the doctors are dead.

Louise. Vernon, who has

operated the Sarasota,

Florida, center for five years,

says the "spirit doctors"

need only a patient's name,

date of birth, and answers to

specific questions To loosen

report skeptically. "I was
amazed to find out these so-

called spirit doctors said

her gallbladder was fine She

doesn't even have one
"

Vernon, however, points

out that "after a gallbladder is

removed a sac forms in the

bile-duct line, giving the

appearance of a gallbladder

Like the gallbladder, Ihe

sac functions as an area of

bile storage, and that's what

my doctors saw."

—Rob MacGregor and

Trish Janeshutz



Did gravity kill the dino-

saurs9 John Ferguson thinks

so. In facl, he believes that

life has been shaped
throughout history by a quirk

of gravity overlooked by
orthodox science.

Ferguson, an aerospace
engineer from Surrey, Eng-
land, believes that gravity

slowly changes as the solar

system passes other bodies
on Its journey through the

Milky Way "During high-g

periods everything would
weigh more." hesays, "while

during low-g pBfiods every-

thing would weigh less
"

Lite, he says, appeared in

the oceans during a high-

gravity period but had to wait

for lower gravity before it

could crawl out on land. Di-

nosaurs evolved under
conditions of weak gravity

and declined as gravity

increased,

But more than weight did

the dinosaurs in, Ferguson

suggests He points out that

as gravity increases, the sun
must generate more energy,

otherwise it would collapse

under the pressure. So under
high gravity, the sun emits

more high-energy ultraviolet

light and less of the warming,
low-energy infrared, Thus
dinosaurs faced both a
cooling climate that killed

tropical food plants and a
shower of ultraviolet light that

eould cause cancer,

Any theory is possible,

says John Eddy, who is

a specialist m the influence of

the sun on Earth's climate

and a solar physicist at the

National Center (or Atmos-

pheric Research in Souli

Colorado. "But Fergusc

notion sounds a bif like

Velikovsky Some people just

have to explain all ol history

according to a single force,

We haven't any evidence that

the gravitational constant

changes, and all the evidence
seems to be that it probably

doesn't As long as there

is no proof, you can just as
easily imagine that there may
be solid gold butterflies

I

don't see much to support
that either."—Owen Davies



One day not long ago
Roger Saatzer. owner of the

Northslar Freeze-drym

Nisswa, Minnesota, got a call

from New York. "The man
wanted to know if we could

treeze-dry his uncte Lome,"

Saatzer explains. But there

were two problems "Louie

wasn't dead yet. And even

after his demise, we would

have had to charge the fa-

mily twenty thousand dollars."

When it comes to smaller

creatures. Saatzer notes,

freeze-drying can be of use.

"We place a specimen
inside a vacuum chamber,"

he says, "and drop the

temperature to minus eighty

degrees F The water mole-

cules, which make up eighty

percent of the body weight,

freeze, vaporize, and evapo-

rate through the pores.

When a specimen loses

eighty percent of its weight,

the cells become frozen in

their original shape and the

drying process is complete."

But according to exhibit
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specialist Paul Rhymer of the

Smithsonian Institution,

freeze-drying a full-grown

man would be ridiculous First

of all, he says, "Freeze-drying

isn't very lifelike. A head of

state in a glass coffin would

work great, but an uncle

Louie In a rocking chair ts

going to look pretty bad,

particularly If the tissue reab-

sorbs moisture and starts

to decay,

"Moreover," he adds,

"freeze-drying should not be

confused with cryogenics,

whereby a person is pre-

served in liquid nitrogen in

hopes of being returned

to life. Since tissue gets de-

stroyed In the freeze-drying

process, freeze-dried people

stay dead."

Saatzer, however, contends

that human freeze-drying

may represent the wave of

things to come In fact, he

notes, Northstar Freeze-dry

is currently selling equipment

to a mortuary in Miami.

where three bodies will

undergo the process some-

time soon. "These are people

who don't want their bodies

to decay after they die,"

he says. "Some even want

their bodies encased in

glass, mausoleum-style, so

they can be viewed by their

loved ones. They are willing to

pay twenty thousand dollars

and more to have their re-

mains preserved."

—John-Bruce Shoemaker

The slightly strange career

of Erik Beckjord, Intrepid

Bigfoot hunter and noted

Nessie watcher, has taken a

turn toward cryptozoological

orthodoxy: He plans to

open the Cryptozoology Mu-

seum, a semischolarly

collection of evidence for

unknown animals.

"Our exhibit will emphasize

the Loch Ness Monster,

Bigfoot; Mokele M'bembe,

the alleged Congo dinosaur;

and Big Bird, the mysterious

pterodactyl seen in Texas,"

Beckjord says. "We will also

discuss famous frauds and

hoaxes as well as animals like

the coelacanlh and the

gorilla, which were once

thought to be mythical.

"One of the most interesting

exhibits," he says, "will be

the only Bigfoot hair and

blood samples ever authenti-

cated by American scien-

tists. The samples weren't

exactly identified as coming

from Bigfoot," Beckjord adds

"but It was proved that the

hair did not come from any of

eighty-six North American

mammals. The closest

match was a gorilla, but it was
not exact.

"We hope to sell publica-

tions from Champ Channel to

ihe Fortean Times in our

bookstore," he says. 'And

we'd like to give out informa-

tion on how to join the Inter-

national Society of Crypto-

zoology (ISC),"

That may come as a shock

to the society, which refused

to admit Beckjord to its

ranks, ft was in retaliation that

Beckjord started his own.

competing group

"We've straightened that

out now," Beckjord declares.

"The museum Is an institu-

tional member of the ISC."

But others disagree "He

has no affiliation with our

group," says J. Richard

Greenwell, the secretary of

the society. "His museum
simply has a subscription to

our publications"

"Some cryptozoologists

won't have anything to do with

him," adds Marcello Truzzi,

editor of The Zetetic Scholar,

a journal of the unexplained.

"He's the worst thing that

ever happened, as far as a

lot of them are concerned.

"I think it's oneof the

funniest things I've ever

seen," he adds "Erik has

always been among the

wildest of the believers. He's

recently designated himself

as a skeptic—and with some

validity, I guess. After all,

he was the first to debunk that

story of mermaids In New
Guinea a couple of years ago,

Maybe something will come
out of this museum as well."

Beckjord is sure of It. "We'll

have to start small," he

says, "probably open In a

mobile home and move
when it gets going. But it's

certainly going to open,

either in Malibu or in the Ex-

position Park area of Los

Angeles We're shooting for

September."—Sherry Baker
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greaier than average risk of being violent

and warn parents about potential behav-

ioral problems. "I know some people will

argue that (he child could be labeled and

grow up expecting to behave in violent

ways." Herrnstein says. "Others argue

against doing anything because someone

is innocent until proven guilty. But we don't

(eel that way if someone has smallpox. He

is.quarantined. No one says anything about

due process."

It is difficult tor most of us to imagine liv-

. ing in a society without the constant threat

of violence. Daily headlines and the eve-

ning news tell gruesome tales of murder,

rape, and suicide. "But one hundred years

ago," Rosenberg says, "people could not

imagine a life without serious childhood in-

fections. Today we have eliminated small-

pox, and parents, in this country raise their

kids without the threat ol polio. We are just

starling to idenry boi'n iho people and the

situaiions at high risk. When that's accom-

plished we'll implement effective interven-

tions, and violence will no longer be a faci

of everyday life." Rosenberg is convinced

that one day science will solve ihe riddle

of violence. He points to the patterns al-

ready well documented.

Suicide among the young, for example,

has reached whatcan legitimately be

called epidemic proportions—especially

for young white men between the ages of

lifteen and twenty-four. Not only has this

suicide rate risen dramatically in the lasl

five years, "outbreaks" of teenage suicide,

called "cluster suicides, " have occurred in

New York's affluent Westchester County, in

a middle-class community in Omaha, and

on the poverty-riddled Native American
"

reservation of Wind River. David Shaffer,

professor of psychiatry and pediatrics at

Columbia Un versify, is Directing a two-year

study of youlh suicides in the New York

Metropolitan Area. "There is an assump-

tion that depression and suicide overlap,

that they are almost synonymous," he says.

"But so far only one in five of these cases

has met the classic psychiatric criteria for

major depression."

Using a technique known as a psycho-

logical autopsy, Shaffer and others like him

gather data about ihe dead from the mem-

ories of the living. They frace a victim's last

days and develop meiiculous postmortem

biographies: what the person was like, what

he feared, what he hoped for, and his state

of mind in the last weeks of his Iffe,

As the deaths mounted on the Wind River

Reservation last fall, researchers turned to

similar information-gathering techniques to

find put why the suicides were occurring,

who might be next, and how a potential

victim could-be .stopped. "We learned there

was a high incidence of previous suicides

in many of the victims' families," says Mar-

jene Tower, a behavior specialisi with the

Bureau of Indian Affairs in Billings, Mon-
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tana. 'Alcohol was a factor in four of the

deaths. And the young men who lived in

housing projects had been exposed to a

lot of violence. It's also important to note

that all the suicides, except one, were

Arapaho. The Shoshones are somewhat

better-off financially. That might be a fac-

tor. The problems o
; Native Americans

—

alcoholism, the lack of job skills and rec-

reational opportunities—cannot be

glossed over." The most startling discov-

ery was found, Tower continues, "in the. re-

latjonships among the victims, especially

in the younger victims, who were fourteen

to seventeen years old. They were best

friends, pallbearers at one another's funer-

als." Noting the close associations among
the suicide victims, mental-health special-

ists considered all the friends of the sui-

cide victims "al high risk." Tower charac-

terizes.the older group of suicides, befween

twenty-three and iwenty-six years of age,

as "drinking buddies" rather than close

friends. "Their lives," she says, "were not

tVou are

far more likely to be

attacked or

killed by someone you know,

in your own

home, than by a stranger

stalking you

on some dark street.^1

particularly more chaotic before fheir

deaths. I have to conclude that the impact

of the epidemic increased ihe'.r despair and

pushed them to take their own lives." Tower

thinks that the cluster suicides at the Wind

River Reservation were somehow conta-

gious. She received national media atten-

tion lasl year when she suggested that the

violence on the reservation seemed to

spread like other diseases.

Rosenberg thinks that's a sirong possi-

bility. 'You don't want to panic people by

using words like epidemic and contagion.

But you have to wonder if exposure to a

first suicide somehow triggers the later

deaths in these kinds of clusters."

Many hypotheses are posited about vi-

olence. Are suicides imitative? Is violence

contagious? Does the weather affect be-

havior adversely? Studies like Phillips's

have yet to be verified. But according to

Rosenberg there are a number of known

violence markers: People who commit vi-

olent acts were often once victims of vio-

lence themselves; you are far more likely

to. be attacked or killed by someone you

know, in your own home, than by a stranger

stalking you on a dark streel; you are at

greater risk if you live in a city than in the

country, The CDC has also established that

violent behavior tends to explode on holi-

days and weekends. If you are going to kill

yourself the odds are you will do it in April

or May, though no one knows why.

You can also expeeldomes tic violence

to soar when economic conditions plum-

met. Three years ago, after the layoffs in

the auto industry in Detroit, social agen-

cies reported a "massive increase in wife

battering," says Richard Gelles, a sociol-

ogist at the University ol Rhode Island.

There are more murders in poor areas than

in affluent areas, though poor people don'l

necessarily kill to obtain money or material

goods. Half of all murderers and their vic-

tims were drinking shortly before the homi-

cides occurred. Bui Rosenberg strongly

cautions lhat "no one has shown that

drinking causes killings."

In the meantime people fear violence,

accept it, orfight it as they would any other

mysterious malady that hurts or kills. At

Wind River they confronted the terror with

an odd mixture of mental-health strate-

gies, anger, and intuition. "We channeled

would-be suicide victims into hospitals

rather than jails and followed up on about

one hundred young people who were

identified as high risk around Ihe nine sui-

cides," says Tower. "The tribes realized that

there was no recreation for the teenagers

and moved lo change that. Everyone

pulled together to create a kind of safely

net." The Native Americans, who had never

witnessed soc : oloy'.ca, debnles over me-

dia-influenced violence, drove a news crew

off the reservation, convinced that TV cov-

erage was fanning the epidemic. Then ihe

medicine men called iheir people to-

gether. No one can explain the impact of

the ancient ritual. There may be psycho-

logical explanations: Tower talks about ihe

"self-esteem" and "deeply moving sym-

bolism" provided through the ceremony.

And Phillips has noted that when social or

religious movements become active in an

area of the country, the number of suicides

ofien declines.

All we know, really, is that hundreds of

Native Americans knell before their tribal

elders to be cleansed of the disease that

had afflicted their land. Their faces were

painted with the bright colors of the earth,

and slowly Ihey moved through the pun-

gent smoke of burning herbs. Early the next

morning some of them visited the social-

service office in Fremont County. "We want

you io know lhat we're all righl now," they

told their social workers.

And they were. At least by the end of

October there were no more suicides. No
more bodies of young men swayed in the

unrelenting wind. No more mourners at-

tended funeral after funeral, turning their

collars against the cutting cold. Instead, red

ceremonial ribbons and feathers placed

near the sacred sun-dance grounds tossed

in the bitter aulumn breezes. And Ihe vio-

lent plague al the Wind River Reservation

was, finally, over.DQ



MJbM CHIMP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 74

Janis and her chimps in a setting that was

much closer to what Janis had envisioned

when she left the states for Africa On Ba-

boon island there was the possibility that

Lucy might pull herself together.

Dash, the oldest male, was only five when

they moved to the island in May 1979. The

dominant figure was Janis, and the domi-

nant chimp was Lucy, a female. She would

not have been the dominant chimp if there

had been an adult male around or even a

strange adult female, but the only other

large chimp in the group was Marianne,

who was several years Lucy's junior. Lucy

certainly did not dominate by reason of her

knowledge of life in the bush. During the

first year on Baboon Island, she would

surely have been glad to exchange her new

life for a motel room.

Janis's home on the island was a cage

built by some obliging commandos from

the British armed forces who were on bush

maneuvers nearby when Janis first moved

to Baboon Island. And so she lived in the

cage while the chimps slept outdoors. The

evidence is that al first the chimps would

have loved to reverse this situation. They

would sleep on top of her cage, and when

they were frightened, which was not infre-

quently, they would relieve themselves on

Janis. She quickly took care to get some-

thing to protect her from the various ele-

ments, and she also took steps to encour-

age the chimps to sleep elsewhere.

Although she had the cage, at first Janis

spent a good deal of time sleeping outside

with the chimps. She wanted to teach them

quickly about living in trees. This is where

chimps ordinarily sleep, and it is also a lot

safer for them than sleeping on the ground.

She built a platform in a nearby tree and

would bend branches and leaves into a

nest. The platform served as a halfway

house in getting Lucy and Marianne off the

ground. Before too long Lucy began to

sleep in trees, but she would sleep in the

fork of sturdy branches rather than out

among the leaves, like the other chimps.

So far as I
know, Janis has been unable to

get the earthbound Lucy to move beyond

her safe but uncomfortable lork hostels.

Although the other chimps have learned to

build nests out among the leaves, unlike

wild chimps they will use a nest more than

once, a practice that quickly leads to some
squalid accommodations.

Moreover, Janis could not force the

chimps to move each night for sanitary

reasons. Since she had had to teach them

by example, she would have had to risk

her own neck in attempting to build a new
nest in a high place every day. It was a risk

she could not afford to take, for if she had

fallen and broken a bone or two she would

have had only the chimps to provide hes

with the necessary first aid.

Teaching by example meant eating all

the foods the chimps should eat and hop-
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ing that they would emulate her. When she

saw an edible leaf Janis would imitate

chimp food barks and point the way. If the

leaves were in a tree, Janis would climb to

a low branch and enthusiastically munch
on the leaves, making satisfied grunts to

let the chimps know that they were missing

out on a real treat.

While Lucy eventually began to eat wild-

grown foods that Janis had gathered for

her, she resisted gathering lood herself.

For the first year Lucy clung to her rela-

tionship with Janis. She would not groom

other chimps, and she would not drink from

the river "Lucy saw me drinking from a

bottle," says Janis, "and that's what she

wanted to do."

Lucy's first big breakthrough came when

she learned to gather the leaves and flow-

ers of the baobab tree. Even more impor-

tant, she eventually learned to crack the

baobab fruit. According to Janis, "It was

as if everybody else knew it was her first

time because they all stopped what they

bWhen she saw an

edible leaf Janis would imitate

chimp barks and

point the way. If the leaves

were in a tree,

Janis would climb to a branch

and munch on

them, making satisfied grunts3

were doing and watched."

But despite small victories, progress was

slow, and Janis remembers that even after

a year on the island she was still thinking

that perhaps she had made a mistake in

bringing Lucy.there and that all her efforts

might have been for naught. At the time

Janis was severely stretched financially,

and she felt stretched in every other 'way

as well. At this low point the chimps did

something that infuriated Janis but that

turned out to be a turning point in Lucy's

adaptation to the wild.

What they did was to tear down the back

of Janis's cage. "This may sound sick,"

Janis recalls, "but I was so mad at the un-

gratefulness, I
remember thinking, They're

not going to have any more food; they can

either make it or not make it.

"Lucy got pathetically thin. She would just

sit there and sign all the time: Food . . . drink

. .
Jan come out ... Lucy's hurt. She

would whine and start pulling out her hair.

It was so hard to ignore it, and what I finally

had to do was to stop her from having vi-

sual contact with me. I made her go back

and sit behind the cage. I'd say. 'I don't

want-to see you.' So she would go back

around the corner there, back where she

could barely, barely see me. Then she

would slowly move up until I was in view.

This went on for six days. And finally I de-

cided I had to go out and help her be mis-

erable, and so I would go out with the

group, and she still wouldn't go away from

the cage. It got to the point where I
thought

she might not have the strength to go on,

and I started going shorter distances.

"Then one day she just broke. I was at

my absolute wits' end. I
didn't think she was

going to eat a leaf. I didn't think she was

going to do anything, and we had fight after

fight after fight. We fell asleep on the ground

next to each other—we weren't having

contact with each other—and when I woke
up it was as though she had decided dur-

ing her nap that she was going to start

trying. She sat up and picked a leaf within

arm's reach and handed it to me to eat it,

and I ate it and then shared it with her. After

that she started trying. I don't know how
much longer she could have gone on, or

myself, either. I was at my absolute limit."

Janis describes her role as that of a psy-

chologist who has to break down barriers

before behavior can change. Her total re-

pudiation of Lucy succeeded where her

cajolings had failed. From this point on Lucy

made steady progress, learning from Janis

as well as from the wilder chimps.

A year after my visit Lucy became very

ill. I had put Janis in touch with Jim Maho-

ney of the Laboratory for Experimental

Medicine and Surgery in Primates, and he

flew over to examine Lucy and the other

chimps. His secondary purpose was to see

whether Janis's approach was a viable al-

ternative to the grim destiny facing chimps

in laboratories in the United States.

When Mahoney saw Lucy she was ex-

tremely thin and weak. He diagnosed the

illness as chronic anemia, possibly brought

on by hookworm. Because the chimps are

on a fairly small island they tend to follow

regular paths through the bush, and this

increases the likelihood of hookworm.

Without treatment Mahoney feels that Lucy

would have been dead in a matter of

weeks. The treatment consisted of two

transfusions and a diet supplement.

During the six days Lucy spent in captiv-

ity Mahoney says that she began to revert

to her dependent state. Mahoney also says

that the health crisis threw Janis into a pro-

found depression about whether Lucy and

the other chimps might ever be free.

Jim Mahoney came back from his trip

impressed with the effort Janis had put into

habituating her charges to the wild but

daunted by the prospect of doing what she

had done for more than a limited number

ot chimps. Lucy, he adds, was not a proper

candidate for rehabilitation because of her

extreme identification with people. On the

other hand, whatever her future, Lucy has

for a few years lived the life of a chimp in

the wild—something only she and Mar-

ianne out of 1 ,700 captive chimps in Amer-

ica have had a chance to do.DO
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When you gel i.--.-vc cents more, you are to

bring them directly to me. If the other clerk

or Mr. Fred is here, you are to make no

mention of this matter. Do you see?"

"Yes, yes. Thank you!" He handed all his

money across. He knew it was borrowing,

which his mother did not- want him to do,

but he wanted these books so badly.

He stuffed the pamphlets and receipts

into his satchel. As he ran from the book-
stall he saw the nice young clerk reach into

his vest pocket, fetch out two pennies, and
put them into Ihe cashbox. Roberl ran as
fast as he could toward school. He would
have to hurry or he would be late.

Mr. Yotofeka, the principal, looked at the

tardy slip.

"Robert," he said, looking directly into the

boy's eyes, "I am very disappointed in you.

You are a bright pupil. Can you give me
one good reason why you have been late

to school three times in two weeks?"
"No, sir," said Roberl. He adjusted his

glasses, which were taped at one of the

earpieces.

"No reason at all?"

"It took longer than I thought to get to

school."

"You are thirteen ye?rs old, Robert Oi-

nenkeP His voice rose. "You live less than

a Congo mile from this schoolhouse, which
you have been attending for seven years:

You should know by now how long it takes

you (o get from your home to the school!"

Robert winced. "Yessir."

"Hand me your book satchel, Robert."

"But I..."

"Let me see."

"Yessir." He handed the bag to the prin-

cipal, who was =;:and ng ever him. The man
opened it, took out the schoolbooks and
copybooks, then the pamphlets. He looked

down at the receipt, then at Robert's rec-

ords'file, which was open like Ihe big book
of the Christian Saint Peter in heaven.

"Have you not been eating to buy this

trash?"

"No, sir."

"No, yes? Or yes, no?"

"Yes. I haven't."

"Robert, two of these are pure trash. I

am glad to see you have bought at least

one good play. But your other choices are

just, just.
.
.You might as well have poured

your coppers down a civet hole as buy
these." He held up Clio's Whips. "Does your

mother know you read these things? And
this play! The Swearing Stick is about the

kind of primitive superstitions we left be-
hind before independence. You want peo-
ple to believe in this kind of thing again?
You wish blood rituals, tribal differences to

come back? The man who wrote this was
barely literate, little more than just come in

from the brush country."

"But. .

."

"But me no buts. Use the library of this

schoolhouse, Robert, or the fine public one.

Find books that will uplift you, appeal to

'your higher nature. Books written by
learned people, who have gone to univer-

sity." Robert knew that Mr. Yotofeka was
proud of his education and that he and
others like him looked down on the book-
stalls and their books. He probably only

read books published by the .universities

or real books published in Lagos or Cairo.

Mr. Yotofeka became stern and busi-

nesslike. "For being tardy you will do three

days' detention after school. You will help
Mr, Labuba with his cleaning,"

Mr. Labuba was the custodian. He was
large and slow and smelled of old clothes

and yohimbe snufi. Robert did not like him.

The principal wrote a note on a form and
handed it to Robert. "You will take this note
home to your hardworking mother and have
her sign it. You will return it to me before
second bell tomorrow. If you are late again,

Robert Oinenke, it will not be a swearing
stck I will be dealing with you about."

"Yes, sir," said Robert.

When he got home that afternoon Rob-
ert went straight to his small alcove at the

back of Ihe house where his bed and
worktable were. His table had his pencils,

ink pen, eraser, ruler, compass, protractor,

and glue. He took his copybooks from his

satchel, Ihen placed the three books he'd

bought in the middle of his schoolbook she I

above the scarred table. He sat down to

read the plays. His mother was still out
doing the shopping as she always was
when he got out of school.

Mr. Yotofeka was partly right about The
Play of She Swearing Stick. It was not a great

play. It was about a man in the old days
accused of a crime. Unbeknownst to him,

the real perpetrator of the crime had re-

placed the man's swearing stick with one
that looked and felt just like ft, (Robert knew
this was implausible.) But the false swear-
ing slick carried out justice anyway. It rose
up from its place on the witness cushion
beside the innocent man when he was
questioned at the chief's court It went out

the window and chased the criminal and
beat him to dealh. (In the stage directions

the stick is lifted from the pillow by a tech-

nician with wires above the stage and dis-

appears out the window, and the criminal

is seen running back and forth yelling and
holding his head, bloodier each time he
goes by.)

Robert really liked plays. He watched the

crowds every afternoon going toward the

playhouse in answer to the drums and
horns sounded when a drama was to be
staged. He had seen the children's plays,

of course—Big Magic, The Trusting Chief.

Daughter of the Yoruba. He had also seen
the plays written tor European children

—

Cinderella, Rumpelstiltskin, Nose of Fire.

Everyone his age had—the Niger Culture

Center performed the plays for the lower
grades each year.

But when he could get lickets, through
the schools or his teachers, he had gone
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to see real plays, both African and Euro-

pean. He had gone io folk plays for adults,

especially Why the Snake Is Slick, and he

had seen Ourelay the Congo playwright's

King of All He Surveyed and Scream of

Alrica. He had seen tragedies and come-

dies from most of the African nations, even

a play from Nippon, which he had liked to

look at but in which not much happened.

(Robert had liked the women actresses

best, until he found out ihey weren't women;

then he didn't know what to think.) But it

was the older plays he liked best, Ihose

from England of the early 1600's.

The first one he'd seen was Westward

for Smelts! by Christopher Kingstone, then

The Pleasant Historle of Darastus and

Fawnia by Rob Greene. There had been a

whole week of old English European plays

at the Culture Hall, at night, lit by incandes-

cent lights. His school had gotten free tick-

ets for anyone who wanted them. Robert

was the only student his age who went to

all the. performances, though he saw sev-

eral older students there each night.

There had been Caesarand Pompey by

George Chapman, Mother Bombey by

John Lyly, The Bugbears by John Jeffere,

The Tragicall History of Romeus and Juliet

by Arthur Broke, Love's Labour Won by W.

Shaksper, The Tragedy of Dido, Queen ol

Carthage by Marlow and Nash, and on the

final night, and best of all, The Sparagus

Garden by Richard Brome.

That such a small country could pro-

duce so many good playwrights in such a

short span of time intrigued Robert, espe-

cially when you consider that Ihey were

lighting both the Turks and Ihe Italians dur-

ing the period. Robert began to read about

the country and its history in books from

the school library. Then he learned that the

Onitsha market sold many plays from that

era (as there were no royalty payments to

people-dead two hundred fifty years). He
had gone there, buying at first from the

penny bin, then the two-cent tables.

Robert opened his small worktable

drawer. Beneath his sixth-form certificate

were the pamphlets from Mr. Fred's. There

were twenty-six of them: twenty of them

plays, twelve of those from the England of

three hundred years before.

He closed the drawer. He looked al the

cover of Thomas Gotfe's play he had

bought that morning—The Raging Turk, or

Bajazet II. Then he opened the second

copybook his mother had seen that morn-

ing. On the first page he penciled, in his

finest hand:

MOTOFUKO'S REVENGE:
A Play in Three Acts

By Robert Oinenke

After an hour his hand was tired from

writing. He had gotten to the place where

King fvlotofuko was to consult with his as-

trologer about the attacks by Chief Re-

nebe on neighboring tribes. He put the

copybook down and began to read the

Goffe play. It was good, but he found that

after writing dialogue he was growing tired

of rea< ling it. He put the play away.

He didn't really want to read Clio's Whips

yet; he'wanted Io save it for the weekend.

But he could wait no longer. Making sure

the front door was closed, though it was
still hot outside, he opened the red, green,

and black covers and read the title page:

CLIO'S WHIPS; The-Abuses of Historie

by the White Races
ByOskar Oshwenke

"So the Spanish cry was Land Hoi and they

sailed in the three famous ships, the Nina,

the Pints, and the Elisabetla to the cove on

the island. Colon took the lead boat, and

he and his men stepped out onto the sandy

beach. All the air was full of parrots, and it

was very wonderful therel But they

searched and sailed around for five days

and saw nothing but big bunches of ani-

mals, birds, fish, and turtles.

"Thinking they were, in India, they sailed

on looking for habitations, but on no island

where they stopped were there any peo-

+None of

the animals were afraid of

him; he walked

ampng them, petting some.

They had never

seen a man and had not been

hunted since

the very beginning of tim&3

pleat all! From one ot ihe islands they saw

far off the long lines of a much bigger is-

land or a mainland, but tired from their

search, and provendered Irom hunting and

fishing, they returned to Europe and told of

the wonders they had found, of the New
Lands. Soon everyone wanted to go Ihere."

This was exciting stuff to Robert. He re-

read the passage again and flipped ihe

pages as he had lor a week in Mr. Fred's.

He came to his favorite illustration (which

was what made him buy this book rather

than another play). It was the picture of a

hairy elephant, with its trunk raised and with

thai magical stuff snow, all around it. Be-

low was a passage Robert had almost

memorized:

"The first man then set foot at the Big

River (now the New Thames) of the North-

ern New Land. Though he sailed lor the

Portingals, he came Irom England (which

had jus! g'von the world r.s Ih'rd pope), and

his name was Cromwell. He said the air

above the Big River was a darkened pro-

fusion of pigeons, a million and a million

times a hundred hundred, and they cov-

ered the skies for hours as they flew.

"He said there were strange humped
cattle there (much like the European wi-

senls) that fed on grass, on both sides of

the river. They stood so thickly that you

could have walked a hundred Congo miles

on their backs without touching the ground.

"And here and there among them stood

great hairy mammuis, which we now know

once lived in much of Europe, so much like

our elephant, which you see in the game
parks today, but covered with a red-brown

hair, with much bigger tusks, and much
more fierce-looking.

"He said none of the animals were afraid

of him, and he walked among (hem, pet-

ting some, handing them tender tufts of

grass. They had never seen a man or heard

a human voice, and had not been hunted

since the very beginning of time. He saw

that a whole continent of skins and hides

lay before European man for the taking, and

a million feathers for hats and decorations.

He knew he was the first man ever to see

this place, and that it was close to Para-

dise. He returned to Lisboa after many
travails, but being a good Catholic, and an

Englishman, he wasn't believed. So he went

back to England and told his stories there."

Now Robert went back to work on his

play after carefully sharpening his pencil

with a knife and setting his eraser close at

hand. He began with where King Motofuko

calls in his astrologer about Chief Renebe:

: Like to those stars which blaze

forth overhead, brighter even than the

seven ordered planets7 And having waxed

so lustily, do burn out in a week?
astrologer- Jusl so! Them that awe to see

their burning forget the shortness of their

fire. The moon, though ne'er so hot, stays

and oullasts all else.

motofuko: Think you then this Chief Re-

nebe be but a live months' wonder?

astrologer: The gods themselves do
weep to see his progress! Starts he toward

your lands a blazing beacon, yet will his

followers bury his ashes and cinders in

some poor hole 'fore he reaches the Mighty

Niger. Such light makes gods jealous.

Robert heard his mother talking with a

neighbor outside. He closed his copy-

book, put Clio's Whips away, and ran to

help her carry in the shopping.

During recess the next morning he

stayed inside, not joining the others in Ihe

playground. He opened his copybook and

took up the scene where Chiei Renebe,

who has conquered all King Motoluko's

lands and had all his wives and (he thinks)

all the king's children put to death, ques-

tions his general about it on the way to King

Molofuko's capital.

renebe: And certaine, you, all his children

dead, all his warriors sold to the Moorish

dogs'?

general: As sure as the sun doth rise and

set, Your Highness. I
myself his children's

feet did hold, swing them like buckets round



my eonk, their hmbs crack their necks and

heads destroy. As tor hischiefs, they are

now sent to grub ore and yarns in the New
Lands, no trouble to you forever-more. Of

his cattle we made great feast, his sheep

drove we all. to the four winds.

This would be important to the playgoer.

King Motofuko had escaped, but he had

also taken his :our-year-r/d son, Motoiene,

and tied him under the bellwether just be-

fore the soldiers attacked in the big battle

of Yotele. When the soldiers drove off the

sheep, they sent his son lo safety, where

the shepherds would send him far away,

where he could grow up and plot revenge.

The story of King Motofuko was an old

ore any Orntsha :ho3;e'goer would know

Robert was taking liberties with it—the story

of the sheep was from one of his favorite

parts of the OCyssey, where the Greeks

were in the cave of Polyphemus. (The real

Motofene had been sent away to live as

hostage-son to the chief of the neighbor-

ing state long before the attack by Chief

Renebe.) And Robert was going to change

some other things, too. The trouble with real

life, Robert thought, was that it was usually

dull and full of people like Mr. Yotofeka and

Mr. Labuba. Not like the story of King Mo-

tofuko should be at all.

Robert had his copy of Clio's Whips in-

side his Egyptian grammar book. He read:

"Soon all the countries of Europe that could

sent expeditions to the New Lands. There

were ricnes in i;s islands and vast spaces,

but the White Man had to bring others to

dig them out and cut down the mighty trees

for ships. That is when the White Europe-

ans really began to buy slaves from Arab

merchants, and to send them across to the

Warm Sea to skin animals, build houses,

,
:and to serve'them in all ways.

"Africa was raided over. Whole tribes

were -sold to slavery and degradation;

worse, wars were fought between black

and black to make slaves to sell to the Eu-

ropeans. Mother Africa was raped again

and again, but she was also traveled over

and mapped: Big areas marked "unex-

plored" on the White Man's charts shrank

and shrank so that by 1700 there were very

few such places left."

Miss Mbene came in from the play yard,

cocked an eye at Robert, then went to the

slateboard and wrote mathematical prob-

lems on ft. With a groan, Robert closed the

Egyptian grammar book and took oul his

sums and ciphers.

Mr. Labuba spat a stream of yohimbe-

bark snuff into the weeds at the edge of

the playground. His eyes were red and the

pupils more open than they should have

been in the bright afternoon sun.

"We be puli.nc: al grasses,'
1

he said jo

Robert. He handed him a big pair of gloves,

which came up to Robert's elbows. "Pull

steady. These plants be cutting all the way

through the gloves if you jerk."

In a tew inc-menl:-; Robe'- was sweatTg
Asmell of desk polish and eraser rubbings

came'off Mr. Labuba's shirt as he knelt be-

side him. They soon had cleared all along

the back fence.

Robert got into the rhythm oi the work,

taking pleasure when the cutter weeds

came out of the ground with a tearing pop

and a burst of dirt from the tenacious, oc-

topuslike roots. Then they would cut away

the runners with trowels. Soon they had

made guite a pile near the teeter-totters.

'

Robert was still writing his play in his

head; he had stopped in the second act

when Motofuko, in disguise, had come to

the forgiveness-audience with the new King

Renebe. Unbeknownst to him, Renebe,

fearing revenge all out of keeping with

custom, had persuaded his stupid brother

Guba to sit on the throne for the one day

when anyone could come to the new king,

and be absolved of crimes.

"Is he giving you any trouble?" asked the

n'.rusive voice of Mr. Yotoleka. He had

QMr. Labuba

spat a stream of yohimbe-bark

snuff into the weeds

at the edge of the playground.

His eyes were red

and the pupils more open than

they should have

been in the afternoon sun3

come Up and wasEianoirg eennci Robert.

Mr, Labuba swallowed hard, the yo-

h':m0e lump going down chokingly.

"No complaints, Mr. Yotofeka," he said,

looking up.

"Very good. Robert, you can go home
when the tower bell rings at three o'clock."

"Yes, sir."

Mr. Yotofeka went back inside.

Mr. Labuba looked at Robert and

winked.

vioi'.t.jxo- Many many wrongs in my time.

I pray you, king, forgive me. I let my wives,

faithiul all, be torn from -me, watched my
children die, while I stood by, believing them

proof from death, My village dead, all

friends slaves. Reason twisted like hemp.

guba From what mad place came you

where such happens?
motofuko: {Aside) Name a country where

this is not the standard of normalcy. (7b

Guba) Aye,. all these I
have done. Blinded,

1 went to worse. Pray you, forgive my sin,

guba: What could that be?
motofuko {Uncovering himself): Murder-

ing a king. (Stabs him}

guba: Mother of gods! Avenge my death.

You kill the wrong man. Yonder— (Dies)

{Guards advance, weapons out.)

motofuko': Wrong man, when all men are

wrong? Come, dogs, crows, buzzards, ti-

gers. I welcome barks, beaks, claws, and

teeth. Make the earth one howl. Damned,

damned world where men tight like jackals

over the carrion of stales! Bare my bones

then; they call for rest.

(Exeunt, fighting. Terrible screams off.

Blood flows in from the wings in a river.)

soldier (Aghast): Horror to report. They flay

the ragged skin from him whole!

"But the hide and lishing stations were hard

to run with just slave labor. Not enough

criminals could be brought from the White

Man's countries to fill all the needs.

"Gold was more and more precious, in

the hands of fewer and fewer people in Eu-

rope. There was some, true, in the South-

ern New Land, but it was high in the great

mountain rangesand very hard to dig out.

The slaves were worked underground till

they went blind. There were revolts under

those cruel conditions.

"One of the first new nations was set up

by slaves who threw off their chains. They

called their land Freedom, which was the

thing they had most longed for since being

dragged from Mother Africa. All the armies

of the White Man's trading stations could

not overthrow them. The people of Free-

dom slowly dug gold out of the mountains

and became rich and set out to free oth-

ers, in the Southern New Land and in Af-

rica itself. . .

.

"Rebellion followed rebellion. Mother Af-

rica rose up. There were too few white men,

and the slave armies they sent soon re-

belled too and joined their brothers and

sisters against the White Man.

"First to go were the impoverished

French and Spanish dominions, then the

richer Italian ones, and those of the British.

Last of all were the colonies of the great

German banking families. Then the wrath

of Mother Africa :u'ned on those Arabs and

Egyptians who had helped the White Man
in his enslavement of the black,

"Now they are all gone as powers from

our continent and only carry on the kinds

of commerce with us which put all the ad-

vantages to Africa."

ashingo: The ghost! The ghost of that dead

king!

renebe: What! What -aiine-iss this? Guards,

your places! What mean you, man?

ashingo: He came. 1 swear, his skin all

strings, his brain a red cawleyflower, his

eyes empty holes!

renebe: What portent this? The old astrol-

oger, guick. To find what means to turn out

this Deng ike a goal from our crops.

[Alarums without. Enter astrologer.)

astrologer- Your men just now waked me
from a mighty dream. Your majesty was in

some high place, looking over the court-

yard at all his k ends and family. You were

dressed in regal armor all of brass and iron.

.

Bonfires of victory burned all around, and



nol a word of dissent was heard anywhere

in the land. All was peace and calm.

renebe: Is this then a portent of continued

long reign?

astrologer- I do not know. sire. It was my
dream.

His mother was standing behind him,

looking over his shoulder.

Robert jerked, trying to close the copy-

book. His glasses flew off.

"What is that?" She reached forward and

pulled the workbook from his hands.

"It is extra work for school," he said. He
picked up his glasses.

"No, it is not." She looked over his last

page. "It is wasting your paper. Do you think

we have money to burn away?"

"No, Mother. Please ..." He reached for

the copybook.

"First you are tardy. Then you stay de-

tention after school. You waste your school

notebooks. Now you have lied to me."

"I'm sorry. I . .

."

"What is this?"

"It is -a play, a historical play."

"What are you going to do with a play?"

Robert lowered his eyes. "I want to take

it to Mr. Fred's Primers and have it pub-

lished, I
want it acted in the Niger Culture

Hall. I want it to be sold all over Niger,"

His mother walked over to the fireplace,

where her irons were cooling on their racks

away from the hearth.
' "What are you going to do!!?" he yelled.

His mother flinched in surprise. She

looked down at the notebook, then back at

Robert. Her eyes narrowed,

"I was going to gel my spectacles,"

Robert began lo cry.

She came back to him and put her arms

around him. She smelled of the market-

place, ofsteam and cinnamon. He buried

his head against her side.

"I will make you proud of me, Mother. I

am sorry.
I
used the copybook, but I had to

write this play."

She pulled away from him. "I ought to

beat you within the inch of your life, for ruin-

ing a copybook, You are going to have to

help me for the rest of the week. You are

not to work on this until you have finished

every bit of your schoolwork. You should

know Mr. Fred nor nobody is going to pub-

lish anything written by a schoolboy."

She handed him the notebook. "Put that

away. Then go out on the porch and bring

in those piles of mending, I
am going to

swea! a copybook out of your brow before

I am through."

Robert clutched the book to him as if it

were his soul,

renebei.O rack, ruin, and pain! Falling star's

and the winds do shake the foundations of

night itself! Where my soldiers, my
strength? What use taxes, tribute if they buy

not strong men to die for me?
(Off): Gone. All fled,

renebe: Hold! Who is there? (Draws)

motofene {Entering}: He whose name will

freeze your blood's roots.

100 OMNI

renebe: The son of that dead king

!

motofene: .Aye. dead to you and all the

world else, but alive to me and as constant

as that star about which the groaning axle-

tree of the earth does spin.

(Alarums and excursions off.)

Now hear you the screams of your flesh

and blood and friendship, such screams

as those I have heard awake and fitfully

asleep these fourteen years. Now hear

them ior all time.

renebe. Guards! To me!

motofene: To you? See those stars which

shower to earth out your line window? Al

each a wile, child, friend does die. You

watched my father cul way to bone and

blood and gore an;; cal ed not for Ihe death

slroke! For you I have had my Vulcans

make you a fine suit. All iron and brass, as

befits a king! It you will wear, to look out

over the palace yard of your dead, citizens

and friends. You will have a good high view,

for it is situate on cords of finest woods.

(Enter Motofene's soldiers.) Seize him

^Robert

passed the moaning white

man and made
his way down the street, being

carefui to stay out of

the way of the noisy streetcars

that steamed

toward the center of town5

gently. {Disarm) And new. my former king,

outside. Though full of hot stars, the night

"

is cold. Fear not the touch of the brass.

Anon you are garmented, my men will

warm Ihe suit for you.

(Exeunt and GUftain.)

Robert passed the moaning white man
and made his way down the street, be-

yond the market. He was going lo Mr. Fred's

Printers in downtown Ornisha. He followed

broad New Market Street, being careful to

stay out of the" way of the noisy streetcars

that steamed on their rails toward the cen-

ter of town.

He wore his best clothes, though it was

Saturday morning. In his hands he carried

his.play. recopied in ink in yet another note-

book. He had learned from the clerk at the

market bookstall that the one sure way to

find Mr. Fred was at his office on Saturday

'forenoon, when the Onilsha Weekly Vol-

cano'was being put to bed.

Robert saw :wo wayway birds sitting on

the single telegraph wire leading to the re-

lay station downtown. In the old supersti-

tions one wayway was a bad omen, two

were good, three a surprise.

"Mr. Fred is busy," said the woman in the

Weekly Volcano office. Her desk was sur-

rounded by copies of all the pamphlets

printed by Mr. Fred's bookstore, past

headlines from the Volcano, and a big pic-

ture of Mr. Fred, looking severe in his morn-

ing coat, under the giant clock, on whose

facewas engraved the motto in Egyptian:

time is business.

The calendar on her desk, with the pic-

ture of a Niger author for each month, was

open to October 1894. A listing of that au-

thor's books published by Mr. Fred was

appended at the bottom of each page,

"I should like to see Mr. Fred about my
play," said Robert.

"Your play?"

"Yes. A rousing historical play. It is called

Motoluko's Revenge."

"Is your play in proper form?"

"Following the best rules of dramaturgy."

said Robert,

"Let me see it a moment."

Roberl hesitated.

"Is it papertypered?" she asked.

A cold chill ran down Robert's spine.
:

AII manuscripts must be papertypered.

two spaces' between lines, with wide mar-

gins," she said.

There was a lump in Robert's throat. "But

it is in my very finest book-hand," he said.

"I'm sure it is. Mr. Fred reads everything

himself, is a very busy man. and insists on

papertypered manuscripts."

The last three weeks came crashing

down-on Robert like a mud-wattle wall.

"Perhaps if 1 spoke to Mr Fred . .

."

"It will do you no good if your manuscript

isn't papertypered."

"Please. I . .

."

"Very well, You shall have lo wait until

after one. Mr. Fred has to put the Volcano

in final form and cannot be disturbed."

It was ten-thirty.

"I'll wail." said Robert.

At noon the lady left, and a young man
in a vest sat down in her chair,

Other people came, were waited on by

the man or sent into another office to the

left. From the other side of the shop door,

behind the desk, came the sound of clank-

ing, carts rolling, thumps, and bells. Rob-

ert imagined great machines, huge sweat-

ing men wrestling with cogs and gears,

books stacked to the ceiling.

it got quieter as the morning turned to

afternoon. Robert stood, stretched, and

walked around the reception area again,

reading the newspapers on the walls with

their stories five, ten, fifteen years old, some

printed before he was born.

Usually they were stories of rebellions,

wars, floods, and fears. Robert did not see

one about the burst dam that had killed his

father, a yellowed clipping of which was in

the Coptic Bible at home.

There was a poster on one wall advertis-

ing the iishing resort on Lake Sahara South,

with pictures of trout and catfish caught by

anglers.

At two o'clock the man behind Ihe desk



1 he opening ofa new,

high frontier will challenge

the best that is in us. The
new lands waiting to be built

in space will give us new free-

dom to search for better gov-

ernments, social systems, and
ways of life so that by our

efforts during the decades

ahead our children may
thereby find a world richer

in opportunity.
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got up and pulled down the windowshade

at the office. "You shall have to waif outside

for your lather," he said, "We're closing for

the day."

"Wait for my falher?"

"Aren't you Moletule's boy?"

"No. I have come to see Mr. Fred about

my play. TTie lady . .

."

"She told me notomg. I Ihought you were

ihe printer's devil's boy. You say you want

to see Mr. Fred about a play?"

"Yes, I. .

."

"Is it papertypered?" asked the man.

Robert began to cry.

"Mr. Fred will see you now," said the

young man, coming back in the olfice and

taking his handkerchief back.

"I'm sorry," said Robert.

"Mr. Fred only knows you are here about

a play," he said. He opened the door to the

shop. There were no mighty machines

there, only a few small ones in a dark, two-

story area, several worktables, boxes of

type and lead. Everything was dusty and

smelled of metal and thick ink.

A short man in his shirtsleeves leaned

against a workbench reading a long, thin

strip of paper while a boy Robert's age

waited. Mr. Fred scribbled something on

the paper, and the boy took it back into the

other room, where several men bent qui-

etly over boxes and tables filled with type.

"Yes," said Mr. Fred, looking up.

"I'have come here about my play."

"Your play?"

""I have written a play, about King Moto-

fuko. I wish you to publish it."

Mr. Fred laughed. "Well, we shall have

to see about that. Is it papertypered?"

Robert wanted to cry again.

"No, I am sorry to say, it is not. I didn't

know ..."

"We do not take manuscripts for publi-

cation unless . .

,"

"It is in my very best book-hand, sir. Had
I known, I would have tried to get it paper-

"Is your name and address on the

manuscript?"-

"Only my name. I . .

."

Mr. Fred took a pencil out from behind

his ear. "What is your house number?"

Robert told him his address, and he

wrote it down in the copybook.

"Well, Mr—Robert Oinenke. I
shall read

this, but not before Thursday after next. You

are to come back to the shop at ten a,m. on

Saturday ihe nineteenth for the manuscript

and our decision on it."

"But .
.

."

".What?"

"I really like the books you publish, Mr.

Fred, sir. I
especially ,'ked Clio's Whips by

Mr. Oskar Oshwenke."
' "Always happy to meet a satisfied cus-

tomer. We published that book five years

ago. Tastes have changed. The public

seems tired of history books now."

"That is why I
am hoping you will like my

play," said Robert. '

'Twill se.e-.you in two weeks," said Mr.

Fred. He tossed the :;:: ;:ry book .nto a pile

of manuscripts on fhe workbench.

"Because of the legacy ol the White Man,

we have many problems in Africa today.

He destroyed much of what he could not

take with him. Many areas are without tele-

graphy; many smaller towns have only

primitive direct current power. More needs

to be done with health and sanitation, but

we are not as badly off as the most primi-

tive of the White Europeans in their war-

ravaged countries or in their few scattered

enclaves in the plantations and timber for-

ests of the New Lands.

It is up to you, the youth of Africa of to-

day, to take our message of prosperity and

goodwill to these people, who have now

been as abused by history as we Africans

once were by them. I wish you good luck.

Oskar Oshwenke.
Onitsha, Niger, 1889"

Robert put off going to the market stall

of Mr. Fred's bookstore as long as he could.

It was publication day.

He saw that the nice young clerk was
there. (He had paid him back out of the ten

Niger dollar advance Mr. Fred had had his

mother sign for two weeks before. His

mother still could not believe it.)

"Ho, there. Mr. Author!" said the clerk. "I

have your three tree copies for you. Mr. Fred

wishes you every success."

The clerk was arranging his book and

John-John Motulla's Game Warden Bob
and the Mad Ivory Hunter on the counter

with the big starburst saying: just pub-

lished!

His book would be on sale throughout

the city. He looked at the covers of the

copies in his hands:

The TRAGICALL DEATH OF KING
MOTOFUKO

and HOW THEY WERE SORRY
a drama by Robert Oinenke

abetted by

MR, FREDOLUNGENE
"The Mighty Man of the Press"

for sale al Mr. Fred's High-Class Bookstore

# 300 Market, and the Weekly Volcano

Office, 12 New Market Road
ONITSHA, NIGER

price 10c N.

On his way home he came around ihe

corner where a group of boys was taunting

the white man. The man was drunk and

had just vomited on the foundation post of

a store. They were laughing at him.

"Kill you all, Kill you all. No shame," he

mumbled, trying to stand.

The words of Clio's Whips came to

Robert's ears. He walked between the older

boys, and handed the white man three

Niger cents. The white man looked up at

him with sick, gray eyes.

"Thank you, young sir." he said, closing

his hand tightly.

Robert hurried home to show his mother

and the neighbors his books.DQ
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or biologies, for short), we can't exactly mix
up a batch of them overnight. The scien-

tists at the Hayashibara labs in Japan had
to develop an extraordinarily ingenious

system, first growing lumps of human B
cells on the backs of newborn hamsters,

then remov ng and shred; J rig the lumps to

separate the cells. Next they had to man-
ufacture sufticient quantities of a virus that

would stimulate production ot lympho-
kines from those same salvaged B cells.

They did this using a relatively innocuous
virus called the Sendai (after the oily in

which researchers discovered it), with

chicken eggs as the medium. When the

Sendai virus was harvested and intro-

duced into the suspension medium con-
taining the human B cells, these cells re-

acted by secreiing interferon and the
sought-affer OH-1, both of which were
subsequently extracted from the medium
through a filtering and purification process
called affinity column chromatography.

Despite the promising results from

OH-1, which were presented in March to

the annual meetings of both the American
Society of Clinical Oncology and the
American Association for Cancer Re-
search, no work is currently being done on
the drug in America. Any true cure for can-
cer, American specialists point out, is still

a long way off. Because cancer is actually

not one disease but-more than 100 differ-

ent diseases, "It's unlikely there's going to

be one silver bullet to remedy it," says Dr.

Robert Comis of the Fox Chase Cancer
Center in Philadelphia. "All of these differ-

ent diseases probably have different etiol-

ogies, and they all go through several dif-

ferent stages. I call it the permutation

effect," The goal of the ongoing basic re-

search, as Comis sees it, is to "cut through
the permutations and find the common de-
nominators, the common themes, which we
can then target and address. No one spe-
cific biologic is going to be a cure for all

cancers—not OH-1, nothing. But the bio-

logics as a whole represent an approach
toward treating cancer and one that I think

holds great hope for advance."DO
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n on Friday, April 25: One of the
reactors at the now famous Chernobyl

2r plant in the Soviet Union
1 to melt down. Something apparently

!, increasing the temperature and turning

r in the core into

steam quickly interacted with the
graphite blocks, highly explosive

formed. Suddenly those gases
oying the surrounding

;

radioactive gas into a deadly cloud of

doom. Although the Soviets released little

information about the accident (some
;t thev were conducting

ionium), they

nmercial

. , which was orbiting above
Chernobyl on April 29, from capturing

this multispectral image of the reactor as it

burned. The intense green indicates the
hottest spot (the burning reactor). Trailing

off the top and down toward the left of

the reactor are black plumes
Ocean Earth, an international

araj#&
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need in the shuttle to protect the crew over

the spectrum of its speed regime from

launch to orbit—each guy would have to

have an Apollo capsule. You'd never gel

of! the ground.

Omni: Shouldn't we view the shuttle less

like an airliner and more like a lest plane7

Yeager: Yes. trial's coming out of the inves-

tigation. Maybe NASA treated the shuttle

like a routine operation. If they did, they

should have gotten oul and let a commer-

cial firm run it. NASA is. charged with re-

search and development, not with running

operational systems.

Omni: In one of the X-1A flights you had

total electrical failure due to corrosion on a

battery cable. Compared with the Shuttle,

that plane was simple, yel this tiny mal-

function almost killed you.

Yeager: That's true—just like an airliner, You

can't say we will never have another airline

accident, because an airliner is a technical

system. But you must still try and prevent

the inevitable. When that happened with

the X-1, from then on we made a change

in the checklist—disconnect the battery

from the mother ship before the drop to

see if it works. You learn -from an accident.

That's what will come-out of the shuttle ac-

cident, It will be a safer program.

Omni: Should the public be prepared for

another accident?

Yeager: To me there's no such thing as pre-

paring the public. Hey, when you fool

around with technical stuff, it'll bite ya. The

shuttle was designed for one purpose; to

deliver payloads into space cheaper. Now,

how do you do that? You develop a reus-

able system and use it as much as you

can. Hey, NASA with malicious intent did

not kill seven people and deslroy a very

expensive piece of equipment.

Omni: Bui they blew up the shuttle.

Yeager: You've got to go back. Accidents

don't happen with one big bang. They

happen because of a few small indica-

tions—some life :hhgs starting to rear their

ugly heads way back there, and if they

aren't nipped, eventually you get a full-

blown accident. Someone should have

seen- this thing starting to shape up, way
back, a strong supervisor who is on top of

everything—Irom the top lo the bottom.

And someone wasn't on top oi the saiety

program as it related to the O-ring seals in

the solid rocket booster. But you have to

look at NASAs side. The more they flew the

Shuttle and the more aggressive the

schedule, the cheaper the cost of putting

something in orbit.

Omni: Physicist Richard Feynman, also on

the shuttle commission, is quoted as say-

ing the booster exploded as a result of

hopeless design flaws.

Yeager: Expressions ultersc: by people, a

lot of them meaningless, get picked up in

the press. But the hour before that acci-

dent, nothing was designed hopelessly,

supervision was not flawed, and commu-
nications were not flawed. People said.

"Yeah, if you hadn't flown you wouldn't have

had the accident." That's real true.

Omni: Did the Challenger astronauts run

out of luck?

Yeager: If you want to put it that way, yeah.

Anytime you get clobbered, you've run out

of luck.

Omni: Should we build another shuttle?

Yeager: I don't know. The shuttle is not a

vehicle you can use to recover and repair

satellites in higher, synchronous orbits; it's

a low-Earth vehicle. The technology exists

for more advanced .spacecraft that will go

higher, but they're all expensive. And you

get a lot of gnashing of teeth from the

health, education, and welfare people, the

whole nine yards.

Omm": The Air Force always planned ior

winged spacecraft—Irom your X-1 10 the

X-20 spacecraft.

Yeager: The X-20 Dyna Soar created in the

Sixties was a similar system to what the

space shuttle is today. It was to be an air-

plane that used aerodynamic lift in the at-

mosphere to control reentry rates, thereby

controlling reentry heating. It was to get into

orbit on the tip of a Titan III rocket with strap-

on solid boosters. It was smaller in volume
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and payload than the shuttle but had ba-
sically the same technology and purpose:
to lift objects into space—a reusable space
vehicle, not an expendable launch vehicle.

The MOL [manned orbital lab] planned
back then is very similar to what our space
laboratory will be.

Omni: But the United States abandoned
the military program for space capsules
and a moon race.

Yeager: That really hurt us in developing a

counter to systems the Soviets were ap-
parently developing for space. When the

Russians sent up Yuri Gagarin, the first hu-

man in space, the possibility of their devis-

ing space weapons became real. NASA,
formerly the National Advisory Committee
on Aeronautics, had responsibility for de-
signing air-breathing engines, wings, and
the like. So the X-20 Dyna Soar was
planned as a military space-weapons sys-

tem, as was the manned orbital laboratory.

The decision was made to use space for

peaceful purposes, so who has responsi-

bility for space weapons?
Omni: Do the Russians lead the United

States in space-weapon;-: development?
Yeager: Obviously the best place to de-
velop space-weapons systems is from a
space platform because you can do re-

search and development in a space envi-

ronment. Our decision to go to the moon
was good because it was successful. The
Russians still haven't gotten to the moon.
The Russian space-weapons system, like

'

many of their weapons systems, does not

impress me
Omni: Secretary of Defense Caspar Wein-
berger says launch delays and the loss of

the Challenger could disrupt military plans.

For national security will the Air Force have
to take chances civilians won't take?

Yeager: To me there's no such thing as tak-

ing chances. There's just as much empha-
sis on safety in the military space program
as there is in [he cv-lian urogram. You waste
people and equipment if you gel outside
of safety requirements. To me there's really

no difference between a military person
and a civilian. They both bleed, and they

both die. Christa McAuliffe was not the first

citizen in space. There were payload spe-
cialists, including a senator, already up. The
decision to send a teacher into space is no
different. Those people were trained ade-
quately in knowing and using their life-sup-

port systems. No amount of training in the

world was going to help anybody survive

the accident. If you cut back from four

shuttles to three, priorities change. If the

administration says the military has prior-

ity, then the mission will have military goals.

Omni: With SDI and the shuttle base at

Vandenberg, has the military regained its

preeminence in space?
Yeager: The way I look at space it's really

no different than the surface of the earth.

It's an area where you have lo develop the

capability to protect your investments.
Protect the United States from invasion

—

that's one area. If you have manned orbital

laboratories, colonies on the moon for min-

ing and developing a first-stage platform

lor deep-space launch, you've go! lo have
capabilities for .protecting those invest-

ments. To me space is not a lot different

than defending our own shores.

Omni: Which projects—orbiting labs, a
moon base, or a manned flight to Mars

—

do you think we should undertake?
Yeager: A moon base would be a chrono-
logical step in a manned ilig'ht to Mars.
You've got oxygen, aluminum, some hy-

drogen on the moon. You have mass ex-

erting about one sixth the pull of gravity on
the earth's surface, So it's a logical ffrst-

stage launching plattorm— one already

made—that requires colonies of people to

run mines, to make fuels, launch facilities,

and the like. The moon base would sup-

port the Mars flight as it would an orbiting

space lab. It can be a first stage for assem-
bly, where you would haul modules to build

a rocket and launch it from there.

Omni: If you were starting out today, would
you want to fly planes in the atmosphere or

go into space?
Yeager: The best mission commanders to-

day are trained test pilots, so that's the ex-

perience
I would need. I operate under the

philosophy that the more experience you
have, the better you are. Now, if I was get-

ting into the Air Force today, I'd want a
background in air-breathing vehicles like

fighters or bombers, too. But yeah, I'd like

to do it! It would be fun to fly the shuttle.

That's the first really flyable vehicle. The
capsules I would have no desire to fool

around with, other than the view you'd get,

The fun of flying an doesn't exist. You could
change your attitude [spin or tumble], but

you were stuck in the same orbit. But you're

not ftyin' it if you're layin' in the back.

Omni: Scot! Crossfield, the designer and
test pilot of the X-15, said, "If it's not manned,
the hell with it." Do you share his view?
Yeager: No, there's room for unmanned
space exploration. In fact, they comple-
ment each other. The greatest thing today
is robotics and artificial intelligence to sup-
port a man opora:rg s space system. You'll

always need a human brain in the loop to

make repairs, to moni.torand use the sys-

tems. That is the most efficient way to op-
erate in deep space. Both have their role.

When you have an accident with a manned
system, then the unmanned advocates
come out ol the wall and make big noises.

Omni: Some have said computers really

make the shuttle fly.

Yeager: The pilot has the capability of doing

the same thing as computers with the

guidance presentation he has in the cock-
pit. I emphasize that pilots are in control

even though the digital guidance system
does, the pb better. That's true for autopi-

lots in commercial airliners or in fighters.

Omni: In advanced fighters doesn't the pi-

lot run a computer that flies the craft?

Yeager: You've got to go back to under-

stand how' that came about. In '47, when
we broke Mach 1, we were surprised to

find that supersonic flows all over the air-

plane made it very stable—and this made
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the planes unrnaneuv^ratm. So we backed

off on stability, but that made them unsta-

ble at subsonic speeds. This required sta-

bility-augmentation systems—pitch [as-

cent] dampers, yaw dampers [nose left or

right], and roll dampers to make ihem ac-

ceptable as far as flying qualities were

concerned. When pilots flying F-105's and

F-4 Phantom II 's in Vielnam got into dog-

fights, they'd climb too steeply, exceeding

the designed angle of attack [wings ver-

sus air]. The plane would depart from con-

trolled flight, snap [flip over], or stall. They

were so unslab.e. pnu-s couldn't pull them

out, and they ended up ejecting—a very

unprofitable way to fly airplanes.

This led to putting a computer between
'

the pilot and the controls—fly-by-wire sys-

tems. Instead of a mechanical rod or cable

link from the stick to the control surfaces

[such as flaps on a wing], when the pilot

moves the stick an electric impulse travels

through a wire to a computer-control ser-

vomotor. This in turn moves the control sur-

faces. By the early Seventies we had the

capabilities to build the first production fly-

by-wire system, the F-16. Knowing this air-

plane would be flown by computer, we de-

signed it to be extremely unstable, with the

center of gravity aft, and we put a large tail

on it. We got a highly maneuverable air-

plane in the Mach 2 regime. While the pilot

is dogfightin', he tells the computer to give

him a "3g" or "6g" turn, whatever. If he's

approaching the maximum angle of at-

tack, the pilot can ask the airplane for more,

but the computer—which is as interested

in self-survival as the pilot—won't let the

airplane do it.

Omni: Advanced lighters sound like com-

puters with wings.

Yeager: Sure. In the case of the F-18 or the

F-20, you're talkin' about eighteen to twenty

computers all tied together, each con-

stantly talking to one another, so you have

redundancy that's waist-deep and no fail-

ures. All of the information on navigation,

range, monitoring systems is tied to the

weapons systems. The airplanes them-

selves don't do a lot of damage, it's- the

weapons they carry. CRTs in the instru-

ment panel— not much different than

you've got on tabletop computers—man-

age the weapons in the F-20.

Omni. Is it tough to fly a jet and run a com-

puter at the same time?

Yeager: Pilots can operate these systems

with minimum training. Once you get

strapped in the airplane there's some eigh-

teen (unctions on the throttle and the stick.

When I want to use a weapon on the F-20

I
rnovea cursor up to activate that weapon.

Without taking my hand off the throttle or

stick, I
transfer the data to my display, so

it's reflected on the windshield. This gives

me not only the data to manage, say, the

Aim 7 missile— like max range, minimum

range—but it even comes up and says

shoot. So anybody knows what to do.

Omni: What other new technologies are

being used in today's jet fighters?

Yeager: Lasers put into the inertial-navi-

gation systems [INS, the plane's self-con-

tained guidance system]. For some thirty

years we've had INS. but up until about four

years ago these systems required that you

be very precise in aligning them. Even in

the F-15, F-16, and F-18!" which use these

old gyro systems, it takes as long as fifteen

minutes for these systems to align per-

fectly. These gyros have to spin up to max-

imum revolutions per minute and orient

themselves to the point on Earth where they

are. Now we use four mirrors and a laser

beam, so you end up with a laser gyro

spinning at the speed o' light. It's instan-

taneous. Using new technology from mis-

sile systems, we end up with a very sen-

sitive acceleromeler. Tied together, these

enable a pilot to get fully aligned in twenty-

three seconds. That's a real breakthrough

when you're in a hurry to get off the ground.

Omni: Some. politicians say these fighters

are too complicated to rely on.

Yeager: People have been led a lot of crud

about how complex they are. It's just the

opposite. We now are able to trace trends

for everything aboard the airplane—the

engine, electrical systems, luel systems,

and the like—with computers monitoring

them and recording the data. When an.air-

plane comes back a pilot can ask his com-

puter what systems are going bad. The

maintenance guy merely walks out and

plugs an analyzer into the computer; it tells

him what to fjx. It makes for a simple and

easy-to-mainlain fighter.

Omni: Are these systems as reliable as the

ones in airplanes fifteen years ago7

Yeager: It's been demonstrated—ypu call

it mean time between failures—that the

systems coming out today last ten to twenty

times as long as the old ones. The tech-

niques of building these solid-state com-

ponents—new technology such as the la-

ser INS system with no moving parts, no

bearings to wear out—you get systems

lasting a very long time. The F-18, as shown

by inc Navy, requires about one fourth as

many man-hours in maintenance per flying

hour as compa-ed v,"ih airplanes such as

the F-4, F-15, F-16. All of our fighters are

designed to last twenty years and fly

twenty-five hours a month, every month.

With digital electronics in the advanced

fighters, when we develop a new weapon

twenty years from now, all that's required

is a little software change and our present-

day plane will handle that weapon. It makes

for a very economical type of operation.

You have advanced capabilities in these

airplanes—and they're fun to fly.

Omni: Will luture fighters go faster?

Yeager: We're limiting fighters today to

Mach 2. We don't want to go any faster, if

you do, you end up with a lot of require-

ment's to build into your aircraft that are

complex and hard to maintain. If we stay

below Mach 2 we can make a simple sys-

tem. That's the trend.

The capabilities built into the weapons

are what make These canes very lethal.
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Take a harpoon antiship missile. Normally

a ship is down below the curvature of the

earth, so your radar can;t pick it up. What

you do in the F-20 is you pull up, ascend

till there's a strain: 'ire. jet-to -target, so your

radar can take one swipe of the ship, then

you drop back below the horizon. The INS,

tied to computers, transfers that knowl-

edge to your weapons. Where were you

when you saw that ship? Then you launch

your harpoon missile. It follows the curva-

ture of the earth to a precise point— it

knows what the ship's heading is, its

speed—so it will know where the ship will

be when the missile gets there.

Omni: And you're seeing more than blips

on your radar screen.

Yeager: Computer enhancing makes
everything look like the object— like some

of the ground-mapping capabilities we use

in the F-20. When you're at thirty thousand

feet, an airfield looks like a real airfield, with

runways, taxiways, hangars, and the like.

The pilot can blow Ihis image up some forty

times. The computer tilts it so you're look-

ing straight down on it.

If 1 pick up my radar "painting" [indicat-

ing] four aircraft coming at me and I'm car-

rying four missiles, 1 say, "Hey, there's four

airplanes," Then I run the cursor up to one

of those aircraft and say to the computer;

interrogate. It analyzes that airplane and

tells the altitude it's flyin', what his Mach

number and heading is. I can take the four

missiles—if I'm carrying four Aim 7 radar-

riding missiles or image-sensing mis-

sile's—and can program one missile per

airplane. Once I've initiated this system, the

computer will handle everything. It's sitting

there waitin' until those four airplanes are

within firing range to launch,
I
don't have

to worry about it anymore.

Omni: If the enemy has the same capabil-

ities, what can we do?
Yeager: Train more pilots [laughter]. No,

that's a bad comment, We know it takes

the Soviets about three or tour years to pick

up on our technology because our society

is open and few idiots try to sell secrets.

But in my opinion the Soviets never had the

capability to apply that technology to a

weapons system, and they never will. In

working with the Pakistani Air Force in 71

we saw new Soviet weapons and the way

they trained the Indian pilots. Their tech-

nology and doctrine is far inferior. The So-

viets are disciplined, mission oriented: Take

off here, go there, drop a bomb, come
back, and nothing in between, We train pi-

lots to be flexible and aggressive,

Omni: Why even have pilots'? Doesn't the

Air Force plan to build RPVs—remotely pi-

loted vehicles?

Yeager: The pilot is not removed from the

loop. He flies the airplane. The computer's

jus' watchin' everything he does, so he

doesn't screw up. Stealth technology, which

enables you to operate in a radar environ-

ment and not be seen, plus weapons sys-

tems coming off the drawing boards,

makes for very lethal small planes. Be-

cause of our capability to track vehicles,

because of the smartness built into the

missiles, you'll probably see a certain per-

centage of our fighter iorce in the RPV cat-

egory in six to eight years. But it's like the

question of manned versus unmanned

space vehicles: Both RPVs and F-18's have

a purpose out there.

Omni: In the two world wars pilots were

honored for their number of kills, relating to

their courage and skill. In the automated

craft you describe, it seems like it's the ma-

chine that makes the difference.

Yeager; The effectiveness of a pilot, when

he straps his fanny to one of these modern

weapons systems, is measured by his

knowledge ot that airplane. It's no different

than when I was fightirV the Germans in a

P-51. The better my equipment and the

more experience I had, the better
I
was.

That's as true today as it was forty years

ago—and through Korea and Vietnam. The

pilot is not taken out of the system, but to-

day's pilot is .about ten times more effec-

tive than he was three or four years ago.

We've been doing some work on the F-20

with high-angle pitch-up [steep climbs],

where you can still control the aircraft. It's

got these little, very fast missiles equipped

with computers so you can't decoy them.

So when it's tracking an aircraft that starts

kickin' out magnesium flares as decoys, it

says: 'Jus' be patient, man, that airplane is

gonna change directions—jus' hold your

own. It'll quit in a minute, then hammer it."

That's the way these little systems work.

Omni: Combat will never be the same.

Yeager: It takes a lot of iun out of dogfight-

in'. The days of tryin' to get on somebody's

tail are goin' down Ihe tubes. You pitch up,

shoot, and get out, 'cause if you don't you're

gonna get clobbered.

Omni: Why did you write a book?

Yeager; About three years ago Ian Ballan-

tine—he's an old guy about seventy, really

sharp, the pope of editors—heard me give

a talk back in Washington. He said I should

write a book. I said, "Well, I'm not a writer,

but you might be interested to know I did

an oral history." When you retire as a gen-

eral irom the Air Force, you set down and

tell everything you remember from thetime

you were born till the present. Like if you're

a pilot, the different airplanes you've tlown

and your impressions of people. Mr. Bal-

lantine read this and was elated. We set-

tled on Leo Janos, who covered Apollo

flights for The New York Times and Time.

as coauthor. He read the whole manu-

script and really digested it. It was his idea

to interview Glennis; Bud Anderson, my
closest friend from the war: Obie O'Brien,

a squadron leader in my fighter group; and

Colonel Ascani, my boss at Edwards. He

also researched the archives at Maxwell

Air Force Base to pick up the oral history

of General Boyd, who chose me to fly the

X-1 ,
and the thing just fell into shape.

Omni: Were you surprised to see the book

on best-seller lists?

Yeager: I figured it would sell at least a

hundred thousand to aviation people.

Christ, I've talked to that many people. I've



been givin' talks since 1947. In the 1950's
I'd give as many as one. hundred fifty-five

talks a year-- to just high schools and civic

organizations and Air Force units. Nor-
mally everybody who hears you, if they see
a book about ya, they'll buy it. I was really

surprised when it took hold like it did [one
million hardcover copies in print],

Omni: Is it going io be made into a movie?
Yeager: My kids own the rights—as a re-

lired guy I don't need the money that comes
in from the book—so I really don't pay much
attention to it. Hal Needharn, who made
Smokey and the Bandit and other fun mov-
ies, picked up the rights. He's probably
gonna start in a year or so. All I expect to

see is a lot of good P-51 dogfightm'.

Omni: Were you disappointed there was
no ticker-tape parade for you when you
broke the sound barrier?

Yeager: Definitely not. What came out of

the X-1 was a finding; If you want to oper-
ate an airplane in the region of the speed
ol sound, you've got to have a flying tail on
it. So we built that capability on to our fol-

low-on fighters like the F-86. It took the

British, ihe French, and the Soviet Union
five years to find that out. The reason it took

'em five years was because the program
was classified. Being a military guy who
fought in a war, there's no person in the

world who apprec:a;ss security more than
I do. Because that's the way you stay ahead
of your competition. You do research to find

out whal makes something work, and you-
protect that knowledge. It made me very
happy when the whole X-1 program was
classified. A ticker-:ape parade in Mew York
doesn't show me anything.

Omni: Listening to the tape of your near
crash in Ihe X-1 A, Boyd said he could tell

you thought you were about to die.

Yeager: Yeah, but there's not an awful lot

you can do about il, so you don't waste
time worryin' about il. There was no way of

getting out of the X-1 A. I figured the (ail had
come off and was wondering where I was
gonna hit in the High Sierras. I didn't say
that.' If you're in trouble in an airplane, the
lasl thing you do is talk. You concentrate
on what you're doing to save your tail. You
don't dive the airplane to miss a school or
a house. That's the last thing on your mind.
Christ, the canopy had busted, and I was
really hurting from my pressure suit be-
cause it was crude. I had been exposed
to some terrific poundings and was pretty

beat Up. By the time I started talking, I said,

"I don't know whether I can get back or

not." I knew I had a fightin' chance. Then
two or three minutes elapsed. Once I got
the airplane under control, I knew I was
gonna get back. My attitude changed
within two minutes—going from where I

was sure I was gonna get killed to where I

was joking about the damned airptahe,

Omni: Is it true that after you landed you
went home, got dressed, and went off to a
dinnerwith-Glennis?

Yeager: I had to go to Los Angeles and
give a talk. I was raised, you know, to honor
my commitments.DO
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prototype CD-I player, the first of which may
be available in early 1987. These new-gen-
eralron compact-disc machines will initially

sell lor about $1,000. with prices falling to

as low as $300 within three io five years.

The new CD-ROMs may never replace
books, but there is talk of disc-of-the-month
clubs for those who want to keep up with
what appears to be Ihe next frontier of

electronic learning. The potential seems
endless. "It's like somebody's just invented
TV all over again," says Lopez.

OMNI ONLINE

Ever wish there were a place where you
could talk about the future with interested

people? Omni magazine, in conjunction
with the CompuServe Information Service,

may have a solution tor you: a nationwide
network of Omni readers, writers, and ed-
itors, available to anyone with a personal
computer, a modem, and a subscription to

the CompuServe network.

Omni Online comprises two separate but

related features. The first, the Electronic

Magazine, is similar to the newsstand ver-

sion of Omni but is available a week before
the issue goes on sale. Each month
CompuServe subscribers can gain ac-
cess to condensed versions of Omni's fea-

.tures, columns, and interviews, as well as
a selection of Continuum articles.

Omni Online's second unique compo-
nent is the interactive Forum. I'm sure there

must be a twinge, of regret when people
reading Omni can't plug into the intellec-

tual resources that are encompassed in the

magazine," says CompuServe marketing
manager James Rulfs. "The Forum is a way
for them to take one more step, to raise

their voices and participate." In the Forum
users can post messages on national bul-

letin boards and join in online conferences
both with experts and with those who are
just plain curious.

The control center of the Omni Forum is

the data library. Its ten subtopics—with
such titles as New Technologies, Brain/

Mind, SF/Arts/Books, and Events/Legisla-

tion—provide a map by which to navigate
within the Forum. Did you catch a glimpse
of an unidentified flying object over your
town? Leave a message in the Antimatter/

UFO section to find out if anyone else saw
it. Want to bca:e "'ellow -nyopics to discuss
a new vision-training system for nearsight-

edness? Call for a special conference in

the Medical area.

At the core of each data library subtopic
are archived text files composed of arti-

cles from back issues of Omni, along with
contributions from users and items pre-
pared exclusively for the Forum. New en-
tries can be added weekly, daily, or even
hourly. This feature, combined with the
conferencing and .-nessag.rii oapao ;

;i!ies.

makes Omni Online Ihe first national elec-
tronic news forum for people concerned
about the luture.DO
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ACROSS

1. 15 x 21 - 315

4. 969 + 3 = 323
6. 19 x 7 x 4.5 x 5 = 29,925
8. 64,000 * (1,001 - 1) = 64
9, (500 x 7)+ 13 = 3,513

II. 48-11 +5-42
13. 24 + 12 + 40= 76

14. (206 x 5) + 7 = 1,037

16. (1,920 - 80) + 4 = 28

18. 109 x 123 = 13,407

20, 5x63 = 315

21. 200

DOWN
1. 366-40 = 326
2. 1,215 X 16= 19,440

3. 1,962-1,903 = 59

4. (600x6)-43 = 3,557
5. (4,077 + 9) -90 = 363
7. 26-5-2 =23

10. (800 + 8) x 54 x 3

= 16,200

12. 1,600+ 714+ 1 = 2,315

14. 97 + 6 = 103

15. 72 + I = 73

17. 435 + 2 = 870
19. 40 + 2 = 42



A good pun is its own reword;

Winners of Competition #38

By Scot Morris

"/ never knew an enemy of puns who was

not an iH-natured man. A pun is a noble

thing per se; ;f Wis ihe mind, it is as perfect

as a sonnet. May my last breath be.

drawn through a pipe and exhaled as a

pun.

"

—Charles Lamb

"Trying to define humor is one of the

definitions- of humor."
—Saul Steinberg

In our November column, "In search of

ihe perfect pun." we asked readers to

send a single original pun. We promised

an Emerson VHS videocassette recorder to

the grand prize-winner and -$25 each to

nine runners-up. All ten, we said, would get

one-year Omni subscriptions.

We had some rather impressive bench-

marks. The pun. we picked as the best

of all lime was "Focus Ranch." Three

brothers started a cattle ranch in Texas

bul couldn't decide what to call it. They

cabled their father for an idea, and he

suggested Foeus, because that's where

the sun's rays meet. Both Isaac Asimov

and A. Ross Eckler, the editor of Word

Ways; picked this as their favorite pun. If

isn't a knee slapper, but il is elegant;

sun's rays meet—sons raise meaf; three

words, each with two difierent meanings,

spellings, and roots.

We later learned that this pun has a

distinguished lineage. Glendon Andrews

of La Grande. Oregon, says that the

pun was devised 60 years ago by Edwin

Hubble, the famous astronomer, and

his colleague Milton Humason. Hurnason's

. son Bill passed the- pun and the story

along to Andrews some 35 years ago.

Hubble and Humason earned their fame

at the Hale Observatories on the campus

of Caltech. Doing much of their work

on cloudy nights, they had to while away

many hours. Having read that there

were no triple puns
:
they decided to invent

one. Fully 18 months later they came up

with the FocuSgem. (Thanks to reader

Bob Trowbridge of Portland, Oregon, for

alerting us to this story.)

We. also learned the author of a pun

Tom Wolfe mentioned in The Electric

112 OMNI

Slave Market with Disappearing Bust of Voltaire, 1940. oil on canvas by Salvador Da//.

Kooi-Aid Acid Test, an account of the

drugged-out commune headed by Ken

Kesey. At the end of the drive leading

to the main road was this sign: no left

TURN UNSTGNED.

Paul Foster of Cupertino, California,

wrote: "I was surprised to see my pun, 'No

left turn unstoned,' in your Games feature.

Authorship can be verified by a quick

call to Ken Kesey. Kink Easy is an affable

fungi to talk to. but he had a terrible

case of authoritis. I had a tree house in

Kesey's front yard, and in the Kooi-Aid

book I'm called by my rightful name (rare

among Pranksters, I am told), a program-

mer with a terrible stttuttter."

Despite fair warning against those joke

punch lines with the long, tortured

setups, we saw these over and over

again: He'made an obscene clone fall.

Ah, Sweet Mr. Rhee of Life, at last I've'

found you. The squaw on the hippopota-

mus is equal to the sons of the squaws

on the other two hides. It's against the law

to transport gulls across a staid lion for

immoral porpoises. From the Zumas
of Monty Hall to Ihe Triple E's of Shore.

Many readers sent classics like the

sequence of signs in the' music-shop

window: gone chopin, bach in a minuet,

and try handel. its baroque. They call

TV a medium because it's rarely well-

done. T.B. or not IB.—that is the conges-

tion. I'd rather have a bottle in front o' me
than a frontal lobotomy. Sorry, but my kar-

ma just ran over your dogma. Demons are

a ghoul's best friend. Let Baghwans be

Baghwans. What foods these morsels be.

In iudging we kept coming back to the

best qualities of Focus- Ranch: a quick

setup, no proper names, and maximum

wordplay throughout.

GRAND PRIZE-WINNER: VCR

We callour beach house Isle of View.

Last summer we got a sailboat and named

it Isle of View II.

—Dale S. Allen, Bloomington. MN

RUNNERS-UP: $25 AND SUBSCRIPTION

Have you heard about the cowardly

dragon that didn't observe ihe Sabbath?

He only preyed on weak knights.

—Ian Bock, Victoria, Australia



What does Jay Gould have ir

with the pharaoh's daughter? They both
found a profit in the rushes on the banks.

—Sean McEntee, Burlington, VT

The frustrated goffer drove over the river

and threw the woods.

—EricS. Hansen, Evans, CO

I refuse to converse while eating lamb. I

will not mince words with ewe.

—Stephen Weiss, Miami Beach. FL

It's colder than a teacher's wit.

—Richard Lederer, Concord, NH

A good pun is ifs own reword.

—C. Burris, Topeka, KS

An IBM programmer was talking about
topology and taking a rather heavy-
handed viewpoint. A colleague Said, "Wait

a minute, there are two sides to every-
thing," to which he instantly replied,

"Moebius, maybe no."

—Mark Helpern, Oakland

My husband gave me a permanent wave,
and now he's gone,

—Dawn Messer, Sicklemia NJ

Q: What do you get when you roll a hand
grenade across a kitchen floor?

A: Linoleum blownapart!

—Amy Ensig n, Kameula, HI

HONORABLE MENTION "

Puns are just some antics.

—Michael Schlichting, Neskowin, OR

We trussed each other— let our marriage
knot be undone,

—Dick Warwick, Oakesdale, WA

I love puns so much that my wife made a
sign I hang over my desk:

_.„ CAUTION!
INCORRIGIBLE PUNSTER

(PLEASE DON'T INCORRI.GEJ

-Bob Trowbridge, Portland, OR

After Mary Poppins was done with her
film she went to California and became an
expert at predicting people with bad
breath. Her sign read: super cai ifofma
PSYCHIC—EXPERT, HALITOSIS.

—R. Thomas Hawman, Kansas City, MO

Gertrude Stein on.the monotony of Spanish
cuisine: 'Arroz is arroz isarroz."

—Stephen Carlyle.Cronig, Miami

My husband read my list of ten puns to

help me choose one to fit your competition.

I could tell by his face, no pun in ten did-.

—Marilyn Moss. Elkins Park, -PA

Each New Zealand day dawns new, clear,

free.

—R. W. Harper, Auckland. N,Z,

Bumper sticker:
i owe. i owe, so its off to

W0P.K | go
—DuaheC. Ellison, Fairfax, VA

Two American astronomers were visiting

a French observatory. One asks the
other, "Comet Halley view?"

—Bertrand A. Larnpron. Lew, ME

The priest denounced nuclear weapons.
The church members came to a critical

mass.

—Beth Byron,.GrandRapids

Many who suffer from irregularity depend
on Phillips Milk of Magnesia, which calls

itself "your true blue friend," With friends,

like that, who needs enemas?
—Anne Crawford, New (vfford, CT

My brother loves Eskimo culture, but
I

don't get Innuit.

" —Gary McBride, Columbus. OH

Nevada—The NV of the nation.

—Kersten Garr, Car-son City, NV

Homicide: a dead battery.

—Willard Hastings, Santa Barbara, CA

.
As the master said to his confused disciple:

"That was Zen, this is Tao."

—Michael R. Waynick, Carleton, Ml'

Burlesque-showad: here the belles peel.

.

—A. Bradbury, West Valley City, UT
'

Boxing razes the consciousness.

'—Pali-Jane Wesel, Mount Pleasant, SC

ll you don; pay inc exorcist, do you get'
repossessed?

—Joseph Nadeau, Newtown, PA

From an actual- newspaper headline .

about a woman who knocked her husband
'

unconscious -after learning he'd been-.
unfaithful- si u- conks io stupor.

—Miles Klein, East Brunswick- NJ

"Frankly, my dear, do you' think
I give- a

damn?" That would have been a Rhetori-
cal question-,

—Troy Dickson, Lake. George, NY

Salutation to a tasteless punster: "Sir, I

would, toast you if you were better bred."'-

—Toni Goss, Honolulu

Christie Brinkley .marries Billy Joel. At last, "

a jejune bride.

—K, S. Lester, Treasure Island, FL

It was dinnertime in Russia Soviet

—John A. Englehardt, Ruston,.LA

Requesting more ice water in a Mexican
restaurant,. a man said, 'Agua frio, pour
some more."

—James D. Waterman, Florissant, MO

At our high school we were the Knights. ^

Our official school paper was the Knight's
Page (a double), andthe underground
paper was the Nuhie Shees in tuple:

noble-sheet; no-bull sheet; ho bullshit)-

— Bill Robinson, Ojai, CA ,

If ever you burn the pasta, just explain to-
' your guests that you cooked it.a/ Dante.

—Alewx MacKenzie, Beliingham, WA

My friends and 1 make and rate puns. We.-

.

categorize puns as P.I. or PU. (pun
intended or unintended). A pun that is

intended and really .good Is a magnum P.I.

—Robert'J. McCauley, HoustonDO



LAST
UUDRD

.;:; By Charles Mertiminger, Jr.

i ilherethey were,

Little Cows, smaller

-.''than chicken .

'

drumsticks, standing

like tiny statues

on a wooden platter

next to 3 bowl ..

of teriyaki sauce *

I'm a rambler, i like 'c drift from one bar So

another, checking out the vibes, the

chenteie
:

the food. The'irst :-!iie I tried

Little Cows was at one of those trendy bars

with oleniy c' brass niVings and oe:nn.g

fans and polished oak floors. I usually nate

was differ-

ent. It had great minifoou

! know thai mugs steps had been made

in genetic engineering, but I assumed it

was being used to light hunger and

disease. '• hadn't realized i! was also being

used to develop designer foods for those

lucky enough io be able to afford ii.

Bui there tney were-uitie Cows,

smaller than chicken drumsticks, standing

iter lutie statue-son ,:.

next to a oewl of tenyaki sauce. There

must nave been tour or five or the iiUo

bugger;! deep-mod.

They smelied delicious; but I didn!

know how to go about tacking tnem. I

stared at ihem for a moment, watching the

Steam rise off their little heads. Tf-=e

'

waitress noticed that i
was perplexed.

"I can see this is your first t'.me," she said,

tying a paoer bib around my neck "Don't

be afraid. They wont bite"

She showed me how to pick them up
iv,. ;T. jrMne sauce,

and start crunching, tney wore incredi-

ble—meaty and lender; I he :iny nones

had a nice texture, like. pretzel slicks.

I was. hocked I loved Little Caws;

Hoisieins. Guernseys. Black Angus ',..!
.

tried them all. Deep-Sued, sauteed.

icks

and cooked hibachi : style.

Then I trier: othe' embers: Little Sheep

and wonderful Little Pan meo Pigs, so

lender they almost melted m your mouth.

Nothmc could compare to if ie Sween

and-sour Chicken, a dish of peppers,

onions, and nandfuls of whole chicken.;;,

each the size of a bmsseissprout.

it lock a white to golused Ic the sheep

and :-amb d.snes. The genetic engineers

had managed io got rid of their wool

a:
Th <-

sighl of fleshy iitLe lambs h the first stew

i ordered did lam my stomach a oil.

But once I
fasf.ee: the miniature mutton,

the lack o'

I had become addicted to little food, i

sough! out otaces fha: so- vea up the

.genetically aflerer.i appetizers arid entrees,

i il never forget the f.rst tn -s I munched

on a handful of mirriwaiormelcns—rind and

all! Pooped them into my mouth :lke

tang themes. Seeds wen; no problem. I

tasted a marvelous fruit cocktail in this

one health-food joint, if was a mixture of

appies, plums, oranges, and cantaloupes

the size of marbles. With each brie the

tiny fruit, whole and urn-peeled, b; irsi in my

mouth with an explosion oi iu.ces.

Just when. I though; had tried ail of the

iiltie 'cod there was. I
chanced upon a

ntand sat oown a; the

sushi bar There they we;c. laying on .a

bad oi Ice! ^orthwesi warmer! "ho size ol

wordilsh the size of

anchovies ;'! !''
i
": - i;im

makes a bar dy hoothpick )

['hey ock ("I th : nkvy. I f;sh :

i ce

wine or served them raw. Dungehess

Crabs, oakec crispy as popcorn, were

;: bowlful asan appetizer. Bui

/as the Humpback

Whale dime- for lour. Scientists bad

long smce managed to save the whale

irom exf,ncf:cn, but I never would have

guessed that genetic entrepreneurs

would develop whales the si;re et socke-ye

salmon The whale dish became a guilty

pleasure of mine.
'

After some months I succeeded in

sac all of fhe establishments in town

thai served litfe food I went Into a sort

•ofdepressior ss

try?

Ther . :-is was wandering arc.ine the

city, ' ended up in a dark, basement bar I

sat dews at a tab^e in the corner and

.'sipped a beer n a dam I munched

absentmindedly on a bov/i of Ciao Crisps.

Weexs ago Ihey had caused me such

. : ihey wen p isse.

Tl-e w^-tress asked if I wanted

something
:

cr dinner. "Bring me' anything."

! sa.c .'.''nai oMierence did it make? A
;ew -: .-.=' titer sue returned with a

"sizzling platter and put if on the. table,

This might cheer you up/' she said.

The smc - of masted meat was like

nc "s :

-•?' had e.=oerienceo. fv'v torn

easvy :ut -.hmugn the tender ;en-ounce

Hi :
: ..; ,n flavor .than cf;

: cken.

bui t was nc: as heavv as beo-. I! was

wonderful 1 But what was if? I
asked

"Mouse," the waitress replied

"&s. m.-r r-
'ne size of a Mew York

steak!" I said.

"We only serve USDA grime mouse

"shank, the best cut iron- geneiicaliy
'

enlarged animals,

"Enlarged? You mean ihey have

managed to ms.Ko mice the size of cows--'

Mice gerbiis. shrews ... you name

:t,
' she sain. '

i he ii'tie critters that usee io

hide jn-de- the barns now can hardly :
:

,f

inside mem 1'he scientists found out thai

rodent 'meat is much moretender nan

beef, and ;! tastes te^iic with a dry wnite

wt.s. Our specialty is banbecued hamster

i warn

you. oring a hungry friend: tney arc huge

A I ^ i -i .!.; r an .
i
two

i fe:l so mioish Here I i-ad been worry no

that i had run out of little- food when right

V CI' I' 'I 'l! .': 1 '. V\ I- -n .
'

worid of iooc to experience Big food!

I
weal back Friday, ana \r\e ribs were

incredible. And I
have jus: heard of a

pi !ious

20-ounce chipmunk sirloin F-or Thanks-

g wng i think I
wri! have sevem' teer-cs

over to share a plump impound
hummingbird, roasted over trot or .as :w a

rotrsserie .
. . /Ah, sclence.OO

Ch:n:e; Wenninger. Jr., a re-pr-r'er -ar n\e

-if
.,„,...,.

i
. .: .

,
i ked

IVha/e Surprise. ,yr i-
. .,


